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I’d rather learn from one bird how to sing

than teach ten thousand stars how not to dance

– E.E. Cummings
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ABSTRACT

This dissertation examines /s/-retraction, a sound change in progress by which /s/ ap-

proaches /S/ in the context of /r/, such that street may sound more like shtreet. Previous

research on this phenomenon has focused largely on the production of /str/ clusters, ask-

ing how /str/ is articulated, how it is realized acoustically, and what phonological process

ultimately leads to a more /S/-like /s/. This dissertation contributes to the understanding

of the phenomenon by turning to the perception of /s/-retraction. Specifically, this disser-

tation seeks to answer two fundamental questions: Do listeners have detailed phonological

knowledge about /s/-retraction? And if so, how do they use that knowledge? The results

of three different experiments are presented that examine different aspects of how listeners

may use their knowledge about /s/-retraction and what that might tell us about the origins,

grammatical status, and trajectory of /s/-retraction as a sound change and the transition

and propagation of sound change in general. Firstly, Experiment I asks how that knowledge

influences speech processing. Using a lexical identification task with eye tracking, Exper-

iment I finds that listeners can use the cues of /s/-retraction in order to anticipate the

upcoming /r/. Secondly, Experiment II asks how that knowledge influences sociolinguistic

perception. Using a phoneme categorization task, Experiment II finds that only listeners

who most strongly endorse traditional stereotypes of masculinity are likely to attribute a

retracted /s/ to a performance of masculine toughness. Finally, Experiment III asks how

the perception of /s/-retraction influences an individual’s own production when they take

a turn as a speaker. Using a covert shadowing task, Experiment III finds that listeners

converge toward manipulated degrees of /s/-retraction, but only if the model talker exhibits

a pattern sufficiently similar to their own. Taken together, the findings for /s/-retraction

challenge a convergence path to sound change, by which conversational shifts persist and

accumulate to lead to lasting change, but support a coarticulatory path to sound change, by

which listeners gradually shift the cues of coarticulation from the source to the target.

xiv



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Variation is a natural and ubiquitous feature of language, and of the acoustic signal in

particular. Each utterance is distinct from the last and each speaker is distinct from their

interlocutor. This variation is both large and small, predictable and unpredictable. Nonethe-

less, listeners are able to consistently and effortlessly parse this ever-varying speech stream

into discrete and meaningful words and sounds.

One such source of variation is coarticulation, which describes a scenario where a speech

sound is influenced by, and thus becomes more similar to, a neighboring speech sound. Over

time, the relative degree of coarticulation can increase and ultimately lead to categorical

sound change. This dissertation is concerned with the perception and production of speech

in the intermediate stages between stable coarticulation and categorical sound change. In

particular, this dissertation asks how listeners account for the coarticulatory variation in their

perception and how that may influence their own production when they respond in turn.

With these questions, this work seeks to shed light on the transition problem (Weinreich

et al., 1968), which asks how a sound change proceeds from one stage to another over time.

Tied up in the transition problem is how the sound change propagates, or how it spreads

from speaker to speaker and community to community.

To address these questions, I examine /s/-retraction, a sound change in progress in

American English by which /s/ approaches /S/ in the context of /r/, especially in /str/

clusters. Thus, for a speaker exhibiting /s/-retraction, street may sound more like shtreet.

The nature of /s/-retraction is explored in more detail later in this dissertation, but at its core

/s/-retraction can be thought of a process by which /s/ is influenced by the upcoming /r/

in such a way that the tongue body retracts and the lips protrude. These small articulatory

changes can have outsized acoustic consequences, resulting in an onset sibilant that may be

heard as /S/. Of particular note, /s/-retraction is not observed to the same degree or with
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the same frequency in /spr/ or /skr/ clusters, such that scream rarely sounds like shcream.

Much of the previous attention that /s/-retraction as a phenomenon has received has

been focused on the production of /str/ clusters. This dissertation contributes to the un-

derstanding of the sound change by giving particular attention to the perception of /s/-

retraction. Specifically, this dissertation asks the fundamental question, do listeners have

detailed phonological knowledge about this process? And if they do, do listeners use that

detailed phonological knowledge? This dissertation employs three different experiments that

each seeks to examine a different aspect of how listeners can use their detailed phonological

knowledge about the phenomenon and what that might tell us about the origins, gram-

matical status, and trajectory of /s/-retraction as a sound change and the transition and

propagation of sound change in general.

- Firstly, this dissertation asks if listeners use /s/-retraction in speech processing. Specif-

ically, using eye tracking during a lexical identification task, Experiment I tests whether

listeners can use the cues of retraction in order to accurately predict the presence of

an upcoming /r/. This experiment highlights the cue weight that listeners assign to

/s/-retraction and how that might shed light on the trajectory of the sound change.

- Secondly, this dissertation asks if listeners use /s/-retraction as a social marker. Specifi-

cally, using a categorization task of ambiguous stimuli presented with varying indicators

of masculinity, Experiment II tests whether listeners attribute acoustic retraction to

performances of masculinity and toughness. This experiment highlights the potential

socio-indexical role of /s/-retraction and how that might contribute to the propagation

of the sound change.

- Finally, this dissertation asks if listeners adjust their own production as a result to

the /s/-retraction they perceive in an interlocutor. Using a covert shadowing task,

Experiment III tests whether a participant will converge toward a model talker with a
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manipulated degree of retraction. This experiment assesses how the short-term shifts

we produce during a conversation may ultimately be a path to lasting, categorical

sound change.

In the remainder of this chapter, I provide a definition of key terms to this work (Section

1.1), notes on the use of phonetic transcriptions (Section 1.2), and a road map to the structure

of this dissertation (Section 1.3).

1.1 Definition of key terms

This dissertation is concerned with sibilant speech sounds, which are a class of fricative

consonants characterized by their high intensity and high frequency relative to other speech

sounds. In particular, I will focus on the voiceless alveolar fricative /s/, as in sip and suit,

and the voiceless palato-alveolar fricative /S/, as in ship and shoot.

Furthermore, this dissertation is concerned with retraction. In this dissertation, I will

use the terms retraction and retracted to refer to both the articulatory act of pulling the

tongue back in the oral cavity as well as its acoustic consequences. Specifically, I will refer

to a sibilant as being retracted when it is naturally produced or artificially manipulated in

such a way as to have a lower centroid frequency.

In this dissertation, I will use the term convergence (Natale, 1975a) to refer to the process

by which a speaker adopts some of the characteristics of their interlocutor. This process is

also commonly referred to as imitation (Goldinger, 1998), accommodation (Giles et al., 1991),

and less commonly adaptation (Gregory & Hoyt, 1982), alignment (Garrod & Pickering,

2004), entrainment (Brennan & Clark, 1996), coordination (Garrod & Anderson, 1987), and

persistence (Bock, 1986). Alignment, entrainment, coordination, and persistence typically

refer to syntactic, semantic, or lexical shifts, while convergence, imitation, and accommoda-

tion typically refer to phonetic shifts. Although these latter three terms are frequently used

interchangeably, they may be teased apart in the degree to which they suggest consciousness
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or directionality. Imitation is often used to describe a voluntary action, accommodation of-

ten describes conscious and subjective shifts, and both terms suggest a unidirectional shift

exhibited by one interlocutor toward another. Convergence, however, is largely agnostic

to whether the shift was voluntary, conscious, or subjective, and whether one or both in-

terlocutors exhibited shifts; it is simply concerned with whether any shifts in the phonetic

signal can be observed (Sonderegger, 2012). As this dissertation contains a shadowing task

that is covert by design, I have selected the term convergence to be agnostic as to whether

the participants are intentionally or unintentionally shifting their speech toward the model

talker.

1.2 Notes on phonetic transcriptions

Throughout this dissertation, I will use the International Phonetic Alphabet with a few

key exceptions. Firstly, I will use 〈r〉 as a catch-all symbol to represent the American

English rhotic characterized orthographically as “r”, regardless of whether the articulation

of this sound is either bunched or retroflex (Delattre & Freeman, 1968; Mielke et al., 2010).

When necessary to distinguish between these different articulations of /r/, I will use 〈ô〉 to

represent the bunched alveolar approximant and 〈õ〉 to represent the retroflex approximant.

This alternation will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2.

Additionally, capital letters will be used to represent classes of sounds, rather than the

specific phones themselves. For example, 〈C〉 will be used to represent any stop consonant,

as in /sCr/, which is taken to represent all /s{p,t,k}r/ clusters. Similarly, 〈S〉 will be used to

represent any sibilant /s/, /S/, or intermediate target between the categories. In general, this

dissertation assumes that the onset sibilant preceding any consonant other than /r/ is /s/,

such that street is phonemically /strit/. However, in Chapter 4, I use nonce words with an

onset continuum from /s/ to /S/ in attempt to force a contrast between /s/ and /S/. Thus,

I will use 〈S〉 to refer to the onset sibilant that in those environments may be categorized by
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the listener as either /s/ or /S/.

1.3 Outline of chapters

This dissertation is comprised of three experiments that each seek to better understand the

phenomenon of /s/-retraction in order to better understand its origin, status, and trajectory.

Specifically, this dissertation is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 Prior to presenting the three experiments, I provide an extensive overview

to previous research on /s/-retraction, laying the groundwork to motivate the experiments

of this dissertation. This includes previous empirical work on the perception and produc-

tion of the phenomenon, theoretical work on its origins and current grammatical status,

and sociolinguistic work to better understand its distribution and potential socio-indexical

meaning.

Chapter 3 In Experiment I: Cue Integration, I train participants to associate a given

image with a specific word. I then present the participant with an auditory stimulus ma-

nipulated to contain a specified degree of /s/-retraction. Using eye tracking in the Visual

World Paradigm (Allopenna et al., 1998), this experiment asks if listeners have detailed

phonological knowledge about /s/-retraction and, if so, if that make use of that knowledge

in real-time speech processing. Specifically, I ask if listeners can use the cues of /s/-retraction

to anticipate the presence of an upcoming /r/, correctly looking to a word like street before

they even hear the /r/.

Chapter 4 In Experiment II: Categorization, I create a continuum from /s/ to /S/, asking

listeners to categorize a nonsense word as beginning with an /s/ or an /S/. With this

experiment, I ask if listeners account for their expectations of /s/-retraction and adjust

their perceptual boundaries accordingly. I examine the age of the listeners to ask how
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categorization of these sibilants is changing over time, as younger speakers may have greater

experience with /s/-retraction as a sound change in progress. And finally, I examine different

individually-defined measures of masculinity, like their evaluation of the faces presented, their

evaluation of the model talkers, and their own relative endorsement of traditional stereotypes

of masculinity. With these indicators of masculinity, I ask how the potential socio-indexicality

of /s/-retraction may influence categorization strategies.

Chapter 5 In Experiment III: Convergence, I use a covert shadowing task to ask if listeners

exhibit convergence to manipulated degrees of /s/-retraction. Specifically, I ask if listeners

are more likely to converge toward more retracted, i.e. more /S/-like, sibilants, which would

increase the relative degree of coarticulation and move the sound change along, or con-

versely, whether they are more likely to converge toward less retracted, i.e. more /s/-like,

sibilants, which would increase the phonological contrast between /s/ and /S/, but impede

the transition and propagation of the sound change.

Chapter 6 Finally, I summarize the findings and implications of each experiment in light

of the goals of this dissertation and point to the future avenues of research highlighted by

this work.
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CHAPTER 2

/S/-RETRACTION: PERCEPTION, PRODUCTION, &

ORIGINS

As I lay out in the previous chapter, this dissertation investigates the production and percep-

tion of /s/-retraction in American English, specifically examining the different patterns that

individuals exhibit in cue integration (Experiment I, Chapter 3), phoneme categorization

(Experiment II, Chapter 4), and convergence (Experiment III, Chapter 5).

In this chapter, I provide a general overview to /s/-retraction, highlighting previous re-

search that has investigated this phenomenon. In Section 2.1, I begin with a description

of the production of /s/-retraction, including its phonological distribution, articulation, and

acoustic realizations. In Section 2.2, I turn to the perception and processing of /s/-retraction.

In Section 2.3, I present the varying theories for the origins of /s/-retraction and, in Sec-

tion 2.4, I present the differing theories for the current grammatical status of this sound

change. In Section 2.5, I present a brief sociolinguistic sketch of /s/-retraction, focusing

on its distribution in apparent time, across the United States and the Anglophone world,

and across gender identities. In Section 2.6, I examine the potential socio-indexicality of

/s/-retraction, including an overview to previous sociolinguistic research on /s/-retraction

and an examination of online meta-commentary surrounding the phenomenon.

2.1 Production of /s/-retraction

In this section, I describe /s/-retraction in detail, which I have briefly introduced in the

previous chapter as the process by which /s/ is realized approaching /S/, especially in the

context of /r/, such that street /strit/ may sound like shreet /Strit/. In this section, I first

address the phonological distribution of /s/-retraction, that is the phonological environments

in which this phenomenon is frequently observed. I then continue to discuss the acoustic and
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articulatory realization of sibilants in general and in scenarios which may be characterized

as /s/-retraction in particular.

2.1.1 Phonological distribution of /s/-retraction

I have described /s/-retraction as the process by which /s/ is realized approaching /S/,

especially in the context of /r/, but as of yet I have not fully explored what it means to be

“in the context of /r/”. In this section, I discuss in detail the environments environments in

which /s/-retraction is most commonly observed in English.

In most dialects of English, /sr/ clusters are phonotactically illicit, such that shrink

/SrINk/ is a well-formed word, but srink /srINk/ is not. Conversely, /S/ is phonotactically

illicit preceding consonants other than /r/, such that slim /slIm/ is a well-formed word but

shlim /SlIm/ is not.1 This preconsonantal neutralization between /s/ and /S/ collapses the

phonological contrast between the sibilants made elsewhere. However, through borrowings

and phonological changes, /sr/ clusters can emerge and are often subsequently repaired by

native speakers of English. For example, in the word grocery /groUs@ri/, the post-tonic /@/

can variably be deleted. This results in an illicit /sr/ cluster, which speakers repair to /Sr/,

yielding groshry /groUSri/. Similarly, loanwords with /sr/ clusters are often borrowed with

an /S/ rather than an /s/, as in Sri Lanka /SrilANk@/.

Despite being a phenomenon driven by /r/, the most canonical example of /s/-retraction

concerns non-adjacent /s/-/r/ sequences. Specifically, /s/ is well-known to retract in /str/

clusters, such that the word street /strit/ may be pronounced approaching shtreet /Strit/.

This phenomenon was first reported by Shapiro (1995) and has generated a significant

amount of attention in research on the phonetics, phonology, and sociolinguistics of Englishes

around the world. In these environments, the /r/ is generally agreed to exert some influence

that yields retraction, although the specific phonological accounts of how that occurs is dis-

1. There are notable exceptions, primarily of Yiddish and German origin, like spiel /Spil/ and Schnapps
/SnAps/.
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Figure 2.1: Centroid frequency for different sibilant onsets from the pre-test of Experiment
III (Chapter 5). A higher centroid frequency (y-axis) indicates a more stereotypically /s/-like
sibilant.

puted, which is discussed more in Section 2.3. In fact, this association is so pervasive that for

many researchers, /s/-retraction is a phenomenon limited to /str/ environments alone. Why

then, if the non-adjacent /r/ is the trigger of retraction, is /s/-retraction not observed in

/spr/ or /skr/ clusters? Such that scream /skrim/ is rarely pronounced as shcream /Skrim/

and spring /sprIN/ is rarely pronounced as shpring /SprIN/. Little work has examined the po-

tential for retraction in these clusters or questioned the nature or origin of this asymmetrical

distribution.

As it currently stands, it is not the case that /s/-retraction is a categorical process by

which /s/ in /str/ clusters is produced identically to /S/, while preconsonantal /s/ elsewhere

is identical to prevocalic /s/. In fact, for most individuals, some coarticulatory retraction

can be observed in all preconsonantal environments, from minimal retraction in all /sC/

clusters, increased retraction in /spr/ and /skr/ clusters, and the most retraction in /str/

clusters. Figure 2.1 illustrates the varying acoustic realization of sibilants depending on

the phonological environment, providing a teaser of the production data from Experiment
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III in Chapter 5. I discuss the acoustic metrics used to contrast sibilants and characterize

/s/-retraction in the following section, but we can generally characterize /s/ as having a

relatively higher centroid frequency and /S/ as having a relatively lower centroid frequency.

Thus, as Figure 2.1 demonstrates, /str/ clusters are the most /S/-like, but not categorically

so; the articulation of /str/ is still intermediate between /s/ and /S/. Furthermore, /spr/

and /skr/ also exhibit significant retraction, with values intermediate between /sC/ and

/str/ clusters. With this distribution in mind, in which there is a clear asymmetry between

the places of articulation, but the distribution is by no means categorical, this dissertation

examines /s/-retraction as a phenomenon that can be observed in all /sCr/ clusters in order

to probe the origins, distribution, and future trajectories of the sound change.

Additionally, in varieties of English that did not undergo post-coronal yod-dropping,

in contrast to Standard American English, such that do /du/ and dew /dju/ are not ho-

mophonous, /s/-retraction is also seen in /stj/ clusters. In these dialects, /j/ like /r/ can

trigger retraction across the intervening /t/, such that student /stjud@nt/ may be pronounced

approaching shtudent /Stjud@nt/ (Lawrence, 2000; Warren, 2006). As this dissertation is con-

cerned with American English, /stj/ clusters are not examined.

Before delving deeper into /s/-retraction in American English, it is worth noting that

similar historic patterns are common cross-linguistically. This is particularly true for other

Germanic languages, albeit often in preconsonantal environments more generally and not

necessarily in the context of /r/ or /j/. For example, /s/ is produced as /S/ in word-initial

clusters in Standard German, as in Straße ‘street’ /Stras@/ and Spiegel ‘mirror’ /Spig@l/, and

additionally in coda clusters in Swabian German, as in West ‘west’ /vESt/ in contrast to

Standard German West ‘west’ /vEst/ (Bukmaier et al., 2014). Similarly, /s/ is retracted to

/S/ preconsonantally in many dialects of Portuguese, as in pista ‘track’ /piSta/, as well as in

similar environments in dialects of Catalan, Italian, Persian, Slovenian, and Spanish, among

many others (Kümmel, 2007).
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2.1.2 Acoustics

As mentioned in the previous chapter, sibilants are a class of fricatives, which means that

they are characterized by aperiodic, turbulent airflow. Sibilants contrast with other fricatives

acoustically by having a significant higher intensity (loudness) and frequency (pitch). In

fact, sibilants are distinguished from almost all other speech sounds by utilizing, i.e. making

contrasts in, a frequency band of their own. In contrast to the perception of vowels and

other consonants which generally require cues below 2500 Hz, like formants and formant

transitions, sibilants are contrasted by multiple spectral cues above 3000 Hz. The first four

spectral moments are four such cues, and result from treating the aperiodic noise as a random

probability distribution and analyzing the spectra via Fast Fourier Transforms. The resulting

spectral moments are: centroid frequency (M1), or center of gravity, which is an indicator

of mean spectral energy, i.e. the frequency band at which the energy is most concentrated;

standard deviation (M2), which is an indicator of the range of variance in spectral energy;

skewness (M3), which is an indicator of the (a)symmetric distribution of the spectral energy;

and kurtosis (M4), which is an indicator of the peakiness of the spectra. Additionally,

sibilants can be characterized by their peak frequency, which is the highest peak, i.e. the

single frequency with the most energy. No single cue has been found to categorize sibilants

between speakers with 100% accuracy (Jongman et al., 2000), but both centroid frequency

and peak frequency have been demonstrated to be reliable cues in distinguishing prevocalic

/s/ and /S/ generally (Haley et al., 2010; Jongman et al., 2000; Shadle & Mair, 1996, i.a)

and /s/ and /str/ in particular (Baker et al., 2011; Rutter, 2011; Smith et al., 2019, i.a). In

general, /s/ is characterized by a higher centroid frequency and peak frequency relative to

/S/, due to the shorter oral cavity anterior to the constriction necessary for the production of

/s/ relative to /S/. Additionally, both spectral measurements have been shown to be highly

variable depending on the speaker (Hughes & Halle, 1956), their gender (Nittrouer, 1995;

Stuart-Smith, 2007), and socio-economic class (Stuart-Smith, 2007). As /s/-retraction is a
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Figure 2.2: Spectral slices for different sibilant onsets (/s/, /st/, /str/, and /S/ clockwise
from the top left) from a sample talker (D11), whose /str/ retraction ratio was closest to the
community mean. The spectral slice shows the pressure (y-axis) at each frequency (x-axis)
for a brief period centered on the sibilant midpoint. Centroid frequency for each onset is
indicated in red, peak frequency is indicated in teal.

sound change in which /s/ approaches /S/, a more retracted /s/ is expected to have a lower

spectral energy than both a less retracted /s/ and /s/ in non-/str/ environments.

Figure 2.2 provides the spectral slices from the midpoint of four sibilant onsets (/s/,

/st/, /str/, and /S/) for a sample talker (D11) from Experiment III (Chapter 5). In each

panel, the centroid frequency and peak frequency are indicated, demonstrating that both

measurements capture the differences between prevocalic /s/ and /S/, as well as the relative

intermediate position of /st/ and /str/ in particular. In order to select the most reliable

measurement (centroid frequency or peak frequency) to use in this dissertation, I performed

a quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA). Using a subset of the data collected, QDA clas-
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sifiers were fit to the Gaussian distributions of prevocalic /s/ and /S/, first using centroid

frequency as the cue of contrast. The remainder of the data was then run through through

the classifier to determine which distribution (/s/ or /S/) a given measurement most likely

belongs to. A second set of classifiers were fit using peak frequency. The QDA classifiers

using centroid frequency outperformed those using peak frequency, exhibiting greater accu-

racy in discriminating prevocalic /s/ and /S/. Following these findings, centroid frequency

was selected as the measurement characterizing sibilants for this dissertation.

As I noted before, centroid frequency is highly variable depending on the speaker (Hughes

& Halle, 1956) and, as /s/-retraction is the process by which /s/ approaches /S/, an examina-

tion of /s/-retraction is less concerned with the raw centroid frequency value than where that

value falls compared to the speaker’s prevocalic /s/ and /S/. The retraction ratio (Mielke

et al., 2010; Baker et al., 2011) is a measurement that accounts for just that, calculating the

relative position of a given sibilant between the speaker’s mean prevocalic /s/ and /S/. Thus,

throughout this dissertation, I will use the retraction ratio, with the formula provided in 2.1,

to characterize and measure /s/-retraction. A value of 0 suggests that the given sibilant’s

centroid frequency value is identical to prevocalic /s/ while a value of 1 suggests that the

given sibilant’s centroid frequency value is identical to prevocalic /S/.

Retraction Ratio =
CF of segment− speaker mean CF of /s/

speaker mean CF of /S/− speaker mean CF of /s/
(2.1)

Turning back to the distribution of /s/-retraction presented in Figure 2.1, which uses

centroid frequency to characterize the sibilants, Figure 2.3 plots the same data using re-

traction ratio. With the speaker-normalized values, we again see that /str/ clusters show

the most retraction out of all preconsonantal sibilants, with a mean retraction ratio of 0.5,

halfway between s/ and /S/. Again, /spr/ and /skr/ exhibit significant retraction, with

values intermediate between /sC/ and /str/ clusters.

In contrast to the methods employed in this dissertation, previous research in determin-
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Figure 2.3: Retraction ratio values for different sibilant onsets from the pre-test of Experi-
ment III (Chapter 5). A higher retraction ratio (y-axis) indicates a more retracted, i.e. more
/S/-like, sibilant.

ing whether the onset in an /str/ cluster is retracted has typically relied on the researchers’

judgments rather than acoustic measurements. However, due to the lack of phonological

contrast between /s/ and /S/, it is not demonstrably clear at which point an acoustically re-

tracted /s/ becomes an auditorily retracted /s/. Regardless, rarely does /s/ in /str/ clusters

become acoustically identical to a prevocalic /S/; even in instances in which a retracted /str/

is categorized by the researcher as /S/, it is still acoustically intermediate between prevocalic

/s/ and /S/.

2.1.3 Articulation

To achieve the high frequency, turbulent noise characteristic of /s/ and /S/, sibilants are

articulated by channeling airflow through a narrow constriction and onto the upper teeth.

All sibilants are coronal, meaning that they are articulated with the anterior portion of the

tongue; the alveolar /s/ and palato-alveolar /S/ differ with exactly which part of the tongue

makes the constriction and precisely where that constriction is made. A prototypical /s/ is
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apical and alveolar, meaning that the tongue tip forms a narrow constriction at the alveolar

ridge, and the tongue is grooved, focusing airflow to that constriction. A prototypical /S/

is laminal and palato-alveolar, meaning that the tongue blade (just behind the tip) makes

a narrow constriction just behind the alveolar ridge, and the tongue front (just behind

the blade) bunches up along the palate, focusing the airflow toward the constriction. The

higher frequency of /s/ relative to /S/ is thus due to the smaller resonating cavity anterior

to the constriction, the more precisely directed airflow toward the upper teeth, and the

more grooved contour of the tongue, directing and speeding up the airflow before it even

reaches the constriction (Stevens, 1988). Furthermore, the palato-alveolar /S/ is typically

produced with lip protrusion, by which the lips form an extended, rounded shape that serves

to lengthen the anterior constriction, lower the frequency, and thus enhance the contrast

between /s/ and /S/.

For /s/-retraction, regardless of the phonological model proposed, the trigger for the

sound change, either directly or indirectly, is /r/. Unlike sibilants, in which small changes in

lingual position or contour can have outsized acoustic impacts, English /r/ can be produced

with wildly different tongue postures with no acoustic effect (Delattre & Freeman, 1968).

This many-to-one articulatory-to-acoustic mapping has lead to a system of covert variation,

by which inter- and intraspeaker variation is observed in /r/ articulation without any per-

ceptual consequences (Mielke et al., 2016). The two most common articulations of /r/ are as

bunched /ô/ or retroflex /õ/ (Mielke et al., 2010). In a bunched articulation, the tongue tip

is drawn down and the tongue body bunches up near the palate. In a retroflex articulation,

the tongue tip is raised and curled back. In an examination of American English speakers,

Mielke et al. (2016) demonstrate that half of the speakers produce a bunched articulation ex-

clusively, while half use a retroflex in at least some phonological environments. Furthermore,

/r/, like /S/, is typically produced with some degree of lip protrusion, which is also found

to differ widely both within and between speakers, varying from no rounding, to outward
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protrusion, to vertical compression (Delattre & Freeman, 1968; Mielke et al., 2016).

Many of the proposals described in greater detail later in the next section rely on one

articulation of /r/ or another as the basis of /s/-retraction. In this vein, Mielke et al. (2010)

hypothesize that the covert, i.e. not perceptible, variation in /r/ articulation might lead to

overt variation in /s/-retraction. Mielke et al. find that not one of the participants produced

a retroflex /õ/ in /str/ clusters, which was the only environment in which tongue posture

uniformity was observed. Building off this observation, Baker et al. (2011) examine the

same speakers separately either as ‘retractors’ or ‘non-retractors’ based off the researchers’

categorization of the speakers. Baker et al. find that for individuals who are not perceived as

retractors, the degree of retraction was predicted by the similarity in tongue shape between

the bunched /ô/ and /s/. Thus, for individuals who were perceived as producing an /s/

in /str/ clusters, the more similar the tongue shape between /s/ and /r/, the greater the

retraction ratio of, i.e. the more /S/-like, the onset sibilant. No such correlation was observed

for more categorical retractors. Thus, for individuals who were perceived as producing an

/S/ in /str/ clusters, tongue shape similarity between /s/ and /r/ had no bearing on the

observed retraction ratio. Smith et al. (2019) expand this by training a classifier to categorize

ultrasound frames of the tongue and video stills of the lips from /str/ clusters as either the

rhotic /ô/ or the palato-alveolar consonants /S,
>
tS,

>
dZ/. They find that, across the board,

the onset sibilant in /str/ clusters looked more palato-alveolar than rhotic both lingually

and labially. What this classifier crucially does not ask is whether the onset sibilant in /str/

clusters is more likely to be categorized as /s/ or /S/, as the acoustic evidence illustrates that

even for the most retracted individuals, the onset sibilant in /str/ clusters is still intermediate

between prevocalic /s/ and /S/. No research to my knowledge has examined the articulation

of /spr/ or /skr/ clusters in detail.
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2.2 Perception of /s/-retraction

While the production of /s/-retraction has been the focus of a growing body of linguistic

research in recent years, the perception of the phenomenon has received much less attention.

Only two studies to my knowledge have examined the perception of /s/-retraction. Both

studies focus on how sibilants are categorized in prevocalic environments and what that can

tell us about the perception (and production) of /s/-retraction.

Before diving into the studies examining /s/-retraction, let us first consider the perception

of sibilants in general. Sibilants, like many other speech sounds, are generally perceived

categorically (Feldman et al., 2009; Fujisaki & Kawashima, 1969; Mann & Repp, 1980; Repp,

1981, i.a.). Categorical perception (Liberman et al., 1957) is the perception of distinct, and

often abrupt, categories when presented with gradient changes to speech sounds along a

continuum. That is, the potentially discriminable differences between the speech sounds are

perceived as belonging to the same class until suddenly a category boundary is approached

and they are perceived as belonging to separate, independent classes. Thus, for sibilant

sounds like /s/ and /S/, a gradient continuum can be created along an acoustic measurement

like centroid frequency, yet listeners will perceive only two distinct categories: /s/ and

/S/. The category boundaries vary between listeners and are adjusted depending on the

speaker and contextual information, including the phonological environment. In an example

presented in greater detail in Chapter 4, Mann & Repp (1980) find that listeners compensate

for the expectation of coarticulation in speech perception. That is, listeners may perceive

an identical sound differently in different phonological environments, as they factor out the

coarticulatory noise in order to arrive at the intended target. For sibilants, Mann & Repp

show that listeners compensate for coarticulatory lip rounding from the following vowel,

which by lengthening the cavity anterior to the constriction may make /s/ sound more like

/S/. Thus, the same sibilant step on a continuum from /s/ to /S/ may be perceived as /S/

when preceding an unrounded vowel, but as /s/ when preceding a rounded vowel.
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Turning to the influence of /s/-retraction on sibilant categorization, Kraljic et al. (2008)

ask whether listeners may adjust their category boundaries between /s/ and /S/ depend-

ing on the source to which they attribute they variation they are presented with. In New

York/Long Island English, where /s/-retraction is particularly advanced, Kraljic et al. ex-

posed participants to one of two systems: a context-conditioned system in which the speaker

exhibits a dialectal pattern (i.e. /s/-retraction in /str/ clusters like in industry or artistry)

and a context-indepedent system in which the speaker exhibits an idiolectal pattern (i.e.

/s/-retraction in arbitrary /sV/ sequences like in dinosaur or medicine). Participants were

first exposed to this model talker and then completed a category identification task for a

[asi]–[aSi] or [astri]–[aStri] continuum. Kraljic et al. found that participants exposed to the

idiolectal variants show significantly greater shifts from the pre- and post-exposure tasks

in /s/-/S/ categorization than participants exposed to the dialectal variants. The results

suggest that identical segments can have different impacts on the perception of phonolog-

ical contrasts depending on their phonological environment. Whether this finding has to

do with factors such as dialectal association and familiarity or coarticulation and phonetic

naturalness is not clear from the experiment design. Additionally, Kraljic et al. examined

participants’ production, including an explicit imitation task, which is discussed in greater

detail in Chapter 5.

In Australia, where /s/-retraction is reportedly less advanced than the United States,

Stevens & Harrington (2016) examine the perception of /s/-retraction in /str/ clusters, which

the authors suggest exhibit the preconditions for the sound change. Stevens & Harrington

first elicited production data from Australian speakers, including instances of prevocalic

/s/ and /S/, as well as /s/ preceding /t/ and /tr/. In the subsequent perception study,

the initial sibilant from seam, sheep, steam, and stream were crossed spliced onto –/it/.

Listeners were then presented with a forced choice between seat and sheet. Each instance of

phonological /S/ was categorized correctly as /S/, i.e. sheet, by all listeners; however, some
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listeners categorized instances of phonological /s/ from either seam or steam as /S/ and all

listeners categorized at least one instance of phonological /s/ from stream as /S/. These

results suggest that even in a community described as having only the pre-conditions for

/s/-retraction, the native production of /s/ in /str/ clusters by some speakers was retracted

enough to be perceived as belonging to a different category.

Both of these studies suggest that listeners may have context-specific perceptual strate-

gies for /s/-retraction without testing the categorization of these environments specifically.

In part, this is a result of English phonotactics, making testing categorization inherently

challenging when only one phoneme is a licit response. In Experiment II: Categorization

(Chapter 4), I introduce nonce words in order to force a contrast between /s/ and /S/ pre-

consonantally. With this experiment, I build off these studies to ask whether listeners are

more categorical or more continuous in the perception of /s/ in these environments where a

true contrast does not exist. Furthermore, both of the studies presented above demonstrate

that listeners have some knowledge of and familiarity with /s/-retraction. However, it is

unclear whether this information is useful to listeners. That is, how does that knowledge

influence speech processing and does it aid the listener in making decisions? In Experiment

I: Cue Integration (Chapter 3), I ask if listeners can use that knowledge in real-time speech

processing to aid lexical activation and prediction. Such a finding would not only demon-

strate that /s/-retraction is a process that is beneficial to the listener as well as the speaker,

but also it would support a path to sound change by which the cue weight shifts toward the

onset /s/, potentially catalyzing the push from coarticulation to categorical change.

2.3 Theories regarding the origins of /s/-retraction

In the previous sections of this chapter, I have presented the empirical results of studies on

the perception and production of sibilants in general and /s/-retraction in particular. In the

present section, I highlight the research that has sought to better understand the origins of
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the sound change itself. The variety of methods employed by researchers, along with the

different speaker communities and subject pools, have contributed to multiple phonological

and phonetic accounts of /s/-retraction. Many of these accounts are not mutually exclusive,

but rather highlight a different aspect of the sound change or a different perspective of the

researcher or researchers. Furthermore, many of these accounts rely on the impressions and

intuitions of the researcher, rather than using acoustic or articulatory data, and thus may

present proposals that contradict empirical evidence that has since been made available.

When relevant, I discuss how new evidence supports or challenges these accounts.

2.3.1 Coarticulation

As mentioned in the previous chapter, coarticulation is the phenomenon by which a sound is

influenced by neighboring sounds. Many proposals of /s/-retraction suggest that the sound

change emerged due to the significant coarticulatory influences of /r/. In this section, I

examine proposals that coarticulation of the tongue and lips could have led to the sound

change.

Lingual coarticulation

As its name suggests, /s/-retraction is often primarily thought of as concerning the retraction

of the tongue. In general, /r/ is produced with a tongue posture that is significantly more

retracted relative to a typical /s/. Thus, from a coarticulatory standpoint, /s/-retraction is

the process by which the tongue posture becomes more similar to the upcoming /r/, in order

to minimize the articulatory distances between /s/ and /r/ and thereby reduce articulatory

effort. By minimizing the articulatory distance between /r/ and /s/ and retracting the

tongue, then acoustic result is onset sibilant that sounds more /S/-like.

Baker et al. (2011) propose that /s/-retraction is a prototypical example of coarticulation

as the precursor to sound change. Using ultrasound imaging of the tongue, Baker et al.
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examine tongue postures for speakers’ production of both /s/ and /r/, finding evidence

for clear coarticulatory effects in tongue posture. Strikingly, the effect is stronger for the

individuals who do not yet produce an onset sibilant perceived by the researchers as /S/.

Baker et al. interpret these findings to suggest that their participants provide a window into

the two different states of /s/-retraction: the precursors to change and categorical sound

change. It is in the precursor stage that the coarticulatory effects are strongest, with a more

/S/-like sibilant produced with a smaller articulatory distance between /s/ and /r/.

The question remains then, how do we go from a state of coarticulation to sound change?

And, given that the non-adjacent /s/-/r/ sequence existed long before /s/-retraction as sound

change emerged, why did it emerge at all? Research in historical linguistics has long proposed

that the systemic variation that is a consequence of coarticulation may lead to categorical

sound change. For example, Paul (1888) proposed that small articulatory deviations can lead

to change if they “incline to one side or the other” rather than vary in a random distribution.

The predominant view today is that at some point a listener misinterprets an aberrant

instance of coarticulation as the intended target and adjusts their production accordingly

(Beddor, 2009; Ohala, 1993, i.a.). This crucially requires that individuals have different

grammars regarding the state of the phenomenon and that over time a preponderance of

individuals’ grammars are modified from coarticulation to phonologization (Beddor, 2009).

However, Gylfadottir (2015) suggests that an account of /s/-retraction as coarticulation is

potentially problematic as it cannot explain the observed asymmetries between /s{p, t, k}r/

clusters. An account of retraction as coarticulation from /r/ to /s/ would not capture the

differences in rates of retraction between /str/ and /s{p, k}r/ clusters, as the overlapping

gestures of /r/ and /s/ would not be hindered anymore by /p/ or /k/ than they would be

by /t/. In fact, /p/, with no intervening lingual gesture, should offer the strongest potential

environment for /s/-retraction. However, these asymmetries do not in and of themselves dis-

credit an account of retraction as coarticulation. Rather, they suggest that the intervening
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consonants must play some critical role in this process. Furthermore, some coarticulation is

in fact observed in /spr/ and /skr/ clusters, just not to the same degree as /str/ clusters.

Thus in a coarticulatory path to /s/-retraction, varying degrees of coarticulation may be

predicted in all /sCr/ clusters, but the intervening consonant may play some role in the sub-

sequent phonologization of the sound change. Whether the nature of that role is articulatory,

acoustic, perceptual, or phonological has yet to be determined.

Labial coarticulation

As briefly mentioned earlier, /s/ and /r/ differ not just in tongue posture, but also in the

position of the lips. Specifically, /r/, like /S/ is produced with some degree of lip protrusion,

while /s/ typically is not. Thus, in the same way that coarticulation between sounds con-

tributes to tongue backing, it also contributes to lip protrusion. And like tongue retraction,

lip protrusion leads to a more /S/-like sound.

While /s/-retraction undoubtedly involves a retraction of the tongue body, it is possible

that coarticulatory lip protrusion played a critical role in the origin of the sound change.

Specifically, this would explain why /s/-retraction is least observed in /spr/ clusters, as the

labial closure in /p/ may block coarticulatory lip protrusion. It is possible that coarticulatory

lip protrusion chronologically preceded lingual coarticulation and provided an acoustic effect

of retraction that encouraged later tongue retraction. Alternatively, it is possible that both

coarticulatory processes arose simultaneously, or even that lingual coarticulation chronolog-

ically preceded labial coarticulation, but that the coarticulatory lip protrusion emphasized

the acoustic effect of tongue retraction in such a way to catalyze the sound change and

facilitate phonologization in /str/ clusters alone. However, these hypothesis remains largely

untested.
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2.3.2 Assimilation at a distance

Initial phonological accounts of /s/-retraction, including Shapiro (1995), view this sound

change as a case of long distance assimilation, by which /s/ assimilates the place features

of /r/ across the intervening /t/. Shapiro states that /s/-retraction is a phonemic change

by which /s/ is palatalized, but “the degree of palatalization is not uniform, so that the

phonetic realization can stop short of the full-fledged ‘phonetic power’ of the American [S]

found in words like short, shape, ash, etc.” (p. 101). That is, Shapiro proposes that /s/

phonemically becomes /S/ in /str/ clusters, or rather /Str/ clusters, but does not become

phonetically identical to prevocalic [S]. Under such an account, there is still context-induced

variation between prevocalic and preconsonantal sibilants, but the phonological features of

the sibilant in /str/ clusters must change to the most similar phonemic category. Specifically,

this account suggest that /s/ in /str/ clusters assimilates the [+ compact] feature of /r/,

which would now generally be described as [− anterior]. The relatively simple phonological

change proposed by Shapiro is thus presented in 2.2.

/str/ −→ /Str/ (2.2)

Shapiro (1995) contends that this /s/-retraction must be a long distance process, as

there is no phonemic change in /t/ that would locally induce assimilation. Specifically,

Shapiro states that since /t/ in /str/ clusters is not aspirated, as stops in /sC/ clusters in

American English are not typically aspirated, /t/ cannot affricate2. This contrasts with the

/t/ in initial /tr/ clusters, where /t/ is certainly aspirated and often affricated (see next

section for details on affrication). Thus, according to Shapiro, /t/ undergoes no phonemic

change to affrication, despite its increased VOT in /str/ clusters compared to /st/ clusters

prevocalically. As such, “/t/ remains /t/ before /r/ after /s/ no matter what the phonetic

2. Later work, including Smith et al. (2019) discussed later in this section, suggest that /t/ can and does
affricate /str/ clusters for some speakers.
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characteristics of [t] are here”, and thus /t/ cannot “figure into the assimilation of /s/ to

/r/” (p. 103). Without a change in the phonemic nature of /t/, Shapiro contends that the

only possible explanation of retraction is the distant assimilation of /s/ to /r/.

If /s/-retraction is treated as a case of long distance assimilation in which the intervening

consonant plays no role, this predicts that phonemic changes should be observed in all /sCr/

clusters. Shapiro acknowledges this observation and accounts for the differences between

/str/ and /spr/ clusters by proposing “that /str/ lends itself to realization as [Str] while

/spr/ remains unaltered [...] due to the phonological value of /t/ and /p/” (p. 104). While

not explicitly mentioned, one can assume that the same argument holds for /skr/ clusters

as well. Specifically, this accounts suggests that [+ acute] feature of /t/, which would now

generally be described as [+ coronal], permits long distance assimilation across the stop,

while the [− acute] feature of /p/ blocks it. Another way of describing this alternation

would be appealing to underspecification: Coronal stops like /t/ may be unspecified or

underspecified for place, and thus the place features of /r/ can spread across them to /s/,

but /p/ and /k/, which are fully specified for place, block that feature spreading. Such an

account would predict that no retraction, or at least no categorical change, is observed in

/s{p, k}r/ clusters.

2.3.3 Local assimilation

In a direct response to Shapiro (1995), Lawrence (2000) contends that characterizing retrac-

tion as assimilation at a distance is misguided and is better explained following strictly local

theories of assimilation. Lawrence proposes that /s/-retraction is still motivated by /r/, but

realized by the local effect that /r/ has on /t/. In the present section, I examine three local

processes of assimilation, including spectral lowering affects of /t/, affrication of /t/, and

retroflexion of /t/.
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Coronal spectral lowering

A completely local account of /s/-retraction would appeal to the general lowering effect that

/t/ has on the centroid frequency of /s/. While no work to my knowledge has proposed

this account, let us consider it briefly as a straw man argument before turning to local

assimilation processes that are ultimately driven by the non-adjacent /r/. Empirical work,

including the foreshadowed data from Experiment III: Convergence presented Figures 2.1

and 2.3, has found that there is a general lowering effect of /s/ preconsonantally. Various

researchers (Baker et al., 2011; Mielke et al., 2010; Stevens & Harrington, 2016) have found

that /s/ is observed to have a lower centroid frequency, and thus is more /S/-like, when

followed by /{p, t, k}/, with an even greater lowering effect in /s{p, t, k}r/ clusters. While

the empirical findings presented earlier find no place difference between the /sC/ clusters,

Mielke et al. (2010) and Baker et al. (2011) find that /s/ is significantly more retracted in

/st/ clusters than /sp/ and /sk/ clusters. However, such a strictly local account, by which

/s/ is retracted preceding /t/, cannot explain why retraction is categorically more advanced

in /str/ clusters than /st/ clusters.

Affrication

Another local account of /s/-retraction is affrication, in which the initial trigger of retraction

is still /r/. In these accounts, first proposed by Lawrence (2000), /s/ locally assimilates the

place features of the /t/ in /str/ clusters. In order for this process to occur, /t/ must first

affricate to /
>
tS/ preceding /r/.

Stops are known to be released more slowly preceding approximants, especially /r/, thus

increasing the relative duration of aspiration stop-approximant clusters (Sievers, 1901; Klatt,

1975). As the stop constriction is released, airflow begins through the narrow constriction

produced for the approximant, leading to increased turbulence, which can then be mis-

interpreted as intentional affrication (Ohala & Solé, 2010; Hall et al., 2006). Thus, /tr/
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targets may be perceptually reanalyzed as /
>
tSr/ clusters. The same pattern is observed in

voiced coronal stops, with /d/ affricating to /
>
dZr/. While aspiration duration also increases

prerhotically for bilabial and velar stops, the VOT difference is greater in coronal-rhotic clus-

ters, and the affrication reanalysis is unique to those clusters (Ohala & Solé, 2010; Stevens,

1971). Additionally, examination of children’s ‘invented spellings’ provides a unique window

into this reanalysis, with /t/ in /tr/ clusters frequently written as 〈CH〉, such that children

write chruck in lieu of truck, and /d/ in /dr/ clusters as 〈J〉, such that children write jrink

in lieu of drink (Read, 1975; Treiman, 1985). Smith et al. (2019) provides empirical evi-

dence for affrication in /tr/ and /dr/ as a sound change in progress, both in perceptual and

acoustic metrics, with affrication increasing in apparent time and speakers born after 1980

approaching ceiling. Furthermore, Smith et al. (2019) observe that the articulatory similar-

ity between /t/ preceding /r/ and prevocalic /
>
tS/ is particularly striking for the youngest

speakers, suggesting that the sounds have been phonologically merged.

Although Olive et al. (1993) and Shapiro (1995) posit that /t/ should not affricate in

/str/ clusters since /t/ is not aspirated when following a sibilant in English, Olive et al.

(1993) also note that the VOT in /s{p, t, k}r/ clusters is still significantly longer than in

/s{p, t, k}/ clusters due to following approximant. In fact, Olive et al. (1993) note that there

is often no consistent abrupt cessation in frication that would typically characterize a stop in

these clusters. Lawrence (2000) notes that he perceives /t/ to be affricated in retracted /str/

clusters in New Zealand English, leading him to posit that /s/-retraction is not caused by

assimilation at a distance, but rather is the result of local assimilation of adjacent features,

as /s/ assimilates the palato-alveolar place features of the affricate. Thus, /t/ affricates

in the presence of /r/ due to perceptual and articulatory motivations, which subsequently

motivates the retraction of /s/ to /S/ as a local assimilatory process, as modeled in (2.3).

/str/ −→ /s
>
tSr/ −→ /S

>
tSr/ (2.3)
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This is parallel to the retraction of /s/ that is also frequently observed before [tS] in Standard

American English as in moisture or question, as schematized in (2.4).

/s
>
tS/ −→ /S

>
tS/ (2.4)

This account captures the proposed asymmetry in retraction, predicting retraction in

/str/ clusters and not in /s{p, k}r/ clusters. However, this account does not account for the

frequent moderate shifts in centroid frequencies in these clusters, nor does it predict the rare

categorical shifts that have been observed for some individuals (Phillips, under review).

Smith et al. (2019) examine /tr/ affrication, /dr/ affrication, and /s/-retraction to better

understand the relationship between the processes. While they find a significant correlation

between speakers who affricate /tr/ and /dr/ onsets, there is no such correlation for individ-

uals who affricate /tr/ onsets and retract /str/ onsets. However, an implicational hierarchy

appears to emerge: That is, an individual who affricates /tr/ is not significantly more likely

retract /str/, but there are no individuals who retract /str/ but do not affricate /tr/. While

not direct evidence for an affrication path to retraction, this does not rule out such an

account. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 2.1, Smith et al. (2019) also collected articu-

latory data and trained a classifier to categorize ultrasound frames of the tongue and video

stills of the lips from /str/ clusters as either the rhotic /ô/ or the palato-alveolar consonants

/S,
>
tS,

>
dZ/. They find that not only was /s/ more likely to be classified as palato-alveolar than

rhotic, but so too was the intervening stop. Smith et al. propose that this finding illustrates

that a phonological change to /
>
tS/ has taken place, rather than just potential coarticulation

from /r/. However, there was no classifier option for /t/, which would permit the model to

suggest that no change, whether coarticulatory or phonological, was observed.
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Retroflexion

Another possible local process involves retroflexion rather than affrication. Under such

an approach, /s/ approaches a retroflex articulation /ù/ rather than a palato-alveolar /S/.

In such an account, briefly suggested but impressionistically discarded by Shapiro (1995),

the intervening /t/ assimilates the retroflex place features of the rhotic, and in turn /s/

assimilates those retroflex features from /t/, now /ú/, which is schematized in (2.5).

/stó/ −→ /súó/ −→ /ùúó/ (2.5)

Models like in (2.5) may explain the asymmetry between the retraction that occurs in

/str/ clusters but not in /spr/ and /skr/ clusters by appealing to the underspecificity of

coronals, thus allowing /t/ to more easily assimilate the place features of /ó/. Alternatively,

such accounts may assert that the assimilatory distance between alveolar and retroflex is

much less than that between velar/bilabial and retroflex, and thus a more natural sound

change. Furthermore, this would predict that retraction is only observed, or at least only

originated, with speakers who select retroflex articulations of /r/. However, while Shapiro

(1995) notes the possibility of a retroflex assimilatory model, he suggests that perceptually

he heard palato-alveolar [S] and not retroflex [ù] in /str/ clusters. This tentative hypothesis

was confirmed by recent studies (Mielke et al., 2010; Baker et al., 2011; Archangeli et al.,

2011).

Mielke et al. (2010) used ultrasound imaging to determine the tongue shape of the sibi-

lants and rhotics in the different phonological environments for speakers of American English.

For speakers who vary in their selection of retroflex or bunched /r/, retroflex articulations

were generally disfavored preceding coronals and front vowels, while they were favored next

to antagonistic segments including labials, word boundaries, and back vowels. This distribu-

tion can be explained by phonetic naturalness: With all else being equal, the articulation of

/r/ with the shortest articulatory distance from the adjacent phones is selected. The results
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for /s/-retraction are particularly striking: Despite the variation observed in the selection of

bunched or retroflex articulations of /r/ in different positions, only bunched /r/ is observed

in /str/ clusters for all participants. However, while Mielke et al. (2010) find higher rates

of retroflexion in /sp/ and /sk/ clusters than in /st/ clusters, no results are reported for

rate of retroflexion in /spr/ and /skr/ clusters. If we assume that even a single instance of

retroflexion can be observed in /spr/ and /skr/ clusters, there is not the same uniformity of

bunched articulations as was observed for /str/ clusters.

The difference in rhotic selection in these clusters may help explain the asymmetries in

rates of retraction. If retraction were to occur in all clusters as a form of assimilation to

the rhotic, this hypothesis predicts differences in sibilant articulation across /s{p, t, k}r/

clusters, i.e. a palato-alveolar sibilant preceding a bunched /r/ – [Stô], and a retroflex sibilant

preceding a retroflex /r/ – [ùpó]. The asymmetries in observed retraction rates may suggest

that retroflex tongue shapes are assimilated at lower rates than bunched tongue shapes.

The observed asymmetries in retraction may additionally be explained by the possible

inconsistency in rhotic selection in /spr/ and /skr/ clusters. While no retroflexion was

observed in /str/ clusters, it is possible that it can be observed in /spr/ and /skr/ clusters.

However, it is unlikely that it would be observed in all instances of such clusters, especially

in words like spree or scream, as bunched articulations are preferred preceding front vowels

regardless of the preceding consonant. The non-uniformity of rhotic articulations in these

clusters may explain the lack of consistent retraction and its unlearnability. Mielke et al.

(2010) discuss rhotic selection as the ‘Peter Pan’ of sound changes: It is unlearnable and

thus will never reach completion because of its inconsistent and idiosyncratic distribution.

However, there is at least one environment in which there is consistent and non-idiosyncratic

selection: the bunched selection in /str/ clusters. While consistency of rhotic selection itself

is not a motivation for the sound change, if bunched articulations facilitate retraction, the

consistency of rhotic selection may lead to consistency in an individual’s and a community’s
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/s/-retraction production, which in turn may allow for that sound change to be learned and

phonologized. In contrast, the possible inconsistency of rhotic selection in /spr/ and /skr/

clusters can explain why retraction in these clusters is less observed.

2.4 Theories regarding the current grammatical status of

/s/-retraction

In the previous section, I entertained different proposals for the origins of /s/-retraction

as a sound change, from coarticulatory to assimilatory models. In the present section, I

discuss the current status of the sound change, asking whether categorical sound change has

occurred or whether the current situation is better characterized as coarticulatory variation.

One potential indicator of the current grammatical status is the distribution of /str/

onsets between canonical /s/ and /S/. In contrast to proposals that /s/-retraction is a

categorical process with few intermediate forms between /s/ and /S/ (Rutter, 2011), most

acoustic analyses of /s/-retraction have observed intermediate forms for /str/ clusters (Baker

et al., 2011; Durian, 2007; Gylfadottir, 2015; Labov, 2001; Mielke et al., 2010; Phillips,

under review; Smith et al., 2019). While little previous work examines /s/-retraction in

/spr/ and /skr/ clusters, intermediate forms between /s/ and /S/ have also been observed

in those environments (Mielke et al., 2010; Phillips, under review), including the teaser

data from this dissertation included in Figure 2.3. It is worth noting that the observation

of intermediate forms does not preclude that the sound change has been phonologized for

some or all speakers. This is because regardless of the production of a sibilant in these

environments, the phonological contrast between /s/ and /S/ will remain neutralized in that

environment. Context-induced variation may be observed for the preconsonantal sibilants

regardless of their phonological identity as either /s/ or /S/. Furthermore, it is possible

that the sound change may be phonologized to a new category and distribution entirely. In

their agent-based modeling of /s/-retraction, Stevens et al. (2019) find greater prediction
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for a split versus a merge phonologization of /s/-retraction. In this account, /str/ clusters

split from prevocalic /s/ and move toward, but never merge with, /S/, instead forming a

third sibilant category intermediate between the two. Nonetheless, a preponderance of /str/

tokens identical to or at least very similar to prevocalic /S/ would provide evidence for the

phonologization of the sound change.

Baker et al. (2011) propose that, in its current state, /s/-retraction can be observed acting

as both a coarticulatory and phonological process. Baker et al. propose that, for individuals

categorized as retractors, i.e. individuals perceived to produce /Str/ clusters, /s/-retraction

can be seen as a categorical, phonological process. While for individuals categorized as

non-retractors, i.e. individuals still perceived to produce /str/ clusters, /s/-retraction can

be seen as a gradient, coarticulatory process. This is supported by the differences between

the two groups in the correlation of acoustic retractedness and tongue posture similarity

between /str/ and /r/. Non-retractors show a strong correlation, suggesting evidence for

coarticulation, while no such correlation is observed for retractors, suggesting evidence for

phonologization. Additionally, working with the same subject pool, Mielke et al. (2010)

observed an apparent gap in retraction ratio values, with almost no individuals exhibiting

a retraction ratio between 0.6 and 0.8. Nearly all individuals below 0.6 were categorized

as non-retractors, and all above 0.8 were categorized as retractors. Neither Mielke et al.

nor Baker et al. explicitly address individual variation in /spr/ and /skr/ clusters. In a

recent continuation of this research, Smith et al. (2019) find that, in the few years since

the publication of Mielke et al. and Baker et al., phonologization is occurring rapidly in the

Raleigh area, with most individuals now exhibiting a retraction ratio closer to 1, i.e. an /str/

onset nearly identical to /S/.3

Findings like Baker et al. (2011) and Mielke et al. (2010) suggest that /s/-retraction can

be thought of as both a coarticulatory and phonological process simultaneously. This is in

3. This may be further aided by a change in their calculation of retraction ratio, using /st/ instead of
prevocalic /s/ in normalization.
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part because of differences between individuals who may have different grammars and be-

cause the differing approaches capture and characterize distinct aspects of the phenomenon.

Many of the other descriptions of /s/-retraction presented thus far have typically selected

either a coarticulatory or phonological account and dismissed a possible role of other fac-

tors in the phenomenon. On one side, Shapiro (1995) suggests that the phonetic realization

of /t/ cannot influence the assimilatory process of /s/. Similarly, some work in coartic-

ulation has dismissed an influence with phonology, suggesting that it is a universal and

biomechanical process, and thus the phonology of an individual or a language should not

influence coarticulatory processes. However, previous work has suggested language-specific

effects of coarticulation (Manuel, 1990) and demonstrated that coarticulation is planned

(Whalen, 1990; Solé, 2007) and varies by communicative setting (Lindblom, 1990; Lindblom

et al., 2007; Scarborough, 2013). The language-specific effects of coarticulation identified

by Manuel suggest a role of the phonological system in governing coarticulation. Thus, a

treatment of /s/-retraction as coarticulation need not dismiss phonological influences and

can integrate them into a coarticulatory model.

For this dissertation, I continue to treat /s/-retraction as a primarily coarticulatory,

rather than assimilatory, process. This is motivated in large part by the fact that the

majority of the speakers recruited for this dissertation appear to exhibit retraction ratios

that suggest coarticulation rather than categorical phonologization. When relevant, I discuss

how individual differences between the participants of this experiment may be explained by

differentiating between phonologized retractors and coarticulatory non-retractors.

2.5 Sociolinguistic distribution of /s/-retraction

Beginning with Shapiro’s (1995) inaugural study of /s/-retraction, a growing body of re-

searchers have noted the unique sociolinguistic profile that /s/-retraction has among sound

changes. In the present section, I focus on three aspects of the sociolinguistic distribution
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/s/-retraction. First, I demonstrate that it is a sound change in progress with trajectories

in apparent time (Section 2.5.1). Second, I examine its wide-spread geographic distribution

without a single apparent origin (Section 2.5.2). Thirdly, I turn to its gender distribution

and the differing findings therein (Section 2.5.3). In the following section, I examine the

potential socio-indexical role of /s/-retraction.

2.5.1 Apparent time studies

Any sound change in progress that is truly in progress should exhibit clear differences over

time. Sociolinguists examine time trends through two lenses: real and apparent time. Real

time studies are conducted longitudinally and recruit large, intergenerational subject pools

to observe the change as it progresses. Apparent time studies examine the speech of differ-

ent generations at one point in time to ask how the language may have changed. With the

latter being logistically much more feasible, apparent time research relies on the hypothesis

that older generations represent an encapsulated form of the language at a previous stage

and that any variation between generations is not due to stable age-grading or physiological

senescence. Three notable examinations of /s/-retraction have used multi-generational soci-

olinguistic interviews to investigate apparent time changes in /s/-retraction: Durian (2007)

for Columbus, Ohio, Gylfadottir (2015) for Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and Wilbanks (2017)

and Smith et al. (2019) for Raleigh, North Carolina.

Durian (2007) conducted 32 sociolinguistic interviews with speakers from the Columbus

area aged 19 to 69. Durian extracted the first ten instances of /str/ for each speaker and

categorized the sibilant as either [s], [S], or ‘intermediate’, impressionistically or with the aid

of the spectrogram when necessary. Using three age bins (19-29, 30-49, 50-69), Durian finds

that that proportion of [S] or ‘intermediate’ ratings decreases as the subject age increased,

suggesting an apparent time finding of increased retraction for Columbus, Ohio.

For her investigation, Gylfadottir (2015) uses the Philadelphia Neighborhood Corpus
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and the Influence of Higher Education on Local Phonology, both large existing corpora of

sociolinguistic interviews with speakers in the Philadelphia area. Between the two corpora,

Gylfadottir examines 225 speakers born between 1888 and 2004. Looking at the birth year of

her subjects, Gylfadottir finds that /s/-retraction has advanced significantly in the Philadel-

phia area over the generations examined.

Similarly, Wilbanks (2017) and Smith et al. (2019) examine 162 speakers from Raleigh,

North Carolina, born between 1918 and 1996, from a corpus of sociolinguistic interviews.

Over the span of time represented by the speakers, Raleigh had undergone significant ur-

banization and increased immigration from the northeastern United States. Smith et al.

(2019) find that, for the female speakers, /s/-retraction has advanced rapidly and relatively

abruptly in word-medial position, as in restaurant or constraint, with a more gradual increase

in word-initial positions. For the male speakers, /s/-retraction remains relatively stable in

apparent time in both word-initial and medial positions.

2.5.2 Geographic distribution

Shapiro (1995) describes /s/-retraction as a “general American innovation”, as it doesn’t

appear to be tied to any particular region but can be described as more eastern than western,

more southern than northern, and more rural than urban. Since then, a growing body of work

has demonstrated that /s/-retraction is a wide-spread phenomenon, although its prevalence

and acoustic realizations vary from region to region. In research conducted in our laboratory,

we have observed a retracted /s/ in /str/ clusters for various speakers across the continental

United States (Phillips, under review). Regional specific analysis for the United States have

observed speakers exhibiting retraction from the South (Rutter, 2011 for Louisiana; Phillips,

2001 for Georgia; Wilbanks, 2017 and Smith et al., 2019 for North Carolina; Hinrichs et al.,

2016 for Texas), the Midwest (Durian, 2007 for Columbus), and the Northeast (Labov, 1984

and Gylfadottir, 2015 for Philadelphia; Kraljic et al., 2008 for New York). Research from the
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Western United States found that /s/-retraction is much less advanced in Arizona, California

and Washington than the Eastern United States (Mielke et al., 2010 and Baker et al., 2011).

The phenomenon of /s/-retraction is not limited to the continental U.S., as research

has noted observations of /s/-retraction robustly in New Zealand (Lawrence, 2000; Bauer

& Warren, 2004; Warren, 2006), as well as many other parts of the Anglophone world in-

cluding Newfoundland (Clarke, 2004) and England (Glain, 2013, 2014; Cruttenden, 2014;

with Altendorf, 2003 specifically for Estuary English and Bass, 2009 for Cochester English).

Additionally, Stevens & Harrington (2016) found evidence for precursors to /s/-retraction

in Australia, although, like the the Western United States, it is not as advanced as in other

regions.

2.5.3 Gender distribution

Among his principles of linguistic change, Labov (2001, p. 280) generalizes that “women have

been found to be in advance of men in most of the linguistic changes in progress studied

by quantitative means” for changes from ‘below’, where ‘below’ characterizes sound changes

below the level of consciousness and of lower prestige. As Gylfadottir (2015) and Hinrichs

et al. (2016) suggest that /s/-retraction is below the level of consciousness and does not

carry overt prestige (see next section), at least in Philadelphia and Austin respectively, one

would expect that women would exhibit more /s/-retraction than men. However, in her cross-

generational examination of Philadelphia English speakers, Gylfadottir (2015) finds that /s/-

retraction is not more advanced in female speakers than male speakers. In contrast, research

from Raleigh, North Carolina finds no differences between men and women in perceived

retraction, where the onset sibilant is auditorily coded by the researchers as ‘retracted’

or ‘non-retracted’, but finds that younger women lead men acoustically, both in centroid

frequency and retraction ratio (Smith et al., 2019; Wilbanks, 2017). On the other hand, in

examinations from the U.K., men were found to use /s/-retraction more than women (Bass,
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2009; Glain, 2014).

The observed gender differences between Philadelphia, Raleigh, and the U.K. are not

necessarily contradictory, as they may be indicative of differences in the socio-indexical

meaning of /s/-retraction between the regions. Specifically, /s/ in general (i.e. prevocalic

environments) has been demonstrated to be robustly linked to gender and gender typicality in

both production and perception (Campbell-Kibler, forthcoming; Podesva & Van Hofwegen,

2014; Strand, 1999; Zimman, 2017, i.a.). As the socio-indexical role of sibilant variation

in preconsonantal environments has not been explored extensively (see next section), it’s

possible that it is associated with gender performance in one region but not the other, e.g.

it may index masculinity in the U.K., but index urban and northern alignment in Raleigh.

It’s also possible that from an auditory perspective, /s/-retraction is less notable for female

speakers whose sibilants are typically higher frequency, and thus more stereotypically /s/-

like, than men. In the following section, I examine the potential socio-indexicality of /s/-

retraction, including the potential role of /s/-retraction in indexing masculinity and the link

between /s/ and gender/gender typicality.

2.6 Potential socio-indexical meaning of /s/-retraction

As mentioned in the previous section, few examinations of /s/-retraction have specifically

looked at its potential socio-indexical role(s). In this section, I first provide an overview to

research on the socio-indexicality of sibilants in general, including in prevocalic environments.

I then present the previous work on socio-indexicality of /s/-retraction, including studies from

which socio-indexical meaning is inferred from variation within a community and studies in

which individuals are made aware of the sound change and explicitly asked for a response.

Finally, I examine online meta-commentary surrounding /s/-retraction in order to better

understand how the way in which non-linguists are talking about /s/-retraction can inform

our understanding of its potential social meaning.
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2.6.1 Prevocalic or context-independent socio-indexicality of sibilants

Many acoustic analyses of English have robustly found that male speakers consistently pro-

duce /s/ with a lower centroid/peak frequency than female speakers (Fuchs & Toda, 2010;

Sachs et al., 1973; Podesva & Van Hofwegen, 2014). Similarly, male speakers with more

traditional gender identities, histories, and sexualities produce /s/ with a lower centroid

frequency than less norm-conforming men (Linville, 1998; Podesva & Van Hofwegen, 2014;

Zimman, 2017). Trans-men were observed to produce similar centroid frequency values to

cis straight men and significantly lower values than cis gay men (Zimman, 2013).

In speech perception, sibilants have been proposed to be a salient, available social index,

often linked to sexuality or perceived sexuality, with a fronted /s/ perceived as more gay

for a perceived male talker (Crist, 1997; Linville, 1998; Levon, 2007; van Borsel et al., 2009;

Munson, 2010; Mack & Munson, 2012, a.o.). These studies, however, crucially examine

sibilant fronting, which is often perceived as the stereotypical ‘gay lisp’. Less work, however,

has examined the socio-indexical meaning of sibilant backing.

In one notable exception, Campbell-Kibler (2011a) examines the perception of backed,

fronted, and mid-range /s/ in her investigation of the acoustic contribution to perceived

sexuality in male speakers. Campbell-Kibler examines all three variant productions together,

as her previous research (Campbell-Kibler, 2011b) illustrates that two sociolinguistic variants

can have distinct social associations. In her analysis of -in/-ing variation, she finds that

listeners perceive a speaker presented with -in to be more casual, but a speaker with -ing

is not perceived as less casual. Similarly, a speaker presented with -ing is perceived as

more intelligent and more educated, but a speaker presented with -in is not perceived as

less intelligent or less educated. Turning toward variants of /s/ production (examined in

tandem with -in/-ing variation), Campbell-Kibler (2011a) finds that listeners perceive a

fronted /s/ (the ‘gay lisp’) as more gay than a mid-range and backed /s/ across all speakers,

but a backed /s/ is not necessarily perceived as less gay than a mid-range /s/. Rather,
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a backed /s/ can contributes a more ‘country’ identity than a fronted or medial /s/ for

a southern speaker. While competence and masculinity are generally linked, with voices

perceived as more masculine also perceived as more competent, a backed /s/ examined in

conjunction with the -in variant can be perceived as both less competent and more masculine,

indexing a ‘masculine, unintelligent, straight man’ style. Conversely, a fronted /s/ examined

in conjunction with -ing can be perceived as more competent and less masculine, indexing

a ‘sassy gay friend’ persona.

Following the findings of backed sibilants indexing rural identity, Podesva & Van Hofwe-

gen (2014) examine sibilant production in a rural community in California. They find a

stronger polarization between the sibilants of men and women in the area, highlighing an

acoustic realization of the social conservatism of the area. Likewise, Podesva & Van Hofwegen

(2014) find that a retracted /s/ not only indexes an alignment toward the country, but also

heteronormative masculinity and non-heteronormative femininity. In other work on sibilant

backing, Stuart-Smith (2007) observed class differences in sibilant production in Glasgow,

with working-class women producing /s/ with a lower centroid frequency than middle-class

women.

Taken together, these different studies on the perception and production of prevocalic

/s/ demonstrate that it is a complex indicator than can have complex interactions with

other variants. However, on the whole, a more retracted /s/ is repeatedly tied to more

stereotypically masculine identities.

2.6.2 Preconsonantal socio-indexicality of sibilants

Specific examinations of the social meaning attributed to /s/-retraction in /sCr/ clusters is

much more limited. In some instances, social meaning in inferred from the sociolinguistic

distribution of the sound change. For example, from the sociolinguistic interviews examined,

Gylfadottir (2015) suggests that there is little evidence to demonstrate that /s/-retraction
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has reached the level of consciousness in Philadelphia, with a few anecdotal accounts of

speakers expressing their disapproval of the variable, including one elementary school speech

therapist. From sociolinguistic interviews in the Columbus, Ohio area, Durian (2007) found

that /s/-retraction, including tokens categorized as intermediate and [S], is more prevalent

in speakers raised in Columbus than the surrounding suburbs, and that its use has increased

in the suburbs over time. Durian notes that these findings coincide with the urbanization

of the greater Columbus area and changes in migration patterns (from city-to-suburbs to

suburbs-to-city). Ultimately, Durian suggests that /s/-retraction in Columbus may serve to

index a general urban affiliation, even among speakers from the suburban areas.

Using a rapid anonymous survey, Hinrichs et al. (2016) first elicited /str/ clusters from

individuals on the street in Austin. After marking a production as /s/ or /S/, Hinrichs et al.

explicitly explained the phenomenon to their participants and asked for their intuitions about

whom they would associate with a /S/-like onset. Hinrichs et al. found that many speakers

were unaware of the phenomenon, suggesting it is below the level of consciousness. When

prompted to give social meaning to the phenomenon, speakers provided diverse responses,

often suggesting that it may be more ‘Southern/hick’, non-native, or the result of a speech

impediment. However, as the previous section has demonstrated, the reality of /s/-retraction

is both prevalent and native.

Recent work has also sought to answer this question, appealing to the implicit connec-

tions listeners make between /s/-retraction and social attributes rather than naming the

phenomenon and explicitly asking for listeners’ impressions. Phillips (2018) asked eight un-

dergraduate students at the University of Chicago to read a series of sibilant initial words,

including /s/, /spr/, /str/, /skr/ and /S/ onsets. The eight model talkers showed varying

degrees of retraction in /str/ clusters, with one male and one female exhibiting forms I

perceived to be /S/ rather than /s/, i.e. the retractors.

Each of the sibilant initial words was segmented and embedded in an open-ended panel
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study on Amazon Mechanical Turk and completed by 15 native speakers of American English

with internet connections in the United States. Panel participants heard the unmanipulated

sibilant-initial stimuli for each model talker and were asked to supply any information about

the speaker’s identity, characteristics, or traits in an open-ended question. For the male

retractor, panel participants were split in describing his /str/ tokens as more masculine,

athletic, and straight than his other /s/ tokens, or whether those same tokens were more

gay, intellectual, and pretentious. The female retractor was described as younger in her

/str/ onsets compared to her other /s/ tokens. Following the panel study, seven attributes

were selected for the subsequent social evaluation task, including attractiveness, masculinity,

friendliness, formality, shyness, and sexuality. Additionally, geographic regions and environ-

ment types were included.

The sibilant target words were then manipulated to contain varying degrees of retraction;

prevocalic /s/ and /S/ were first digitally mixed and subsequently cross-spliced onto the tar-

get words. 342 native speakers of American English participating with internet connections

in the United States were recruited on Mechanical Turk. Participants listened to the ma-

nipulated stimuli and rated the talker on the seven attributes listed above. Phillips (2018)

found that not only do individual participants vary significantly in how they rate the model

talkers, but also individual talkers vary consistently in how they are rated. For speakers who

are perceived as more typical for a given trait, such as straightness or masculinity, there is

no observed difference between the clusters and no clear association between retraction and

these traits. However, for speakers who are less typical on a given trait, the associations of

retraction expected for prevocalic sibilants hold, albeit weakly, in /spr/ and /skr/ clusters.

As illustrated in Figure 2.4, a male talker who was generally perceived as more gay than the

other male talkers, was perceived as significantly straighter in /skr/ and /spr/ clusters in

more retracted, i.e. less /s/-like, conditions. However, there was no observed difference in his

/str/ evaluation as a result of retraction condition, which is precisely where /s/-retraction is
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Figure 2.4: Results from Phillips (2018) illustrating the predicted sexuality in the social
evaluation of a model talker rated more homosexual than his peers. Predicted sexuality (z-
scored) is plotted by word (panel) and percent /s/ onset (0-100, x-axis). A positive predicted
sexuality value indicates a more homosexual response, while a negative value indicates a more
heterosexual response.

most expected. These findings challenge extending the expected socio-indexicality of prevo-

calic sibilants to preconsonantal environments in general and to /str/ clusters specifically.

2.6.3 Online meta-commentary surrounding /s/-retraction

The findings from both a rapid anonymous survey (Hinrichs et al., 2016) and social evalua-

tions task (Phillips, 2018) are inconclusive and point to a high degree of individual variability

and uncertainty, suggesting that more work is needed to better understand the potential

socio-indexical work of /s/-retraction. In addition to the meta-commentary elicited from

speakers in the rapid anonymous survey on the street, Hinrichs et al. (2016) examined meta-

discourse of /s/-retraction in online forums. Like the respondents in Austin, individuals

online demonstrate incredibly varied social attributions. Some individuals attribute /s/-

retraction to the Northeastern U.S., specifically the New Jersey shore and Long Island,

while others view it as more southern or hick; some posters view it as associated with
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women, femininity, or gayness, while others associate it with men, masculinity, and straight-

ness. However, as none of these findings have been published and their sources cannot be

confirmed, I replicated this search to examine what the meta-discourse around /s/-retraction

is online and how that can inform our understanding of its social meaning.

The first challenge of examining meta-commentary surrounding /s/-retraction is finding

instances of it to begin with. The methodology adopted in this section was to conduct

a Google search for a modified spelling of high frequency words with /str/ clusters, for

example shtreet instead of street. Each link from the first ten pages was consulted for street,

the highest frequency word with an /str/ cluster according to Subtlex (Brysbaert & New,

2009, see Chapter 3.3.1 for details). For the second through tenth highest frequency /str/

words (straight, strong, strange, destroy, strike, district, struck, strip and instructions), the

first five pages of hits were consulted, but for many of these words fewer than five pages

of hits were available. Additionally, a Twitter search for each of the modified spelling as a

hashtag (e.g. #shtrong) were consulted. Through this initial search, it became evident that

one lower frequency word repeatedly popped up in the discourse on /s/-retraction: struggle.

Thus, additional Google and Twitter searches were conducted for struggle. The complete

list of online sources consulted and their relevant details is provided in Appendix A.3.

The results of the search support previous suggestions that /s/-retraction remains below

the level of consciousness for most speakers, with many posters sharing that they only

recently noticed it, had never noticed it before reading a previous post, or are frustrated that

no one else is aware of /s/-retraction to the point that others tell them they are mistaken.

While the majority of the posts expressed disapproval of the sound change, there were

many posts and forums devoted to better understanding the sound change from a hobby

linguist point of view, including the sharing of many of the academic publications cited in

this dissertation. Furthermore, while the majority of the comments were limited to /str/

environments, only one post mentioned /spr/ clusters, noting that a commercial for Sprite
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Table 2.1: Common meta-discourse associations and their frequency count

Communities Traits Places People

Black 27 Speech disorder1 17 Philadelphia 12 Michelle Obama 30

German 13 Drunk 8 New York 9 News anchors2 25

Non-native3 7 Tough/masculine 7 Northeast 9 Sean Connery 11
Jewish 6 Hood/street 4 Kerry, Ireland 9 George W. Bush 6

1including lisps, dentures, orthodontia, and craniofacial anomalies
2including radio, television, news, and sports reporting

3including general immigrant references, but excluding specific nationalities, e.g. German

sounded like Shprite; no comments were found discussing /skr/ clusters. Many disapproving

comments extended discussion to [S] in other environments they thought unwarranted by the

word’s spelling, despite being the standard pronunciation, like sure or location.

Additionally, the posts reflect the previously reported breadth of diverse associations

between /s/-retraction and traits, groups, people, and places, with the most frequent associ-

ations included in Table 2.1. The most common associations were to black communities and

talkers, especially Michelle Obama. However, even within this category, there was a tremen-

dous degree of variability in what /s/-retraction is indexing in the black community, spanning

associations of a hood or street persona (“I always thought it was a ‘ghetto’ thing, like ‘axe’

for ‘ask’ or ‘A-ight’ for ‘alright”’) to an educated black persona (“It seems that when Blacks

used this pronunciation back then it signaled an educated person”). The associations with

Michelle Obama are particularly noteworthy because they outnumber all other associations.

In part, the attention Ms. Obama receives is due to the relative size of her platform, but

the number of her mentions dwarfs those of George W. Bush. But it is also worth noting

that in 2016, Rush Limbaugh publicly imitated and mocked Ms. Obama’s pronunciation of

struggle, after which mentions of Ms. Obama increased significantly in searches for shtruggle

and with particularly more ire. However, in many forums, mentions of Ms. Obama predate

Mr. Limbaugh’s on-air criticism.

In addition to Ms. Obama and Mr. Bush, other politicians (e.g. Paul Ryan, Bernie
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Figure 2.5: Example images of online meta-commentary on /s/-retraction.

Sanders, and Sarah Huckabees Sanders) and journalists (from NPR radio to ESPN, see figure

2.5) are repeatedly associated with /s/-retraction. Other individuals with high profiles like

actors, athletes, and other celebrities, attract less attention – Sean Connery is the obvious

exception, yet he is notable for producing an [S]-like /s/ across the board, even prevocalically.

The focus on political figures and journalists may suggest that /s/-retraction is less expected

in more formal or standarized speech (“I first noticed this in some speakers of Black American

English and George W. Bush, but when the announcer on public radio did it, I got upset.

People look to public radio for correct standardized American pronunciations.”). It’s unclear

whether individuals associate /s/-retraction with news speech or whether these associations

point to the opposite: /s/-retraction may be implicitly indexed as casual or uneducated,

causing listeners to notice it more in political and news speech because that is where it

is least expected. That is, listeners may be making adjustments for retractions in casual

conversations but not when listening to the evening news.

Given the previous work on prevocalic sibilants, it is perhaps surprising to see less discus-

sion of masculinity and /s/-retraction. There were far fewer associations with masculinity,

and the properties of straightness and toughness, than with black communities or the north-

eastern United States. However, when there were, the comments often spoke more to narrow

character traits and social performances than macrodemographic categories and locations.
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These associations were found almost exclusively in searches for shtraight and shtrong. On

Twitter, the use of #shtrong seems to index a gym rat persona and is frequently used to

describe a tough workout (“Work out wit no spikes on a dirt track.. Thats how you get

#Shtrong”). For shtraight, this unsurprisingly is used in discussion of sexuality and its in-

terface with masculine toughness. One poster expressively describes how they interpret the

socio-indexicality of /s/-retraction in popular culture:

When movie characters [...] use it, I think they are saying: Only pussies and mamma’s
boys would say straight when you can say shtraight. Straight is for fastidious librarians;
shtraight is for guys who know how to load a gun and stuff a 20 down a shtripper’s
g-string. It’s an anti-lisp. It says: Not only am I not gay, but I’m almost unbelievably
shtraight.’

This association is particularly noteworthy given the tenuous association found by Phillips

(2018) between masculinity, straightness, and /s/-retraction in a social evaluation task.

Figure 2.6 is an approximation of an indexical field for /s/-retraction, following Eckert

(2008). Figure 2.6 is based off the online meta-commentary and thus includes the various,

diverse associations that individuals report online. Following Eckert, different associations

are represented differently orthographically, not to ‘distinguish between two distinct cate-

gories of meanings, but to emphasize the fluidity of such categories and the relation between

the two in practice’ (2008, p. 469). In a break from Eckert, I have also chosen to represent

the relative frequency of the associations orthographically, given the diversity of responses.

This list is exhaustive, as any association with more than two separate reports is included,

but it is curated, such that associations are positioned near other associations viewed by

the researcher to be related. This approach, while subjective and heavily influenced by the

researcher’s own biases, allows for associations to cluster around different traits or social

types. This clustering may point to potential social meaning that is otherwise obfuscated

when each association is considered independently, especially in cases like the present where

the sheer diversity of responses can be overwhelming.

From Figure 2.6, five distinct but often overlapping clusters of associations emerge. Two

of these cluster around immutable, non-performative traits: the speech impediment cluster
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(Speech Impediment)

(Dentures)
(Orthodontia)

Non-Native
Immigrant

German
Jewish

Northeastern

news anchor

sports commentator

Young

trendy
urban

educated black elite

Blackhood

tough

gym rat

Straight

Masculine

Male

drunk lazy

dumb

Figure 2.6: Indexical field for /s/-retraction from online meta-commentary, following (Eckert,
2008). Social types are boxed, permanent qualities are in small caps, and traits are in roman
weight. No stances, i.e. moods, emotions, etc., were reported. The relative size of the label
corresponds to the frequency of the association.

and the non-native cluster. Both of these potentially point to the /s/-retraction status as

below the level of consciousness for most individuals (Recall that even many of the posters

online state that they have are not familiar with it or that the original poster must be

mistaken). That is, even individuals who are explicitly aware of /s/-retraction view it as

something aberrant, foreign, and unintentional. The remaining three clusters point to the

urban northeastern United States, black communities, and masculinity. Of note, the associ-

ations clustering around black communities do not point to a single social type, but rather

to the diversity within the black community. For instance, one individual associates it with

the educated black elite while another with a ghetto persona. In contrast, the associations

clustering around masculinity do not highlight the diversity of social types among male iden-

tifying individuals, but rather focus on the intersection of masculinity, sports, and toughness.

Taken together, these associations point to the gym rat persona, a man who subscribes to

masculine norms of toughness and who, at times obsessively, focuses on manifesting mas-
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culinity through physical strength.

Although the reported associations with the northeastern U.S. and the black community

outnumber the reported associations with masculinity and toughness, these are precisely the

associations that point to a socially meaningful, performative, and narrowly defined persona.

Furthermore, these findings mirror and build off the known socio-indexicality of backed

sibilants generally. For this reason, insofar as this dissertation seeks to better understand

the social meaning conveyed through /s/-retraction, I will focus on how /s/-retraction can

index masculinity and, in particular, masculine stereotypes of toughness.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENT I: CUE INTEGRATION

This dissertation examines the perception and production of /s/-retraction, an ongoing sound

change in American English by which /s/ approaches [S] in /str/ clusters (such that street

may sound like shtreet) due to the coarticulatory influences of /r/, but less so in /spr/

and /skr/ clusters (scream rarely sounds like shcream). The aim of the first experiment

of this dissertation is to ask whether listeners attend to /s/-retraction in their perception

of /sCr/ clusters. That is, do listeners have detailed phonological knowledge about /s/-

retraction as a phenomenon and adjust their perceptual strategies accordingly? Specifically,

this experiment asks whether individuals can make use of the spectral cues of retraction

in real time in speech processing. With /s/-retraction framed as a process of anticipatory

coarticulation from the trigger /r/ to the target /s/ across an intervening consonant /C/

(see Chapter 2.3 for more on this account), I ask if listeners are able to use that anticipatory

coarticulation to better predict if there is an upcoming /r/. Specifically, when given a forced

choice between an /sCr/ word like string and an /sC/ word like sting, I ask if listeners are

able to identify the /sCr/ word faster and more accurately if the onset sibilant contains

a significant degree of retraction. Using eye-tracking throughout this process, I examine

precisely when listeners use the cues of retraction, asking whether listeners may anticipate

the presence (or absence) of an /r/ and execute looks toward the correct word even before

the /r/ is heard. Furthermore, I examine the three intervening stops /p, t, k/ to ask whether

listeners exhibit different perceptual patterns for one place of articulation compared to the

others, they may have more experience with /s/-retraction in /str/ clusters and thus have

a potential greater expectation for meaningful context-dependent variation in those clusters

compared to other places of articulation.

In this chapter, I first introduce the relevant research on cue integration (Section 3.1),

highlighting research that has focused on integration of anticipatory coarticulation and re-
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search that examines cue integration strategies for sibilants. I then present an overview to

the experiment (Section 3.2) and move on to introduce the materials, procedure and hy-

potheses of this experiment (Section 3.3). Next, I present the results of the experiment

(Section 3.4) and conclude with a discussion of the findings and their implications for the

role of anticipatory coarticulation for the listener (Section 3.5).

3.1 An introduction to cue integration

Coarticulation has often been considered to be a process that aids the speaker, as it reduces

the articulatory distance between two gestures, thereby potentially decreasing articulatory ef-

fort (Lindblom, 1990). Conversely, it has been suggested that coarticulation is a process that

inherently hinders the listener by rendering the speech signal more ambiguous (e.g. Stevens

& Keyser, 2010). Specifically, some accounts propose that in listener-directed speech, speak-

ers will minimize coarticulation in order maintain or enhance contrasts, thereby increasing

articulatory effort, but consequentially increasing listener intelligibility (Lindblom, 1990).

However, different lines of research have found weak or no evidence for reduced coarticula-

tion in elicited clear speech (Matthies et al., 2001; Scarborough, 2004).

Conversely, some researchers propose that coarticulation, while not enhancing contrasts

for individual phones, provides the listener with helpful contextual information from the

overlapping phones, potentially easing the perception of the sounds in their relevant con-

texts. This perceptual benefit of coarticulation has been included in various phonological

theories, including gestural theories (Fowler, 1996) and TRACE models of speech perception

(Elman & McClelland, 1986). Additionally, the perceptual benefit of coarticulation has been

demonstrated in the laboratory. In lexical processing, individuals are able to correctly iden-

tify the target word more quickly and accurately when more coarticulatory information is

present (Martin & Bunnell, 1981; Whalen, 1991; Connine & Darnieder, 2009, i.a.). In other

tasks, listeners are better able to identify deleted segments when coarticulatory information
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is present than when it is missing (Ostreicher & Sharf, 1976).

The development of eye-tracking and mouse-tracking, and the addition of these method-

ologies to traditional lexical processing tasks, has allowed researchers to get not only re-

sponse accuracy, but also fine-grained temporal information about when that decision is

made. These innovations have led to recent studies which demonstrate that listeners use

coarticulatory information in real time, correctly identifying the target from coarticulatory

information preceding the contrastive sound before that sound has even been heard. Beddor

et al. (2013) examined the perception of nasal coarticulation, presenting the listener with

two pictures that varied only on the presence or absence of the nasal consonant, e.g. scent

/sEnt/ and set /sEt/. Participants were first familiarized with the set of images, learning to

associate an image of a nose smelling some flowers, for example, with scent and a grouping

of chess pieces with set. The results found that listeners were consistently able to direct

their gaze toward the word with a nasal consonant, e.g. scent, after only hearing the nasal-

ized vowel, before the nasal consonant itself was perceived. Contrariwise, the absence of

nasality on the vowel did not lead to faster or more accurate looks toward words without

a nasal consonant, e.g. set. These findings demonstrate that the coarticulatory ‘noise’ can

be advantageous to some listener who use that coarticulatory information as soon as it is

available.

The process by which listeners immediately use available information in lexical identi-

fication has been referred to as immediate integration or a ‘cascade’ perception strategy.

Immediate integration been observed in a variety of different environments in which multi-

ple cues may be present sequentially. For example, voiced and voiceless stops are primarily

distinguished by voice onset time, but vowel length is a secondary cue. Research in cue

integration has demonstrated that lexical processing is immediately sensitive to voice onset

time, but can be updated as vowel length information becomes available (McMurray et al.,

2008; Toscano & McMurray, 2012; Reinisch & Sjerps, 2013; Kingston et al., 2016).
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In contrast to a cascade or immediate integration strategy, a buffer strategy of cue in-

tegration suggests that listeners wait until all relevant cues are available before beginning

lexical identification. Recent work by Galle et al. (2019) has suggested that listeners use a

buffer strategy for the perception of sibilants. That is, despite the potential for listeners to

use spectral cues to accurately distinguish prevocalic /s/ and /S/, listeners wait until the

vowel onset in lexical identification, holding the spectral information in a ‘buffer’ until the

formant transition information is available. Galle et al. explore a variety of different explana-

tions as to why listeners use a different auditory processing strategy for sibilants than other

speech sounds:

• Cue reliability : While the spectral energy is more reliable than the formant transition,

listeners have experience with potential mismatches between the spectrum and formant

transition, such that an /s/ spectrum might have an /S/ transition. This may require

them to wait until the formant transition, although it’s a secondary cue, to begin lexical

identification.

• Context : Sibilants are highly context-dependent such that this may require listeners

to wait until the vowel in order to compensate for coarticulation or account for talker

differences. However, immediate integration has been observed for vowels which are

also highly context-dependent.

• Auditory grouping : Sibilants are different from most other sounds as they are highly

aperiodic and utilize higher frequency bands than other sounds. Perhaps formant

transitions are necessary to group the sibilant with the following vowel and categorize

it a speech sound at all.

• Vowel-as-organizer : Speech may be processed using the vowel as the organizer. As

such, lexical activation cannot begin before the vowel or vocoid is perceived. While

immediate integration has been observed for stops this may be due to their relatively
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shorter duration than sibilant. Alternatively, it may be the case that voice onset time

is not truly integrated until vowel onset.

An additional hypothesis explored by Galle et al. (2019) is that the artificially generated

sibilants created for their experiment may lack critical information present in naturally-

produced sibilants. For that reason, listeners may select a buffer strategy not utilized in

natural speech processing. To test this, Galle et al. conducted a gating task, finding that

spectral information in the frication alone was sufficient to accurately categorize the artifi-

cially produced fricatives. Galle et al. confirm this by examining lexical identification with

naturally-produced sibilants, again finding that listener employ a buffer strategy in lexical

identification of sibilants. These findings suggest that the artificial nature of the stimuli

cannot be responsible for the buffer strategy that appears to be unique to the processing of

sibilants, and the observation that listeners wait for formant transitions to integrate spectral

information results from one of the aforementioned reasons.

The present experiment examines fricative cue integration preconsonantally where for-

mant transitions are not an available cue. The question here is not what cues distinguish

/s/ from /S/, i.e. a phonological contrast between the two sibilants, but what cues distin-

guish /SC/ from /SCr/, i.e. the presence or absence of an upcoming sound. Thus, I ask

whether, like with vowel nasalization, individuals can make use of coarticulatory spectral

cues to anticipate the presence or absence of /r/ in lexical processing.

3.2 Study overview

Experiment I: Cue Integration asks if listeners use the coarticulatory cues of /s/-retraction

in lexical identification as soon as those cues are available. Approaching /s/-retraction can

be viewed as a coarticulatory process, I ask whether listeners begin to expect an upcoming

/r/ from retraction on the onset sibilant alone, using a cascade strategy of speech perception,

or whether they wait until the onset of the /r/, using a buffer strategy.
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In this experiment, participants are presented with two images that contain different

phonological environments that may condition the realization of the sibilant, for example

/str/ in string vs. /st/ in sting. Using a modified Visual World Paradigm (Allopenna

et al., 1998), participants receive auditory instructions to select one image or the other.

All the while, their eye movements are recorded, providing a window into their decision-

making on which image to select in real time. Eye movements are an ideal measurement of

speech processing because they provide a high temporal resolution of when different lexical

representations, or ‘candidates’, are considered.

There are three conditions for this experiment: decreased, increased, and hyper-increased

retraction. In the decreased retraction condition, the onset sibilant in all /sCr/ clusters is

manipulated to be more /s/-like and have a higher centroid frequency, indicative of a less

retracted /s/, than the model talker’s average production for that cluster. In the increased

retraction condition, onset sibilants in /sCr/ are manipulated to appear more retracted than

typical. In the hyper-increased retraction1, onset sibilants were manipulated to be further

increased, approaching a canonical, prevocalic /S/. This allows for a comparison not just

between /sCr/ and /sC/ clusters, but also between decreased, increased, and hyper-increased

retraction conditions within the same cluster.

In Section 3.3, I outline the methods and materials used including the stimuli creation

(3.3.1), participants and procedure (3.3.2), and analysis and hypotheses (3.3.3). In Section

3.4, I present the results of this experiment, and, in Section 3.5, I move onto a discussion of

the findings and their implications.

1. The hyper-increased retraction condition was added post-hoc to the experiment design following pre-
liminary examination of the results from Experiment III: Convergence run concurrently with Experiment
I: Cue Integration. Those findings, explored more in Chapter 5, found that many participantins’ baseline
retraction ratios were higher, i.e. more /S/-like, than the increased retraction stimuli. One goal of the in-
creased retraction condition was to expose subjects to values sufficiently higher than their own. Since the
original two conditions were counterbalanced between-subjects, additional subjects were recruited for the
hyper-increased retraction condition.
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3.3 Methods & materials

3.3.1 Stimuli

The stimuli for this experiment are designed to manipulate the degree of retraction in sibi-

lant clusters to examine whether the anticipatory cues of /r/ presence can influence lexical

processing. The stimuli thus not only consist of the relevant /sCr/ clusters, but also /sC/

clusters and simplex prevocalic /s/ and /S/ to serve as competitors. Stop-initial stimul are

also included in order to serve as fillers.

All stimuli, both sibilant- and stop-initial, are single English lexical items containing

containing the desired onset followed by /I/. Whenever possible, lexical items with coda

consonants were selected. Except when it was impossible to complete the relevant paradigm,

all stimuli are monosyllabic.

All auditory stimuli, both sibilant- and stop-initial, consisted of naturally-produced lex-

ical words with manipulated onsets. Both classes of stimuli were recorded in the carrier

phrase: ‘Now select X’. A college-aged male from Illinois was recruited to read each phrase

five times. All stimuli materials were recorded at 48,000 Hz with a Shure SM10A head-

mounted microphone in a sound-attenuated booth.

Sibilant-initial stimuli The sibilant-initial stimuli contained prevocalic /s/, /S/, as well

as sibilants in /sC/ and /sCr/ clusters, across bilabial, alveolar and velar places of articula-

tion. This yields a four-item target paradigm for each place of articulation, e.g. for bilabial:

sit, spit, spritz, and shit. The relative infrequency of many of the /sCr/ clusters leads to im-

perfect paradigms where the coda occasionally varied minimally between the near-minimal

pairs. However, as the target segments are in the word onset, variations in the coda should

not influence looks to either image during the time windows examined. The complete list

of the sibilant-initial stimuli is included in Table 3.1, grouped by the onset. Phonemic rep-

resentations are included and crucially assume that all sibilants preceding consonants are
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word IPA SUBTLWF lg10WF
/s/ sip /sIp/ 5.10 2.42

sing /sIN/ 97.59 3.69
sit /sIt/ 311.35 4.20

/sp/ spit /spIt/ 19.35 2.99

/spr/ spritz /sprIts/ 0.49 1.42

/st/ sting /stIN/ 7.02 2.55

/str/ string /strIN/ 12.67 2.81

/sk/ skip /skIp/ 21.1 3.03

/skr/ script /skrIpt/ 19.61 3.00

/sh/ ship /SIp/ 98.88 3.70
shingle /SINg@l/ 0.75 1.59
shit /SIt/ 474.65 4.38

Table 3.1: Sibilant-initial wordlist for Experiment I: Cue Integration

/s/.

Lexical frequency for each lexical word in the experiment is included in Table 3.1. These

values were taken from SUBTLEXUS (Brysbaert & New, 2009), a corpus of American English

that derives its frequency counts from a corpus of over 51 million words collected from the

subtitles of 8,388 American films and televisions episodes from 1900-2007, with the majority

post-1990. The television shows and films that comprise the corpus come from a variety

of genres with the intent of representing lexical frequency of American English in general,

across dialects, styles, and registers. SUBTLWF is the word frequency per million words and

lg10WF is the logged measurement of the count of a given word in the corpus + 1.

Prior to manipulating the sibilant onsets, I examined the sibilants naturally-produced by

the model talker, measuring the centroid frequency of /s/ in the different onset environments

to inform the manipulations. Time-averaged centroid frequency values were extracted for
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/S/ CF RR /sC/ CF RR /sCr/ CF RR
/s/ 6439 0.00 /sp/ 6185 0.11 /spr/ 6282 0.07
/S/ 4213 1.00 /st/ 6252 0.08 /str/ 5445 0.45

/sk/ 6260 0.08 /skr/ 6107 0.15

Table 3.2: The model talker’s naturally-produced centroid frequency (CF) and retraction
ratio (RR) values for each phonological environment.

all onset instances of /s/ and /S/ in the target words using a modified script originally

created by DiCanio (2013). The average centroid frequency was calculated for each onset

environment and the retraction ratio (see Section 2.1 for details) was subsequently calculated

independently for each of the consonant clusters. The model talker’s naturally-produced

retraction ratio values are provided in Table 3.2. Recall that a value closer to 0 represents a

more /s/-like sibilant while a value closer to 1 represents a more /S/-like sibilant.

The retraction ratios presented in Table 3.2 suggest that the model talker produces a

significantly more retracted /s/ in /str/ clusters, with a retraction ratio of 0.45, than /st/

clusters, with a retraction ratio of 0.08. This suggests that the model talker’s /str/ is

generally about halfway between his /s/ and /S/, while /st/ is similar to prevocalic his /s/.

Both /spr/ nor /skr/ clusters show minimal coarticulatory influences of /r/, with values

similar to their corresponding /sC/ clusters. These observations serve to inform the creation

of the manipulated auditory stimuli for this and the following experiments.

To create the stimuli for the increased and decreased retraction conditions in this ex-

periment, the onsets for all /sC/ and /sCr/ clusters were manipulated to contain specified

degrees of retraction. This was done by digitally mixing the naturally-produced onsets from

prevocalic /s/ (sip) and /S/ (ship) at different scaling ratios, using a Praat script originally

created by Darwin (2005). For /str/ clusters: in the decreased retraction condition, the

onset sibilant was comprised of 30% onset /S/, a clear /s/ for my ears; in the increased re-

traction condition, the onset sibilant was 60% /S/, at the /s/-/S/ category boundary; and in

the hyper-increased retraction condition it contained 90% /S/, tipping it over my perceptual
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Decreased retraction Increased retraction Hyper-increased retraction
/s/ /S/ /s/ /S/ /s/ /S/

/spr/ 0.90 0.10 0.60 0.40 0.30 0.70
/str/ 0.70 0.30 0.40 0.60 0.10 0.90
/skr/ 0.90 0.10 0.60 0.40 0.30 0.70

Across conditions
/s/ /S/

/s/ 1.00 0.00
/sp/ 0.90 0.10
/st/ 0.90 0.10
/sk/ 0.90 0.10
/S/ 0.00 1.00

Table 3.3: Scaling factors used in sibilant stimuli creation

boundary to /S/. For both /spr/ and /skr/ clusters: in the decreased retraction condition,

the onset sibilant was comprised of 10% /S/, which I perceived as a clear /s/; in the increased

retraction condition it was comprised of 40% /S/, which was perceptually unusual without

being consistently /S/; and in the hyper-increased retraction condition, it was comprised of

70% /S/, which was a noticeable /S/. The /sC/ onsets did not differ between between con-

ditions, and contained 10% /S/ in the decreased, increased, and hyper-increased retraction

conditions. The onset sibilants in prevocalic stimuli were cross-spliced, but not mixed, to

reduce the potential effect of stimuli manipulation. The scaling factors used for the creation

of each cluster can be seen in Table 3.3.

Stop-initial stimuli Since all the target stimuli are necessarily sibilant-initial, stop-initial

stimuli were added to serve as a fillers to mask the nature of the experiment from the

participants. Stop-initial stimuli were selected in order to allow for paradigms that mirrored

the target stimuli, utilizing the same places of articulation as the intermediate stop in /sCr/

clusters and contrasting for the presence of absence of a subsequent /r/ while adding a

voicing contrast in both the prevocalic and prerhotic environments.

This set-up yields a four-item filler paradigm for each place of articulation, e.g. for
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word IPA SUBTLWF lg10WF
/p/ pig /pIg/ 39.14 3.30

/pr/ prick /prIk/ 14.12 2.86

/b/ big /bIg/ 682.82 4.54

/br/ brick /brIk/ 10.18 2.72

/t/ tip /tIp/ 27.63 3.15

/tr/ trip /trIp/ 82.39 3.62

/d/ dip /dIp/ 7.96 2.61

/dr/ drip /drIp/ 5.12 2.42

/k/ kit /kIt/ 17.65 2.95

/kr/ crypt /krIpt/ 1.37 1.85

/g/ gift /gIft/ 64.51 3.52

/gr/ grip /grIp/ 9.69 2.69

Table 3.4: Stop-initial wordlist for Experiment I: Cue Integration

bilabial: pig, prick, big, and brick. The complete list of stop-initial stimuli is included in

Table 3.4, grouped by place of articulation. Phonemic representations assume that alveolar

obstruents preceding /r/ are phonemically stops, such that drink is phonemically /drINk/

and not /dZrINk/ (see Section 2.3 for more on affrication in these environments).

There were two conditions for stop-initial stimuli: increased and decreased VOT. This

assure that the fillers were also digitally manipulated like the target items. All voiceless

stop-initial stimuli, both prevocalic and preceding /r/, were manipulated to contain the

stipulated durations of aspiration, while the VOT remained constant for voiced stops in

both conditions. Prior to manipulation, I examined the VOT for all naturally-produced

target word-initial stops, voiced and voiceless, recorded by the speaker. The mean VOT
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Voice onset time (s)
/p/ 0.071 /pr/ 0.102 /b/ 0.013 /br/ 0.016
/t/ 0.090 /tr/ 0.117 /d/ 0.024 /dr/ 0.050
/k/ 0.099 /kr/ 0.120 /g/ 0.034 /gr/ 0.054

Table 3.5: Mean naturally-produced voice onset time values for the model talker

Voice onset time (s)
Decreased Increased Decreased Increased

/p/ 0.035 0.105 /pr/ 0.050 0.155
/t/ 0.045 0.135 /tr/ 0.060 0.175
/k/ 0.050 0.150 /kr/ 0.060 0.180

Across conditions Across conditions
/b/ 0.015 /br/ 0.015
/d/ 0.025 /dr/ 0.050
/g/ 0.035 /gr/ 0.055

Table 3.6: Voice onset time for increased and decreased VOT conditions

measurements for the naturally-produced word-initial stops are provided in Table 3.5. The

model talker was relatively stable in his VOT production, with few environments showing

significant variation. The sole exception was the production on /dr/ clusters, which showed

a high degree of variation with VOT values ranging from 0.03 to 0.84 ms. This variation

was also perceptible auditorily, with some instances perceived as containing an affricate /
>
dZ/

and other perceived as containing a stop /d/.

The voiceless stimuli onsets were manipulated to contain an increased or decreased VOT,

with aspiration duration respectively at 0.5 and 1.5 times the model talker’s naturally-

produced mean duration for that environment. In the increased VOT condition, VOT was

extended by cross-splicing stable medial periods of aspiration from a different token into

randomly selected time points in the medial portion of the aspiration of the target waveform,

following Shockley et al. (2004) and Yu et al. (2013). In the decreased VOT condition, VOT

was reduced by randomly removing medial periods of aspiration from the target waveform.

This methodology yielded the VOT for the stimuli provided in Table 3.6.
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Figure 3.1: Sample visual stimuli for ‘sing’ (top left), ‘sting’ (top right ), ‘string’ (bottom
left), and ‘shingle’ (bottom right). All images are provided in Appendix A.2.

Visual stimuli Each auditory stimulus was also paired with a corresponding visual stim-

ulus to represent the lexical item in the Visual World Paradigm. For each target word, I

selected three free and publicly available clipart-style images. The images were then resized

and gray-scaled. Four näıve non-linguist volunteers selected the image that best corre-

sponded the intended word. Most images were selected unanimously, but in the case of a

tie, I cast the tie-breaking vote. In order to control for differences of style, darkness, or

image resolution, I then drew all images by hand using grayscale colored pencils, making

adjustments to remove any text or distracting features. The hand-drawn images were then
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Figure 3.2: Geographic distribution of participants by self-reported state lived in the longest
before age 18, with a lighter blue indicating a higher count of participants. Gray indicates
no participants reporting living in that state.

scanned and resized to 550x550 pixels. A sample paradigm for /str/ is presented in Figure

3.1 and all images are provided in Appendix A.2.

3.3.2 Participants & procedure

Participants

Fifty-two participants were recruited from the University of Chicago and the greater Chicago

area. Initial participants were randomly assigned to either the increased or decreased retrac-

tion condition, as well as the increased or decreased VOT condition. Later recruits were

automatically assigned to the hyper-increased retraction condition and randomly assigned

to either increased or decreased VOT condition. This yields 6 possible combinations of

retraction and VOT conditions.

All participants were between the age of 18 and 22 (mean=20). Undergraduate students

enrolled in introductory linguistics classes participated for course credit. Individuals not par-
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ticipating for credit were paid at the rate of $20 per hour. All participants were self-reported

native speakers of American English and grew up predominately in the United States. The

geographic distribution of the participants is mapped in Figure 3.2, with notable gaps in

much of New England, the plains, the Rockies, and the inland South. Most participants

self-identified as growing up in a suburban area (34), with fewer from urban (15) or rural

(3) environments. More participants identified as female (37) than male (15), and no par-

ticipants identified as non-binary or transgender. Just more than half of the participants

identified as straight/heterosexual (29) and/or white (29). Additional demographic infor-

mation concerning a variety of social and cognitive metrics, obtained through a series of

surveys, is included later in this section.

No participants included in the analysis reported a history of hearing loss, language

and communication disorders, stroke, traumatic brain injury, other medical or neurological

conditions commonly associated with cognitive impairment. An additional nine individuals

participated in the present experiment but were excluded due to non-native status, reported

language or neurological disorders, and/or non-attentive responses.

Procedure

The experiment took place in the Language Processing Laboratory at the University of

Chicago, in a quiet room equipped with a Tobii T-60 eye-tracker.

Prior to beginning the lexical identification task, participants were first familiarized with

the images and their associated lexical items, as it is necessary to present the stimuli during

the lexical identification task without any accompanying orthographic representation. While

the nouns were generally easier to represent visually, the verbs and adjectives can be more

challenging, like big, which was represented by an image of two elephants. For other items,

it was necessary to train participants to associate the image with a lower frequency word

that fits the paradigm rather than a more obvious high frequency word, for example listeners
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s–S s– sC sC–sCr sCr–S
/p/ sit–shit sit–spit spit–spritz spritz–shit
/t/ sing–shingle sing–sting sting–string string–shingle
/k/ sip–ship sip–skip skip–script script–ship

T–D T–Tr Tr–Dr D–Dr
/p/ pig–big pick–prick prick–brick big–brick
/t/ tip–dip tip–trip trip–drip dip–drip
/k/ kit–gift kit–crypt crypt–grip gift–grip

Table 3.7: Pairing of sibilant- and stop-initial stimuli

must associate a picture with crypt, which is a filler item, rather than tomb. All images are

provided in Appendix A.2.

Following Beddor et al. (2013), participants were first introduced to the images with

their accompanying labels. Participants were ask to read the label aloud and explain to the

researcher the relationship between the image and the label. As an example, for picture of a

dog with the label dog, the researcher would say “That’s a dog”, and for a picture of a cheetah

with a label fast, they would say “Cheetahs are fast”. Following this first task, participants

were shown the images without their accompanying labels and were asked to reproduce the

corresponding label. All participants had 100% accuracy in the label reproduction task,

demonstrating that they had successfully associated the lexical words and images.

For the identification task, participants were seated in front of a Tobii T-60 eye-tracker,

with a sampling rate of 60Hz. The eye-tracker was recalibrated for each participant. Par-

ticipants viewed images on the screen in a modified Visual World Paradigm (Allopenna

et al., 1998), containing two images rather than the more typical four, following Beddor

et al. (2013). The images were paired according to the contrasts designed and explained

in Tables 3.7, for example sting vs. string. Participants were given two seconds to scan

the screen to identify the images. After scanning the images, participants were required to

focus on a fixation cross in the center of the screen, equidistant between both images. Once

their fixation on the cross was confirmed, a red box was displayed. Participants then clicked
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Figure 3.3: A sample trial illustrating the presentation of the images, sip (left) and skip
(right) and fixation cross, with the subject’s gaze detected on the fixation cross, indicated
by the red box.

within the box to receive auditory instructions in the form “Now select [word]”, for example

“Now select sting”. Participants were then directed to click on the corresponding image as

quickly as they could, with their mouse and eye movements recorded throughout. The trial

ended when either image was selected and the experiment automatically advanced to the

next item. Each trial lasted roughly 5 seconds. A sample trial slide is provided in Figure 3.3

to illustrate how the visual stimuli and response options were presented.

Participants completed five practice trials with the researcher present before continuing

onto the experimental trials when the researcher left the room. There were 96 trials per

block with two repetitions of each pair in Table 3.7, with each item of the pair presented

as the target. There were four blocks in total with breaks between the blocks determined
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by the participant. This yields 384 trials in total and an average total time of around 32

minutes for the task.

Demographic survey

After the experiment proper, participants completed an extensive demographic survey. This

included the questions used to determine eligibility, like native speaker status and history

of language/neurological disorders or impairments. This survey was also used to determine

participants’ self-reported demographic categories, like age, gender, sexuality, race, and place

of origin. For each of these demographic questions, response options were presented with

radio buttons, including an option for a self-described alternative response. A summary of

these demographic responses was provided at the beginning of this section. The complete

post-test survey is provided in Appendix A.4.

Following these more standard demographic categories, participants completed a series

of sub-surveys to determine their relative measurements on a variety of social and cognitive

scales. These included the Male Role Attitude Scale (MRAS, Pleck et al., 1993), Empathy

Quotient (Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004), Big Five Inventory (John et al., 2008), and

PROMIS Anxiety score (Cella et al., 2010). Each of these surveys are provided in Appendix

A.4. These different measurements were selected in order to account for variation in speech

perception strategies. Especially given the between-subject design of this experiment, it is

crucial to account for potential variation between the condition groups that may explain

differences in cue integration strategies.

Firstly, the Male Role Attitude Scale (MRAS: Pleck et al., 1993) is a standardized psy-

chological instrument designed to to discern an individual’s relative endorsement of various

stereotypes of masculinity. Following the results of the online meta-commentary examina-

tion conducted in Chapter 2.6, this survey is included to account for potential influences in

speech processing based on an individual’s relative endorsement of traditonal stereotypes of
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toughness. In particular, I focus on the toughness subscale, as defined by two questions: A

guy will lose respect if he talks about his problems and A young man should be physically

tough, even if he’s not big. The MRAS and the toughness subscale specifically have been

used as explanatory variables in the social evaluation (Levon, 2014) and phoneme categoriza-

tion (Campbell-Kibler, forthcoming) of prevocalic sibilants. The entire survey is provided

in Appendix A.4. Campbell-Kibler (forthcoming) found that individuals who more strongly

endorse masculine stereotypes account for perceived performances of masculinity in their

perception of onset sibilants more than listeners who reject such stereotypes. Thus, a lis-

tener who endorses masculine stereotypes is more likely to categorize the same ambiguous

sibilant as /s/ when the speaker is perceived as more masculine and /S/ when the speaker is

perceived as less masculine. It is possible that individuals who more strongly endorse such

stereotypes may be more likely to attribute coarticulatory information to social performances

and thus unable to use those cues to determine and predict upcoming phonological content.

The mean composite score for the present experiment was 14.98 (s.d. 3.75, on a scale of 10 to

40) and a mean score of 2.78 (s.d. 1.19, on a scale of 2 to 8) on the toughness subscale, with

a higher score indicating a stronger endorsement of the relevant stereotypes. This suggest on

the whole whole, student participants at the University of Chicago are much more likely to

reject traditional stereotypes of masculinity, including masculine stereotypes of toughness.

The Empathy Quotient (EQ: Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004) is a short, 22 question

self-administered survey for identifying the degree to which individuals of normal intelligence

exhibit traits commonly associated with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). Specifically, the

EQ examines the degree to which respondents are able to identify and respond to another

individual’s thoughts and emotions. The EQ was not used to diagnose ASD. It was solely

employed to represent a participant’s relative identification with traits commonly associated

with ASD. The EQ, and the more extensive Autism Quotient (which includes traits such

as attention to detail, attention-switching, communication, etc.), have previously been illus-
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trated to influence individuals’ speech perception strategies, and specifically their likelihood

of compensating for coarticulation (Stewart & Ota, 2008; Yu, 2010, 2013). Yu (2013) finds

that individuals with a lower EQ, i.e. individuals who empathize less, are less likely to ac-

count for phonological context in their sibilant categorization. It is possible that individuals

with a lower EQ who are less able to compensate for coarticulation are also less able to

use context-dependent cues to anticipate upcoming sounds. The mean score for the present

experiment was 26.05 (s.d. 8.69), on a scale of 0 to 44, with a higher score indicating that

individual is more empathetic.

The Big Five Inventory (John et al., 2008) assesses personality traits along five dimen-

sions: Extroversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, and Openness. Extro-

version is characterized by positivity and the desire to seek out the company of others; typical

facets associated with extroversion are sociability, assertiveness, gregariousness, and social

confidence. Agreeableness is characterized by a compassionate and cooperative approach

to working with others; typical facets associated with agreeableness are: trust, warmth,

generosity, and modesty. Conscientiousness is characterized by the tendency to aim for

achievement goals; typical facets associated with conscientiousness are orderliness, decisive-

ness, industriousness, and self-discipline. Neuroticism is characterized by the tendency to

exhibit emotional instability; typical facets associated with neuroticism are anxiety, irritabil-

ity, depression, and hostility. Finally, openness is characterized by an appreciation of art,

adventure, imagination, and the unknown or unfamiliar; typical facets associated with open-

ness are intellectualism, idealism, adventurousness and imagination. The inclusion of the

Big Five Inventory was primarily motivated for Experiment III: Convergence (Chapter 5),

as Yu et al. (2013) found that individuals who have who score higher on the openness scale

are more likely to exhibit phonetic convergence. It is possible that individuals who are more

likely to converge are also more sensitive or receptive to their interlocutor’s cues and thus

better able to use those cues as soon as they become available. The mean openness score for
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the present experiment was 28.82 (s.d. 5.92) on a scale from 15 to 40, with a higher score

indicating that the subject is more original, inventive, imaginative, etc.

The PROMIS Anxiety instrument (Cella et al., 2010) is a question bank to assess self-

reported anxiety, including fear (fearfulness, panic), anxious misery (worry, dread), hyper-

arousal (tension, nervousness, restlessness), and somatic symptoms related to arousal (racing

heart, dizziness). There are multiple questions banks calibrated for different populations,

and the adult short form for anxiety–emotional distress was selected for the present study.

The survey consisted of 29 questions. Assessments of anxiety were included in the demo-

graphic survey as previous research has found that heightened anxiety diminishes phoneme

discrimination and categorization. Mattys et al. (2013) induced the physiological responses

to anxiety by having participants inhale air enriched with 7.5% CO2, finding that listeners

exhibited similar decreased performance when anxiety was induced as when their attention

was divided between multiple tasks. It is possible that individuals who are more anxious,

and thus exhibit diminished phoneme discrimination and categorization, are less able to use

context-dependent cues in real-time to aid in speech processing. The mean score for the

present experiment was 64.07 (s.d. 18.82) on a scale from 29 to 145, with a higher score

indicating that the subject reports experiencing more anxiety-related traits in the past 7

days.

The complete post-test survey took average of 10 minutes to complete. The entire ses-

sion, including informed consent, instructions, experiment, and demographic survey lasted

approximately 50 minutes.

3.3.3 Measurements, analyses, & hypotheses

Behavioral measurements

Due to the nature of the stimuli, no trial was expected to be ambiguous; regardless of

the degree of retraction observed on the onset sibilant, the ultimate presence or absence of
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/r/ would disambiguate the stimulus. Accuracy, defined as clicking on the correct image,

for each target stimuli pairing in the different retraction conditions is presented in Figure

3.4. Visual inspection of the figure suggests that all pairings are approaching ceiling, with

accuracy above 95% in all stimuli pairings and the confidence interval straddling 100% in all

but two of 72 pairings. As all responses were at or approaching ceiling, behavioral data was

not analyzed, and instead instances in which the incorrect image was selected were excluded

from the gaze data analysis. However, it is worth noting that one of the two confidence

intervals not straddling 100% is sting vs. string in the decreased retraction condition (mean

= 0.958; 95% confidence interval = 0.922 – 0.996), precisely where listeners may most expect

to use the coarticulatory cues of retraction but find them less available.

Gaze measurements

Participants’ eye gaze was monitored from the initial display of the target and competitor

images, through the cross fixation, until 2000 ms following the onset on the target word or

until they clicked on one of the images to make a selection, whichever came first. Although

eye gaze was tracked for both left and right eyes, analysis was conducted on the right

eye exclusively. Unlike trial accuracy, which identifies whether the participant selected the

correct image corresponding to the auditory stimuli, gaze measurements identify precisely

when the target or competitor lexical item were considered, before the ultimate decision

to click on the correct image was made. This not only provides a much more fine-grained

temporal resolution than reaction time for mouse clicks, but also allows for an examination

of alternative phonological candidates for the (ultimately) unambiguous stimuli.

The online measurement selected for analysis for the present experiment was the pro-

portion of correct fixations over time, which is determined by examining the accuracy of

each individual fixation. A fixation was determined to be a correct fixation if the right eye

gaze fell within the 550x550 pixel region containing the image corresponding to the auditory
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Figure 3.4: Accuracy (y-axis) for each stimuli pairing (x-axis) by retraction condition (panel row) and place of articulation
(panel column). Note that the y-axis has been altered to highlight the minute differences observed between conditions
(0.92 to 1.0), and all values are approaching ceiling.
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stimuli. Fixations were binned into 20 ms windows. A proportion of 0 for a given bin means

that there were no trials in the relevant condition during which eye gaze was detected within

the 550x550 pixel region containing the target image. This means that all participants’ gaze

was directed at the fixation cross, the competitor image, or anywhere else on the screen other

than the target image. Thus, it is not the proportion of target versus competitor fixations,

but rather the proportion of target versus non-target fixations. Similarly, a proportion of 1

means that in all trials a target fixation was detected within the specified 20 ms window.

Analysis

Generalized linear mixed-effects models with a logit link function were fit to the accuracy of

a given fixation (1,0) using the glmer() function in the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) in

R (R Core Team, 2015). Separate models were fit on the different onset pairings presented to

participants, including: /s/–/S/ and /sC/–/sCr/. It takes approximately 200 ms to plan and

execute an eye movement and the total sibilant duration was 180 ms. Thus, the models were

run on the 180 ms window that began 200 ms following the onset of the stimulus sibilant,

representing any eye movements that were planned during the sibilant. As fixed effects, the

prevocalic model fit on /s/–/S/ pairings includes Onset (/s/ and /S/; treatment-coded with

/s/ as base), while the preconsonantal model fit on /sC/–/sCr/ includes Place of articula-

tion (alveolar, bilabial, and velar; Helmert-coded with alveolar as base) and ClusterType

(/sC/ and /sCr/; treatment-coded with /sC/ as base). Both models additionally include

trial Order (1–384, scaled), TimeWindow of the sibilant (1–180, binned into 20 ms win-

dows and scaled), and RetractionCondition (decreased, increased, and hyper-increased,

treatment-coded with decreased as base; counterbalanced between subjects). Self-reported

responses for the demographic categories Gender (male, female; sum-coded), Sexuality

(straight, queer; sum-coded), and Region (midwest, northwest, south and west, treatment-

coded with midwest as base) were included to capture potential social variation. Addition-
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ally, each of the social and cognitive scores that are predicted to influence cue integration

were included in each model including ToughnessEndorsement2, Anxiety, Empathy,

and Openness. Each score was scaled, an in the case of Anxiety inverted, such that a

higher value corresponds with a higher predicted phoneme discrimination.

Preliminary models for the different onset pairings included all two-, three-, and four-way

interactions between the fixed effects predictors. However, the models failed to converge and

the analysis was thus limited to two- and three-way interactions. All interactions that did

not reach a significance threshold of 0.05 were pruned from the final model. Additionally, the

preliminary models included maximally specified random effects structures, with by-subject

random slopes and intercepts, which were progressively simplified until convergence was

achieved. Final models for the different onset pairing are reported in the following section.

Hypotheses

The specific hypotheses for participants’ eye gaze are as follows:

Hypothesis 1 The first hypothesis predicts that listeners make immediate use of spectral

cues to distinguish /s/ and /S/ in prevocalic environments. This hypothesis directly tests

the buffer strategy observed by Galle et al. (2019). Under this hypothesis, correct fixations

on /s/ or /S/ will emerge during the sibilant interval, before formant transition information

becomes available. This is directly tested by TimeWindow in Model 3.1, as if listeners

improve their proportion of correct fixations over the sibilant interval, it suggests that they

are using the cues available to them from the sibilant. If a cascade strategy is observed

for prevocalic sibilants, this suggests that listeners can use the spectral cues of sibilants as

soon as they are available, contra Galle et al. If a buffer strategy is used, then we need

2. Separate models were fit on both the composite MRAS score and the toughness subscale, with the
toughness models outperforming models fit on the composite score. This suggests that endorsement and
expectations for masculine toughness influence speech processing of onset sibilants more so than masculine
stereotypes in general.
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to turn to preconsonantal environments (Hypothesis 2-4) to ask if a cascade strategy can

be observed in those environments. If a buffer strategy is used in both preconsonantal and

prevocalic environments, each of Galle et al.’s potential explanations remain possible. And

finally, if a cascade strategy is used in preconsonantal but not prevocalic environments, this

challenges the auditory grouping account, i.e. sibilants are acoustically different from other

speech sounds, as preconsonantal sounds are acoustically within the range of the prevocalic

sibilants. Furthermore, this challenges the vowel-as-organizer account, as listeners do not

need to wait for the vowel when it’s sufficiently distant.

Hypothesis 2 The second hypothesis proposes that listeners use coarticulatory cues in

predicting the phonological context of a sibilant, and do so as soon as those cues are available.

A confirmation of this hypothesis would demonstrate that listeners use a cascade (immediate

integration) strategy of speech processing for long distance sibilant-rhotic coarticulation.

This would mirror the cascade strategy observed for vowel-nasal coarticulation (Beddor

et al., 2013). Under this hypothesis, correct fixations to either the /sCr/ or /sC/ will emerge

during the sibilant interval, before the /r/ is perceived. Like in the prevocalic model, we

again test this by looking to TimeWindow but this time for the preconsonantal model in

3.2. Furthermore, we look to the possible effect of RetractionCondition (decreased,

increased, and hyper-increased) in conditioning such fixations, as the greater the degree of

retraction, the stronger the cues of the upcoming /r/. If Hypothesis 2 is confirmed, then the

following hypotheses stand to be tested:

Hypothesis 3 The third hypothesis predicts that a retracted /s/ is a better indicator

of rhotic presence than a non-retracted /s/ is for rhotic absence. That is, does a more

retracted, i.e. more /S/-like, onset predict an /sCr/ cluster better than a less retracted, i.e.

more /s/-like, onset predicts an /sC/ cluster. At its core this proposes that listeners not

only use context-dependent knowledge about sibilant variation (see Hypothesis 2), but that
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/s/-retraction specifically is useful to and used by listeners. A confirmation of this hypothesis

would demonstrate that the cues of /s/-retraction are more useful in speech processing than

the absence of such cues, much like the findings of Beddor et al. (2013) that a nasal vowel is a

better cue of an upcoming nasal stop than an oral vowel is of an upcoming oral stop. Under

this hypothesis, correct fixations to /sCr/ clusters should be faster than correct fixations to

/sC/ clusters. This is tested directly by ClusterType in Model 3.2.

Hypothesis 4 The fourth and final hypothesis predicts that the cues of /s/-retraction are

a better indicator of rhotic presence in /str/ clusters compared to /spr/ and /skr/ clusters.

A confirmation of this hypothesis would demonstrate that listeners have detailed phonolog-

ical knowledge about /s/-retraction as a sound change in progress, with greater degrees of

retraction observed in /str/ clusters (Baker et al., 2011), and adjust their expectations ac-

cordingly. To test this, we look to the an effect of Place of articulation (alveolar, bilabial,

and velar) in conditioning looks toward the /sCr/ image during the sibilant interval. If this

hypothesis is confirmed, listeners will look to /str/ clusters faster than /spr/ and /skr/ clus-

ters. Crucially, this hypothesis assumes that listeners use their contextual knowledge about

the upcoming stops, in this task provided through the two images displayed, in order to use

stop-specific strategies before the stop itself has been perceived.

3.4 Results

The results of this experiment are presented in two parts. First, in Section 3.4.1, I present

the results of the prevocalic /s/-/S/ pairings, which speak to the first hypothesis, and ask

whether listeners can use the spectral cues to distinguish /s/ and /S/ immediately or whether

they use a buffer strategy. Next, in Section 3.4.2, I present the results from the /sCr/-/sC/

pairings, which speak to the final three hypotheses, and ask whether listeners can anticipate

the presence of the upcoming /r/ in real time. In addition to the group results, I briefly
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examine individual variation in speech processing patterns for these cluster onsets.

3.4.1 Prevocalic results

Before delving into the context-dependent variability and complexity of the preconsonantal

environments, the first model asks if listeners can immediately use spectral cues when con-

sidering /s/, e.g. sip, and /S/, e.g. ship, candidates. The first model presented is fit on the

accuracy of individual fixations planned during the 180 ms sibilant interval for prevocalic

/s/ and /S/. Unlike the preconsonantal model, the present model has just one predictor for

the Onset category (/s/ or /S/). The final model for correct fixations selected after pro-

gressive simplification of the random effects structure in order to achieve model convergence

is presented in lme4 format in Formula 3.1.

Fixation ∼ Order + (TimeWindow+Onset+RetractionCondition)3+

Region+Gender+Sexuality+Tough+Empathy+Openness+Anxiety+

(1 + Order + Onset|Subject)

(3.1)

This model asks if listeners are more likely to look at the correct image during the sibilant

interval, given the Onset phonemic category, the RetractionCondition, and the 20

ms TimeWindow examined. The social and cognitive predictors are included to account

for any potential individual variability, especially given the between-subject design of the

present experiment, but are not the primary interest of the experiment. Experiment II: Cat-

egorization (Chapter 4) seeks to fill that gap, asking what potential socio-indexical meaning

/s/-retraction bears. The inclusion of by-subject random intercepts and by-subject random

slopes for trial Order and Onset suggest significant individual variability with respect to

these predictors. By-item random slopes and intercepts are not included as there is only one

item per onset cluster, given the training and time constraints of the current design. The
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Table 3.8: Model predictions for all significant mains effects and interactions in fixation
accuracy for /s/ vs. /S/ onsets, N=26205. A positive value indicates a greater prediction of
fixations on the target word. Complete model predictions including variables and interactions
that did not reach a significance threshold of 0.05 are included in the Appendix as Table
A.1.

Est. SE t p
Order 0.05 0.01 3.45 < 0.001
TimeWindow 0.27 0.04 7.31 < 0.001
TimeWindow:Increased 0.19 0.05 3.79 < 0.001
TimeWindow:Hyper 0.12 0.05 2.63 0.002

significant effects and interactions of the fixation accuracy model for prevocalic sibilants are

presented in Table 3.8.

Unlike the preconsonantal model, a significant effect of trial Order is observed (t =

3.45, p < 0.001), suggesting that individuals are more likely to look at the correct image

as the experiment progresses. This may indicate that as the listener becomes familiarized

with the model talker’s speech, they are better able to quickly make decisions about the

intended target using spectral cues alone. Furthermore, there is no significant effect of

Onset phoneme category, suggesting that listeners are equally likely to direct their eye gaze

toward the target word when the onset is /s/ as when it is /S/. However, as the by-subject

random slopes for Onset improved the model likelihood, this hints to individual variation

with respect to possible differences in the processing of the different sibilants.

Although the model is fit on the accuracy of the individual fixations, for the sake of

data visualization, I will present the proportion of /S/ fixations. I do so primarily because

this allows for the visual representation of the different onsets to diverge precisely when

the consideration of the candidates themselves diverge. Plotting the proportion of correct

fixations instead would be characterized by overlapping points throughout the stimulus in-

terval. Recall that the prevocalic sibilants were cross-spliced but not manipulated, so that a

prevocalic /s/ is always a naturally-produced prevocalic /s/ and a prevocalic /S/ is always a

naturally-produced prevocalic /S/. Thus, unlike in the preconsonantal environment, /s/ and
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/S/ onsets are potentially immediately disambiguated, as has been shown in gating tasks

(Galle et al., 2019, i.a.), but it remains to be demonstrated that listeners can immediately

disambiguate them in speech processing.

Figure 3.5 asks how listeners’ gaze to either the /s/ or /S/ onset changes the course of the

trial. Time after the sibilant onset is indicated on the x-axis and the proportion of looks at

the /S/ image is indicated on the y-axis. A trial with an /s/ onset is indicated in teal and a

trial with an /S/ onset is indicated in red. The three panels are present the counterbalanced

retraction conditions, although prevocalic onsets were not manipulated between retraction

conditions. For both /s/ and /S/ onsets, listeners begin on even footing, with one quarter of

fixations to /S/ onsets. The remaining fixations are not indicated in Figure 3.5, but again

about one quarter of fixations are to /s/ onsets, while half of fixations are on neither image.

Remember that to initiate the trial, participants are required to fixate on a cross midway

between both images, which may explain why the plurality of looks are on neither image at

the sibilant onset. Thus in Figure 3.5, a correct fixation for /S/ onsets is indicated directly by

a higher proportion of /S/ fixations, while a correct fixation for /s/ onsets may be indicated

indirectly by a decreased proportion of /S/ fixation.

The fixation proportion is provided from the sibilant onset to one second after that onset.

Given that it takes approximately 200 ms to plan and execute an eye movement, fixations

planned during the sibilant interval would be observed approximately 200 ms later. Vertical

lines are provided to serve as guideposts for what sound was heard when the eye movement

was planned. If a look to an /S/ cluster was planned during the sibilant, it would be indicated

in Figure 3.5 by an increased proportion of /S/ fixations between the dashed lines, which

represent a 200 ms delay from the sibilant onset and vowel onset respectively. A look once

the vowel has been heard and formant transition information becomes available is indicated

by an increased proportion of /S/ fixations after the second dashed line.

Preliminary inspection of Figure 3.5 may first highlight that proportion fixations never
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Figure 3.5: Fixation proportion for /S/ clusters (y-axis) by time following the sibilant onset
(x-axis, binned into 40 ms windows) and onset category (color: /s/ = red circles, /S/ = teal
triangles) and retraction condition (panel row). The vertical lines represent a 200 ms delay
from the onset of the sibilant and vowel. A fixation executed during the sibilant interval
would be observed between the black dashed vertical lines.

reach 1, that is, there is no 20 ms window in which all participants are looking at the target

item, despite the behavior results at ceiling. This is because as one participant identifies

and selects the target item, another participant may not yet have made that decision, while

another still has already done so and directed their gaze elsewhere. Furthermore, preliminary

inspection may focus on the observation that the proportion of correct fixations does not rise

dramatically until well after the vowel onset. This is certainly the case, with many trials not

exhibiting eye gaze on the target item until after the sibilant interval, which suggests that,

in many instances, listeners wait until formant transitions are available to identify the target

word, consistent with the findings of Galle et al. (2019). However, the present experiment

is concerned with the relative accuracy during the sibilant interval. I ask, can listeners use

the spectral cues available during the sibilant interval to contrast /s/ and /S/? At the most

fundamental level, this examines whether accuracy of fixations increases over the course of

the sibilant. To see this, we look for diverging predictions and steep slopes for /s/ and /S/

between the dashed lines.
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Visual inspection of Figure 3.5 first show clear positive slopes for /S/ trials, in teal, and

clear negative slopes for /s/ trials, in red, across all RetractionConditions. Addition-

ally, the confidence intervals for /S/ and /s/ visibly diverge in all three RetractionCon-

ditions, and do so almost immediately during the sibilant interval. This is supported by

the model, with a robust effect of TimeWindow (t = 7.31, p < 0.001), which suggests

that the proportion of correct fixations increases over the duration of the sibilant. Further

visual inspection Figure 3.5 indicates that the relative increase in /S/ fixations over the

course of the sibilant is greatest in the increased retraction condition in the center panel,

and slightly more pronounced in the hyper-increased retraction condition compared to the

decreased retraction condition. This is confirmed by the model, with a significant inter-

action of TimeWindow with RetractionCondition (increased: t = 3.79, p < 0.001;

hyper-increased: t = 2.63, p = 0.002). Although the prevocalic sibilants themselves are not

manipulated and do not differ between the different retraction conditions, these findings

suggest that listeners are actually faster at distinguishing prevocalic /s/ and /S/ when the

model talker exhibits more dramatic context-dependent sibilant variation in other phonolog-

ical environments. This finding, while unexpected, may suggest that listeners find spectral

cues for sibilants more reliable and useful for speakers who produce more systematic and

predictable context-dependent variation than for listeners who do not vary at all.

3.4.2 Preconsonantal results

With the results of the first model confirming that individuals can immediately use the

spectral cues of sibilants when making phonemic decisions between /s/ and /S/, the second

model asks if they can use the context-dependent cues of sibilant variation to predict the

phonological environment of the sibilant. The second model is fit on the accuracy of indi-

vidual fixations during the 180 ms sibilant interval for /sCr/ and /sC/ clusters. This model

asks whether listeners immediately use spectral cues when considering /sCr/, e.g. string,
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and /sC/, e.g. sting, candidates. This model thus separates onset clusters into two different

predictors: Place of articulation (alveolar, velar, or bilabial) and ClusterType (/sC/ or

/sCr/). The final model for portion of correct fixations selected after progressive simplifica-

tion of the random effects structure in order to achieve model convergence is presented in

lme4 format in Formula 3.2.

Fixation ∼ Order + (TimeWindow+Place+ClusterType+RetractionCondition)3

+ Region+Gender+Sexuality+Tough+Empathy+Openness+Anxiety

+ (1 + Order + Place|Subject) (3.2)

This model asks if listeners are more likely to look at the correct image during the sibilant

interval, given the Place of articulation, ClusterType, RetractionCondition, and

20 ms TimeWindow examined. Again, the social and cognitive predictors are included to

account for potential interspeaker variability, but are not the primary area of investigation.

Furthermore, the inclusion of by-subject random intercepts and by-subject random slopes

for trial Order and Place of articulation suggest significant individual variability with

respect to these predictors. Model convergence was not possible with by-subject random

slopes or intercepts for ClusterType, so they were pruned from the final model. The

significant effects and interactions of the fixation accuracy model for preconsonantal sibilants

are presented in Table 3.9.

Again, for the preconsonantal model, I will present the proportion of /sCr/ fixations

although the model is fit on the accuracy of individual fixations. I will do so primarily

because this allows for the visual representation of the different onset clusters to diverge

precisely when the consideration of the candidates themselves diverge. Unlike in the prevo-

calic environments, remember that during the 180 ms window considered, the stimuli is still

ambiguous. However, by the point at which rhotic or vowel onset is heard, the stimuli is dis-

ambiguated, whether that be to /sC/ or /sCr/. In Figure 3.6, a trial that is ultimately /sCr/
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Table 3.9: Model predictions for all significant mains effects and interactions in fixation
accuracy for /sC/ vs. /sCr/ clusters, N=26415. Place1 indicates the first contrast for Place,
i.e. alveolar vs the combined velar and bilabial, and Place2 indicates the second contrast, i.e.
velar vs. bilabial. A positive value indicates a greater prediction of fixations on the target
word. Complete model predictions including variables and interactions that did not reach a
significance threshold of 0.05 are included in the Appendix as Table A.2.

Est. SE t p
TimeWindow 0.11 0.03 2.89 0.003
ClusterTypeSCR −0.23 0.05 −4.47 < 0.001
Hyper −0.92 0.36 −2.52 0.016
TimeWindow:Increased 0.21 0.05 3.72 < 0.001
TimeWindow:Hyper 0.09 0.04 1.99 0.041
SCR:Place2 −0.31 0.13 −2.40 0.017
SCR:Increased 0.34 0.07 4.40 < 0.001
SCR:Hyper 0.43 0.07 6.33 < 0.001
Hyper:Place1 0.20 0.10 1.97 0.047
TimeWindow:SCR:Place1 0.19 0.06 3.12 0.002
SCR:Hyper:Place1 0.49 0.17 3.04 0.002

is indicated in teal and a trial that is ultimately /sC/ is indicated in red. The proportion of

looks at the /sCr/ image is indicated on the y-axis. Like in the prevocalic environment, for

trials presenting /sC/ and /sCr/ clusters, listeners begin with about one quarter of fixations

to /sCr/ clusters while the remaining fixations are to /sC/ clusters, the fixation cross, or

elsewhere on the screen. Thus in Figure 3.6, a correct fixation for /sCr/ clusters is indicated

directly by a higher predicted /sCr/ fixation, while a correct fixation for /sC/ clusters may

be indicated indirectly by a decreased predicted /sCr/ fixation.

In Figure 3.6, the fixation proportion is provided from the sibilant onset to one second

after that onset. Again, vertical lines are provided as guideposts for what sound was heard

when the eye movement was planned. If a look to an /sCr/ cluster was planned during the

sibilant, it would be indicated in Figure 3.6 by an increased proportion of /sCr/ fixations

between the dashed lines, which represent a 200 ms delay from the sibilant onset and stop

onset respectively. A look to an /sCr/ cluster during the stop consonant, which are not

manipulated in the present design and may contain disambiguating information, following
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Figure 3.6: Fixation proportion for /sCr/ clusters (y-axis) by time following the sibilant
onset (x-axis, binned into 40 ms windows), cluster type (color: /sC/ = red circles, /sCr/
= teal triangles), and retraction condition (panel row). The vertical lines represent a 200
ms delay from the onset of the sibilant, stop, and the vowel/rhotic mean for all clusters. A
fixation executed during the sibilant interval would be observed between the black dashed
vertical lines.

research on potential affrication of /t/ in /str/ clusters (Smith et al., 2019, see Section 2.3 for

more), would be indicated by an increased proportion of /sCr/ fixations between the second

dashed line, labeled ‘stop’, and the solid line, labeled ‘vowel/rhotic’. A look once the stimuli

has been disambiguated and the listener has heard the beginning of the vowel or rhotic is

indicated by an increased proportion of /sCr/ fixations after the solid line.

Like in the prevocalic environments, preliminary inspection of Figure 3.6 may first high-

light that the proportion of correct fixations does not rise dramatically until well after the

rhotic/vowel onset. This suggests that, in many trials, listeners wait until the disambiguat-

ing information is available to identify the target word. However, turning to the sibilant

interval between the dashed lines, I ask, can listeners use the spectral cues available dur-

ing the sibilant interval in order to anticipate the upcoming rhotic? To test this we again

look to steep slopes and diverging predictions for /sC/ and /sCr/ between the dashed lines.

Visual inspection of the period between the sibilant and stop onset in Figure 3.6, indicates
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that, across the different retraction conditions, the fixation proportion for /sCr/ clusters is

increasing over time, as suggested by the positive slope for the teal lines, while no dynamic

slopes are observed for /sC/ clusters in red. This is supported in part by the model with

a main effect of TimeWindow (t = 2.89, p = 0.003), which predicts more correct fixations

over the course of the sibilant interval. However, the two-way interaction of TimeWindow

with ClusterType did not emerge as significant (t = −0.65, p = 0.52), suggesting that the

proportion of correct fixations increases over time in both /sCr/ and /sC/ clusters, which

simply may not be evident for /sC/ clusters as the proportion of /sCr/ fixations, rather than

the proportion of correct fixations, is visualized in Figure 3.6.

Comparing the different RetractionCondition panels in Figure 3.6, visual inspection

illustrates more positive slopes in the increased and hyper-increased retraction conditions

as well as a divergence of the confidence intervals for /sCr/ and /sC/ clusters in the hyper-

increased retraction condition. This is supported by the interaction of TimeWindow with

RetractionCondition, with more correct fixations predicted over the course of the sibi-

lant in the increased and hyper-increased retraction conditions compared to the decreased

retraction condition (increased: t = 3.72, p < 0.001; hyper-increased: t = 1.99, p = 0.041).

Furthermore, more correct fixations are predicted in /sCr/ clusters in the increased and

hyper-increased retraction conditions compared to /sC/ clusters, as suggested by the in-

teraction of ClusterType and RetractionCondition (increased: t = 4.40, p < 0.001;

hyper: t = 6.63, p < 0.001). Taken together, these findings suggest that the spectral cues

of retraction can improve correct fixations in /sCr/ clusters, well before the onset of the

disambiguating rhotic.

Continuing an examination of fixation proportion in /sC/ and /sCr/ clusters, Figure

3.7 presents Place of articulation, ClusterType and TimeWindow. With Place of

articulation, I ask if the spectral cues of retraction are better indicators of an upcoming /r/

in alveolar clusters, where /s/-retraction is more common and more advanced compared to
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Figure 3.7: Fixation proportion for /sCr/ clusters (y-axis) by time following the sibilant
onset (x-axis, binned into 40 ms windows), cluster type (color: /sC/ = red circles, /sCr/ =
teal triangles) and place of articulation (panel column). The vertical lines represent a 200
ms delay from the onset of the sibilant, stop, and vowel or rhotic depending on the cluster
identity. A fixation executed during the sibilant interval would be observed between the
black dashed vertical lines.

velar and bilabial clusters. Visual inspection of the figure suggests that the proportion of

correct fixations is greater in alveolar clusters than bilabial and velar clusters, as indicated

by the higher proportion of /sCr/ fixations, the more positive slope for /sCr/ clusters, and

the divergence of /sC/ and the /sCr/ confidence intervals, over the course of the sibilant

in the left-most panel. This is not supported by the model as a main effect of alveolar

Place (Place1: t = −0.38, p = 0.703) as an interaction of alveolar Place of articulation

with TimeWindow (Place1: t = −0.69, p = 0.487). Place of articulation did emerge as

significant in its interaction with ClusterType, but only for velar compared to bilabial

clusters (t = −2.40, p = 0.017), not for alveolar (Place1: t = 0.92, p = 0.357). However, as we

are concerned with the time course of correct fixations over the course of the sibilant interval,

we can look to the significant interaction of TimeWindow with ClusterType and Place.

This three-way interaction predicts more correct fixations over the course of the sibilant, but

only for /str/ clusters (Place1: t = 3.12, p = 0.002; Place2: t = −0.10, p = 0.917). This
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Figure 3.8: Fixation proportion for /sCr/ clusters (y-axis) by time following the sibilant onset (x-axis, binned into 40 ms
windows), cluster type (color: /sC/ = red circles, /sCr/ = teal triangles), place of articulation (panel column), and retraction
condition (panel row). The vertical lines represent a 200 ms delay from the onset of the sibilant, stop, and vowel or rhotic
depending on the cluster identity. A fixation executed during the sibilant interval would be observed between the black
dashed vertical lines.
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suggests that listeners improve in their consideration of the correct candidate over the course

of the sibilant only in /str/ clusters, precisely where retraction is the most available and the

most expected.

Figure 3.8 puts all the pieces together, illustrating the proportion of /sCr/ fixations by

both Place of articulation and RetractionCondition. Visual inspection of the fig-

ure suggests, that while fixations on /sCr/ images are visibly increasing over the course

of the sibilant for most pairings of Place and RetractionCondition, only for alveolar

clusters in the hyper-increased retraction condition do the confidence intervals for /sCr/

and /sC/ clusters not overlap. This is supported by two interactions in the model: firstly

the interaction of Place and hyper-increased (compared to decreased) RetractionCon-

dition (t = 1.97, p = 0.047), which predicts more correct fixations for alveolar clusters

in the hyper-increased retraction condition; and secondly, the interaction ClusterType

with alveolar Place of articulation and hyper-increased RetractionCondition (Place1:

t = 3.04, p = 0.002), which predicts more correct fixations for /str/ clusters specifically in the

hyper-increased retraction. Taken together, along with the interaction of TimeWindow,

ClusterType, and Place discussed just before, these findings suggest that in the environ-

ments where retraction is most expected and the greatest degree of retraction is observed,

listeners look to the correct image more quickly than in environments were less retraction

is expected or observed. Specifically, listeners are most able to immediately use the cues of

/s/-retraction in /str/ clusters when the degree of retraction approaches a canonical /S/.

The models and figures examined thus far present a combined fifty-two participants,

which can potentially obscure individual differences in processing strategies. Before moving

onto a discussion of the findings, I turn to an examination of the individual results in or-

der to better understand how different individuals use the cues of /s/-retraction, especially

given the between-subject design of this experiment. In particular, with this examination,

I ask if some listeners in the decreased and increased conditions are able to use the cues of
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Figure 3.9: Fixation proportion for /sCr/ clusters (y-axis) by time following the sibilant onset (x-axis, binned into 40 ms
windows), and cluster type (color: /sC/ = red circles, /sCr/ = teal triangles) in the decreased retraction condition for 12
representative participants. The vertical lines represent a 200 ms delay from the onset of the sibilant, stop, and vowel or
rhotic depending on the cluster identity. A fixation executed during the sibilant interval would be observed between the
black dashed vertical lines.
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Figure 3.10: Fixation proportion for /sCr/ clusters (y-axis) by time following the sibilant onset (x-axis, binned into 40 ms
windows), and cluster type (color: /sC/ = red circles, /sCr/ = teal triangles) in the increased retraction condition for 12
representative participants. The vertical lines represent a 200 ms delay from the onset of the sibilant, stop, and vowel or
rhotic depending on the cluster identity. A fixation executed during the sibilant interval would be observed between the
black dashed vertical lines.
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Figure 3.11: Fixation proportion for /sCr/ clusters (y-axis) by time following the sibilant onset (x-axis, binned into 40 ms
windows), and cluster type (color: /sC/ = red circles, /sCr/ = teal triangles) in the hyper-increased retraction condition
for 12 representative participants. The vertical lines represent a 200 ms delay from the onset of the sibilant, stop, and vowel
or rhotic depending on the cluster identity. A fixation executed during the sibilant interval would be observed between the
black dashed vertical lines.
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retraction, which while less robust than the hyper-increased RetractionCondition, still

provide varying degrees of contextual information. In Figures 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11, I present

twelve representative participants from each of the decreased, increased, and hyper-increased

retraction conditions respectively. Participants are ordered by the difference between their

mean fixation proportions for /sCr/ and /sC/ clusters at 380 ms (or 200 ms after the stop

onset). Although place was shown earlier to significantly influence an individual’s likelihood

of immediately integrating the spectral cues of retraction, the individual patterns presented

here are combined across places to increase the number of observations and thus yield more

reliable proportions. Visual inspection of the three figures highlights the diversity in speech

processing patterns between listeners. For example, in each of three conditions there are

some participants who have a fixation proportion of 0 on /sCr/ clusters at the sibilant onset,

suggesting that are still looking at the fixation cross 873 ms later. Similarly, there are some

participants who exhibit a fixation proportion of 50, suggesting that they always look to

one image or the other before they have any potential disambiguating information. Yet the

majority of participants exhibit a pattern similar to group results, where they have an ap-

proximately 25% chance of looking to the target, a 25% chance of looking to the competitor,

and 50% change of looking to the fixation cross or the blank space on the screen.

In much the same vein, individual differences in fixation proportions are observed across

the sibilant interval. In each RetractionCondition, there are participants more likely

to exhibit correct fixations and participants less likely to exhibit correct fixations. However,

in each RetractionCondition, the majority of participants appear equally likely to look

to an /sCr/ image if the target word is /sCr/ or /sC/, despite the presence of a displayed

confidence interval. While much of this variation does not appear to be systematic, one

consistent pattern is that individuals who are less likely to look at either image before the

onset of sibilant, i.e. a fixation proportion of 0 before the first dashed line, are unlikely to

exhibit any noticeable differences in fixation proportion between the clusters by the end of
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the sibilant, with one possible exception in the hyper-increased retraction condition (H9).

Whether this is because these participants are simply slower at directing their eye gaze

or because they are conscientious participants who believe that they should maintain gaze

on the fixation point until they are certain of their response (thus putting themselves at

a potential disadvantage) is unclear. Regardless, a high degree of individual variability

is observed across all retraction conditions. This suggests that there are individuals who

consistently use the coarticulatory cues of retraction, even when they’re less available.

3.5 Discussion

The present experiment provides novel evidence for the perception of /s/-retraction. First

and foremost, this experiment simply asks if listeners have context-dependent strategies

of perception for preconsonantal sibilants. Specifically, using eye tracking during a lexical

identification task, this experiment asks how quickly listeners can identify the intended

target word depending on the relative expectation for /s/-retraction and degree of /s/-

retraction presented. This experiment revisits the immediate integration of spectral cues

for sibilants, following the findings of Galle et al. (2019) that listeners wait until the onset

of the vowel before integrating the spectral cues of frication to distinguish prevocalic /s/

and /S/. Additionally, this experiment builds of work by Beddor et al. (2013) finding that

coarticulatory cues of vowel nasalization can be immediately integrated, asking if this is true

for coarticulatory cues for longer distance dependencies like /s/-retraction.

Before examining the preconsonantal patterns, this experiment first asked if immediate

integration of spectral cues is possible for prevocalic sibilants using the present design. Re-

call that Galle et al. (2019) found that listeners wait until the onset of the vowel before

executing looks toward the target image when distinguishing prevocalic /s/ and /S/. Galle

et al. explore a variety of different explanations for this apparent buffer strategy, from the

possibility that sibilants may not be interpreted as speech sounds until the vowel onset to
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the possibility that spectral cues in frication are not reliable enough to facilitate immediate

activation of one phonological category over another. The present experiment revisits cue

integration for prevocalic sibilants in light of findings for preconsonantal sibilants, asking

if immediate integration for sibilants is limited to preconsonantal environments, where no

phonological contrasts exists and formant transitions are not available. The findings of the

present experiment suggest that it is not, contrasting with Galle et al. to find evidence for

immediate integration of spectral cues when considering prevocalic /s/ and /S/ before the

formant transition information is available. That is, as the prevocalic sibilant unfolds, lis-

teners are more likely to look toward the correct image. In fact, comparing both the model

predictions and data visualization, the evidence for cue integration is relatively stronger in

prevocalic compared to preconsonantal environments, with more dramatic shifts that occur

earlier.

It is not immediately clear how to reconcile the buffer strategy of speech perception

observed for prevocalic sibilants by Galle et al. (2019) and the cascade strategy observed

here for both prevocalic and preconsonantal sibilants. One potential explanation lies in

differences in instructions between the studies: Participants in the present experiment were

instructed to select the correct image as “quickly and accurately as possible”, while Galle

et al. “encouraged [participants] to take their time and perform accurately” (p. 12). It’s

possible that encouraging speed may encourage participants to immediately integrate cues

that would otherwise be stored in buffer until additional cues become available.

Additionally, the different findings may stem from the different methods employed. The

present study uses naturally-produced stimuli and presents two images: a target and a com-

petitor. In contrast, Galle et al. use artificially generated sibilants and present four images:

a target, a competitor, and two distractors. Galle et al. consider that their observed buffer

strategy may be a consequence of their artificial stimuli, by which the listener may not

have sufficient information to reliably make a contrast between /s/ and /S/. They test this
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hypothesis using a gating task, finding that listeners presented with only a portion of the

frication can consistently and reliably categorize the onset as /s/ or /S/. However, it is

possible that the spectral information present in the artificially generated stimuli may be

sufficient to make an ultimate categorization, but insufficient to be integrated in real time

and influence consideration of the candidates. Galle et al. further test their observed buffer

strategy by using naturally-produced sibilants, finding that listeners categorize stop conso-

nants earlier than naturally-produced sibilants. The inclusion of the distractor candidates

may also inhibit timely consideration of the correct candidate, as listeners don’t have suffi-

cient contextual information to use their context-dependent knowledge of /s/-retraction in

real-time when additional candidates are viable. If this reasoning is correct, it is unclear

what predictions this makes from real world conversations in which rich syntactic, semantic,

and discourse context is available to the listener, but the no lexical items are explicit can-

didates. Another possibility is that the presence of the preconsonantal sibilants may have

encouraged listeners to use a cascade strategy even in prevocalic environments. This may,

following the unexpected effect of retraction condition aiding the processing of prevocalic

sibilants, suggest that the presence of systemic and predictable context-dependent variation

encourages listeners to use spectral cues as soon as they are available for all phonological

contexts.

Finally, and perhaps most likely, the different findings may stem from the different

analyses conducted by the two studies. The present study examines the proportion of correct

fixations planned during the duration of the sibilant. In contrast, Galle et al. examine the

relative bias in proportion of /s/ fixations after the bias departs from 0, which for in their

study is approximately 150 ms after the vowel onset. Unlike the present study, Galle et al.

are not asking whether consideration of the correct candidate can improve as a result of ex-

posure to relevant cues, but rather at what point does the effect of the onset sibilant cross a

threshold in biasing /s/ consideration. So while Galle et al. find that listeners are relatively
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slower in categorizing a sibilant compared to a stop consonant, the present experiment finds

that consideration of the correct candidate significantly improves during the sibilant itself.

Given that the analysis of the present experiment is limited to the 180 ms3 temporal

window offset 200 ms from the sibilant, in order to capture any looks planned during the

the sibilant, it is worth noting that the size of the shifts observed is relatively small. The

proportion of correct fixations does not reach 50%4 until the onset of the vowel or the rhotic,

after accounting for that 200 ms lag, and does not peak until approximately 600 ms after the

vowel onset or 300-400 ms after the vowel/rhotic onset. Thus, it is not the case, either for

the prevocalic or the preconsonantal sibilants, that listeners are making sudden, definitive

categorizations during the sibilant, but rather that listeners are more likely to consider the

correct candidate, as evidenced by their looking to the image representing that candidate,

as the sibilant unfolds. This suggests that a cascade strategy of speech perception can be

used for sibilants, but is not universally observed, as many participants wait until vowel or

rhotic, holding the spectral cues in a buffer until additional cues are available.

Thus, with it established that listeners can use the spectral cues of sibilants immedi-

ately, this experiment asks if they use context-dependent strategies of processing those cues.

Specifically, with Hypothesis 2, I ask if listeners can anticipate the presence of an upcoming

/r/ from the spectral cues of frication alone, manifested acoustically by a lowered centroid

frequency on the sibilant. In such a scenario, a listener who hears a more retracted onset

sibilant may consider string to be a more viable candidate than sting and direct their gaze

toward the image associated with that word, even before the /r/ has been perceived. The

findings of the present experiment demonstrate that listeners are more likely to look to the

correct image over the course of the sibilant, even when presented only with weak cues of

3. This in and of itself represents another distinction from Galle et al. (2019), whose sibilant stimuli were
nearly double the length of those in the present experiment, at 350 ms. However, Galle et al. found no
evidence to suggest that sibilant duration influences likelihood of immediate integrating spectral cues, nor
has sibilant length been shown to contrast /s/ and /S/ (McMurray & Jongman, 2011).

4. The chance that a given fixation falls within the area of the correct image is 23.08%.
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retraction, illustrating that as spectral information unfolds, their consideration of the cor-

rect candidate improves. The observation that listeners can begin to distinguish /sC/ and

/sCr/ clusters in all retraction conditions does not necessarily contradict this hypothesis, as

even in the decreased retraction condition, there are still spectral cues of retraction in /str/

clusters, with a retraction ratio of 0.3 for /str/, but a retraction ratio of 0.1 for /st/ clusters.

Hypothesis 2 is further bolstered when the onset sibilant in /sCr/ clusters is manipulated to

be more retracted, with increasing looks to the correct image over the course of the sibilant

in both the increased and hyper-increased retraction conditions compared to the decreased

retraction condition. Taken together, these findings suggest that listeners are able to use

the cues of /s/-retraction when considering lexical candidates, and do so as soon as that

information is available.

Hypothesis 3 builds directly off Hypothesis 2, asking whether a more retracted /s/ is a

better indication of an upcoming /r/ than a less retracted /s/ is for the absence of /r/. Recall

that Beddor et al. (2013) found that vowel nasalization facilitated a greater anticipation of an

upcoming nasal stop than an oral vowel did of an upcoming oral stop. The present experiment

finds that listeners are more likely to look to the correct lexical candidate for /sCr/ than

/sC/ onset clusters when the onset sibilant is manipulated to contain more spectral cues of

retraction, i.e. in the increased or hyper-increased retraction condition. Like Beddor et al.,

this effect is not categorical, as listeners presented with a non-retracted sibilant did exhibit

a small but consistent likelihood of considering the /sC/ image, albeit not the extent as

/sCr/ clusters. These findings demonstrate that listeners attend closely to contextual cues

when considering different candidates, but not all cues are equally informative. Specifically,

these findings for /s/-retraction, paired with Beddor et al.’s findings for vowel nasalization,

suggest that the presence of coarticulation is more informative than its absence.

Hypothesis 4 constitutes another follow-up to Hypothesis 2 by asking if the the cues of /s/-

retraction are a better indication of an upcoming /r/ in /str/ clusters, where /s/-retraction
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is most expected, than in /spr/ and /skr/ clusters, where it is less expected. The present

experiment asks whether listeners listeners have detailed phonological knowledge about the

distribution of /s/-retraction and, if they do, whether that detailed phonological knowledge

influences the consideration of lexical candidates even as the acoustic signal unfolds. The

findings of this experiment confirm this hypothesis, as listeners are more likely to look to

/str/ clusters over the course of the sibilant, and more likely to do so when presented with

the most extreme degrees of retraction. This was perhaps most clearly visible in Figure 3.8,

where /str/ clusters in the hyper-increased retraction condition appear to show the greatest

differentiation from /st/ clusters in the latter half of the sibilant. However, it is worth

noting that there is a possible confound here: All /sCr/ clusters were not manipulated to

contain the same degree of retraction in the same conditions, but rather were manipulated

in reference to the model talker’s natural production. In the hyper-increased retraction

condition, /str/ clusters have a retraction ratio of 0.9, while /skr/ and /spr/ clusters have a

retraction ratio of 0.7, both of may be perceived as /S/ prevocalically. Thus, these findings

cannot be interpreted to unequivocally state that the increased proportion of correct fixations

in /str/ clusters is a result of the listener’s expectations for retraction in those environments,

and not a result of the simple higher degrees of retraction provided in those environments.

Another possible confound is the effect of lexical frequency, as only in the alveolar place of

articulation is the /sCr/ cluster more frequent than the /sC/ cluster. Thus, it is possible

that all else being equal listeners are more likely look toward the image representing the

more frequent word.

In summary, the findings of the present experiment demonstrate that listeners have de-

tailed phonological knowledge about /s/-retraction and use that knowledge in real time in

speech processing. Specifically, I have shown that listeners are more likely to look toward

the correct candidate when there are more cues of retraction in /sCr/ clusters in general

and in /str/ clusters in specific. These findings are particularly noteworthy in light of Galle
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et al. (2019) who, after finding evidence for a buffer strategy in the perception of prevocalic

sibilants, entertain the hypothesis that the highly variable and context-dependent nature

of sibilants may impede the immediate integration of their spectral cues. Rather, the find-

ings of the present experiment demonstrate that listeners are able to immediately integrate

cues of that context-dependent variation in order to make predictions about the sibilant’s

phonological environment.

The finding that listeners are able to immediately integrate the cues of /s/-retraction

when considering potential candidates has implications for /s/-retraction as a sound change.

It demonstrates that the spectral cues on the /s/ serve as an important cue in contrasting

/sCr/ and /sC/ sequences. This is not to say that the spectral cues on the sibilant are the

primary cue contrasting these clusters; the results clearly demonstrate otherwise. That is,

most looks to the correct image do not occur until after the clusters have been disambiguated

by the clear presence or absence of the /r/. However, as /s/-retraction progresses, it is

possible that listeners will begin to rely more heavily on the cues of /s/-retraction to contrast

words like string and sting, particularly as more listeners reanalyze the onset to /S/. In such

a scenario, it is eventually possible that the spectral cues on the sibilant become the primary

cue contrasting the clusters, making the subsequent /r/ redundant, and potentially lead to

it being reduced or deleted entirely. In such a distant future, the contrast would not be

between string and sting, but rather between Sting and sting
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENT II: CATEGORIZATION

In the previous chapter (Experiment I: Cue Integration), I show that listeners have detailed

phonological knowledge about preconsonantal sibilants and make use of that knowledge as

soon as it is available. Like in Chapter 3, the present chapter examines the perception of

preconsonantal sibilants, asking how individuals categorize ambiguous sibilants in these envi-

ronments when forced to do so. Specifically, I ask, do they perceive a potentially ambiguous

sibilant differently in /str/ clusters, where retraction is more expected due to both coartic-

ulatory factors and its alignment with the ongoing sound change, than in /spr/ and /skr/

clusters, where the coarticulatory retraction is less observed? Furthermore, I ask whether

different representations of masculinity influence the perception of these clusters in such a

way that may shed light on the potential socio-indexical meaning of /s/-retraction in these

environments. Finally, by recruiting a diverse listener pool, we can examine any potential

shifts in apparent time between older and younger listeners that may illustrate how the per-

ception of /s/-retraction has changed over time alongside the reported changes in production

(e.g. Gylfadottir, 2015; Wilbanks, 2017), as discussed in the previous chapter (Section 2.5.1).

This experiment consists of a phoneme categorization task with nonce words in American

English in which the onset sibilant in /sCr/ clusters is replaced with a step on a continuum

from /s/ to /S/, with more /S/-like steps perceptually corresponding to an increased degree

of retraction. Both the talker and the face are varied, manipulating the relative masculinity

of the model talker. Listeners are asked to use a key press corresponding to orthographic

representations of the nonce words presented on the screen, recording their categorization.

In this chapter, I first provide a brief background on the previous research in phoneme

categorization, perceptual compensation, and attunement to social characteristics (Section

4.1). I then present an overview of the experiment (Section 4.2) and the materials and meth-

ods employed therein (Section 4.3). Next, I report the results (Section 4.4) and conclude with
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a discussion of how listeners perceive ambiguous sibilants in preconsonantal environments.

4.1 An introduction to phoneme categorization

Listeners use a wealth of information available to them to aid in the perception and catego-

rization of speech sounds. This includes not just acoustic information, but other linguistic

information from phonological and prosodic to syntactic and semantic. Beyond that, lis-

teners make use of a range of other information, including visual information about the

articulators (e.g. the McGurk effect: McGurk & MacDonald, 1976), aerotactile feedback

(Gick & Derrick, 2009), lexical frequency (e.g. the Gangong effect: Ganong, 1980), and

social attributes of the speaker (Strand, 1999). Each of these components can influence

perception such that an acoustically identical speech sound may be categorized differently

in different contexts. In this section, I introduce the two sources of contextual information

examined in this experiment: phonological, that is how listeners compensate for coarticula-

tory information (Section 4.1.1), and socio-indexical, that is how listeners make adjustments

for perceived social attributes (Section 4.1.2).

4.1.1 Compensation for coarticulation

Perceptual compensation for coarticulation is the process by which listeners reduce or elim-

inate the acoustic effects of coarticulation in order to recover the intended target sound. A

classic example from Mann & Repp (1980) examines the coarticulatory effects of vowel round-

ing on sibilant perception. Mann & Repp find that listeners are more likely to categorize an

ambiguous sibilant as /s/ if it precedes /u/ than if it precedes /a/. This process first requires

that listeners have experience with the coarticulatory influence that rounded vowels can ex-

ert on sibilants. This is realized articulatorily by the lip rounding from the vowel beginning

during the sibilant, thus lengthening the cavity anterior to the constriction. These coartic-

ulatory effects are realized acoustically by a general lowering in centroid frequency, leading
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Figure 4.1: Example response curve using toy data to illustrate perceptual compensation in
sibilant categorization (y-axis, as percent /S/ response), by continuum step (x-axis, from /s/
to /S/) and vocalic context (color: red = /a/, blue = /u/).

to an /s/ that sounds more /S/-like. Secondly, listeners have to compensate for the coartic-

ulation, meaning that they adjust their boundary for /s/ and /S/ preceding rounded vowels

to account for their experience with coarticulation in those environments. Consequently, an

intermediary sound between /s/ and /S/ is perceived as /S/ preceding unrounded vowels and

as /s/ preceding rounded vowels. Given that sibilants are generally perceived categorically,

perceptual compensation is generally illustrated by a shifted response curve, seen in the toy

example in Figure 4.1. In addition to sibilant-vowel coarticulation, perceptual compensation

for coarticulation has also been observed for many other processes, including intrinsic pitch

and vowel height (Hombert, 1977), vowel-to-vowel coarticulation (Beddor et al., 2002), and

nasal coarticulation (Beddor & Krakow, 1999; Beddor, 2009), among others.

Perceptual compensation for coarticulation has been suggested by many researchers, chief

among them Ohala (1993), as a possible path to sound change, proposing that sound change

begins when listeners fail to compensate for extreme coarticulation. Instead, listeners en-

code a new speech target, which in turn influences later productions. Over time, the cues a

listeners employed a phonological contrast shift from the coarticulatory trigger to the coar-
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ticulatory target. For example, nasal stops exert coarticulatory influence over adjacent oral

vowels, leading to variation from fully oral to highly nasalized. Over time, listeners may

perceive the nasalized vowel as the intended target rather than the nasal stop, and even-

tually cease producing the nasal stop all together. Consequently, only the target (vowel

nasalization) but not the trigger (nasal stop) remains. For /s/-retraction, the target is the

sibilant and the trigger is the /r/. An Ohala model of sound change would predict that the

contrast between historic /str/ and /st/ words would shift from the rhotic to the sibilant,

and eventually be realized entirely by the sibilant, such that /StIN/ string contrasts with

/stIN/ sting.

While perceptual compensation for coarticulation has been robustly investigated, includ-

ing much of the work presented in this section, less work has examined compensation for

sound changes in progress that may test this hypothesis. In one notable exception, Har-

rington et al. (2008) examined /u/-fronting in Standard Southern British English. In this

dialect, coronals and /j/ have traditionally exerted a great degree of coarticulatory force

on /u/, leading to significant fronting relative to other environments. However, younger

speakers appear to be fronting /u/ across the board, including in environments without

the traditional coarticulatory triggers. In addition to examining participants’ productions,

Harrington et al. examine their categorization of /u/ in a traditionally fronting, i.e. coar-

ticulatory, environment (used1-yeast) and a non-coarticulatory environment (swoop-sweep).

From this categorization task, they observe that younger speakers compensate for the coar-

ticulatory environment less than older speakers, and their phonological boundary for /i/-/u/

was shifted toward /i/ across the board in response to the sound change. These results, along

with parallel findings for /u/-fronting in American English (Kataoka, 2009) and /U/-fronting

in British English (Kleber et al., 2011), empirically demonstrate that shifts in production

and perception jointly advance in apparent time. However, it is unclear whether these find-

1. As in, “we used to go fishing.”
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ings directly speak to Ohala’s hypothesis. In the /u/-fronting example, the sound change is

extended to environments where the coarticulatory trigger is not present at all. However,

in an Ohala hypothesis, the cue weight would shift from the trigger (the coronal) onto the

target (/u/) and the trigger is subsequently deleted entirely. Following the pattern of sound

change extension observed for /u/-fronting rather than a traditional Ohala model to sound

change, /s/-retraction would be expected to extend to all instances of /s/, or perhaps all

instances of preconsonantal /s/, even where no historic /r/ is present.

4.1.2 Adjustments for perceived speaker attributes

In addition to accounting for phonological context, listeners have been shown to attune to the

social characteristics of the speaker. In much the same way as perceptual compensation for

coarticulation, listeners may categorize an acoustically identical speech sound differently if

they believe the speaker has a particular trait. In one classic example that again conveniently

focuses on sibilants, Strand (1999) demonstrates that listeners account for the perceived gen-

der of the speaker when categorizing a continuum from sod to shod. Listeners are aware that

due to physiological and sociological reasons, men typically produce /s/ with a significantly

lower centroid frequency than women. However, when presented with an acoustically identi-

cal, ambiguous sibilant, they categorize it as /S/ if they perceive the speaker to be a woman

and as /s/ if they perceive the speaker to be a man. This is because listeners make ad-

justments stemming from their knowledge and experience with speech in its social context.

Furthermore, Strand demonstrates that listeners not only account for perceived speaker gen-

der, but also for perceived gender typicality, being more likely to categorize the ambiguous

sibilant as /s/ if they perceive the male talker to be more stereotypically masculine, or as

/S/ if they are perceived to be less masculine. This finding illustrates that adjustments are

not only made for more categorical, broad social groups, but also for nuanced, performative

traits and characteristics. Furthermore, listeners’ attitudes about the relevant social charac-
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teristics can strengthen the effect of these social factors. Building off the findings of Strand

(1999), Campbell-Kibler (forthcoming) finds that in a sod–shod categorization task, listen-

ers’ adjustments for perceived gender and gender typicality is influenced by their relative

endorsement of gender stereotypes, as determined from a short survey of questions on their

opinions about traditional gender roles (MRAS: Pleck et al., 1993). Also using the MRAS

survey, Levon (2014) found that listeners’ attitudes about traditional gender roles influence

the social meaning they assign to linguistic variables like sibilant production.

4.2 Study overview

Experiment II: Categorization asks if listeners perceive /s/-retraction differently in /str/ clus-

ters, where it is expected, versus /spr/ and /skr/ clusters, where it is relatively unexpected.

More specifically, this experiment asks if listeners make adjustments in the categorization of

the onset sibilant in /str/ clusters in order to account for their experience with /s/-retraction

in that phonological environment, i.e. do listeners compensate for /s/-retraction. However,

as English has no phonotactic contrast between the sibilants /s/ and /S/ preconsonantally,

the categorization could not be done with lexical words, necessitating the use of nonce words.

In this experiment, listeners heard nonce words with /SCr/ onsets, where /S/ represents any

step on the continuum from /s/ to /S/, and were asked to categorize the word as beginning

with 〈s〉 or 〈sh〉.

The nature of the task allows for the inclusion of additional research questions on the

perception of /s/-retraction. As discussed in Section 2.6, there are conflicting predictions

for the potential social meaning of /s/-retraction. Recall that work on prevocalic sibilants

has found that a retracted /s/ is generally evaluated as more masculine (e.g. Campbell-

Kibler, 2011a) and listeners attune for performances of masculinity in their perception of

prevocalic sibilants (e.g. Strand, 1999). However, research in /str/ clusters has not found a

significant influence of retraction on social evaluation (Phillips, 2018). On the other hand,
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online meta-commentary suggests that, for some individuals, retraction in /str/ clusters

is an indicator of masculine toughness and straightness. In this categorization task, by

varying the talker and co-present pictures of faces, we can ask how listeners additionally make

adjustments for performances of masculinity, which speak to the potential socio-indexicality

of /s/-retraction in these consonant clusters. We can also ask how listeners’ opinions about

masculine stereotypes and norms influence their categorization.

The simplicity of the task allows for it to be run using an online platform that can reach

diverse listeners across the country. Without the limitations of university subject pools, we

can examine how listener age influences their perception of /s/ in these environments, which

may illustrate apparent time trends in the perception of /s/-retraction that parallel the

observed apparent time trends for the production of /s/-retraction, as described in Chapter

2.5.1.

In Section 4.3, I outline the methods and materials used, including stimuli creation (4.3.1),

participants and procedure (4.3.2), and analysis and hypotheses (4.3.3). In Section 4.4, I

present the results of this experiment, and in Section 4.5, I move onto a discussion of the

findings.

4.3 Methods & materials

4.3.1 Stimuli materials

Due to the phonotactic restrictions of English, it was not possible to do a phoneme cate-

gorization task with lexical words, like the sod -shod continuum used by Strand (1999) and

Campbell-Kibler (forthcoming). For this reason nonce words were selected, allowing the

potential categorization of both /s/ and /S/ preconsonantally.

To select the nonce words and their orthographic representations, I first created eight

paradigms of sibilant-initial nonce words in which each paradigm contained /s/, /spr/, /str/,
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/skr/, /S/, /Spr/, /Str/, and /Skr/ onsets. For example, one such paradigm was /sutsi/,

/sprutsi/, /strutsi/, /skrutsi/, /Sutsi/, /Sprutsi/, /Strutsi/, and /Skrutsi/. Eight stop-initial

paradigms were included as fillers that contained /gw/ clusters that are illicit in English but

marginally acceptable to native speaker and found in loanwords, like the name Gwen /gwEn/.

In this way, the /SCr/ clusters were not the only marginally illicit clusters in the pilot. A

19-year-old female from Ohio recorded each of the paradigms at 48,000 Hz in an isolated

double-walled sound booth with a Zoom H6 recorder and a Shure SM10A head-mounted

microphone. One sibilant and one stop-initial paradigms were inconsistently pronounced by

the research assistant and were thus eliminated as potential candidates for the categorization

task.

In a small pilot, eight undergraduate students were provided with a pen and a response

sheet and asked to give a potential English spelling for each of the nonce words played

binaurally. From this pilot, it emerged that the participants prefer 〈sh〉 rather than the

〈sch〉 spelling common in some Yiddish/German loanwords like schtick and schnapps. Ad-

ditionally, the participants preferred 〈c〉 over 〈k〉 in /Skr/ clusters. One paradigm (sprimble,

shprimble, strimble, shtrimble, scrimble, shcrimble) was most consistently spelled by all eight

participants and was thus selected as the stimuli for Experiment II.

Two white, male speakers from Iowa (age 19 and 21) were recruited to serve as the model

talkers for this experiment and received payment or credit for an introductory linguistics

course for their participation. All target and filler words were presented in the carrier phrase:

Please say X again: X X X and recorded in an isolated double-walled sound booth with a

Zoom H6 recorder and a Shure SM10A head-mounted microphone. The model talkers were

asked to read the phonotactically licit nonce words with /sCr/ onsets (sprimble, strimble,

scrimble), as well as the equivalent nonce words with the simplex /s/ and /S/ onsets (simble,

shimble) and various stop-initial nonce words (e.g. kittle, quittle, gittle, gwittle). They were

not asked to read the marginally illicit /SCr/ onsets (shprimble, shtrimble, shcrimble).
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Figure 4.2: Sample faces for categorization task from the Chicago Face Database (Ma et al.,
2015). The image on the left (WMT1) normed as more masculine than the face on the right
(WMN3).

To create a continuum from /s/ to /S/ for the phoneme categorization task, the sibi-

lant onsets from the prevocalic equivalents, simble and shimble, were extracted and dig-

itally mixed using a modified Praat script originally created by (Darwin, 2005) at seven

scaling ratios: 95%-/s/:5%-/S/, 80%-/s/:20%-/S/, 65%-/s/:35%-/S/, 50%-/s/:50%-/S/, 35%-

/s/:65%-/S/, 20%-/s/:80%-/S/, and 5%-/s/:95%-/S/. Each of the seven steps was cross-

spliced onto the preconsonantal target word, creating a continuum from /s{p,t,k}rImb@l/ to

/S{p,t,k}rImb@l/.

The auditory stimuli from both model talkers were paired with eight images of faces from

the Chicago Face Database (Ma et al., 2015) that were normed as more or less masculine than

average. All faces used were white male faces that were consistently rated by participants in

the norming study as being perceived as white, between ages 18 and 30, and of average level

of attractiveness. However, by controlling for level of attractiveness, the relative difference

in perceived masculinity between the more and less masculine talkers was rather small due

to the general trend for more gender typical faces to be perceived as more attractive. Two

sample faces are provided in Figure 4.2 and the perceived age, attractiveness rating, and

masculinity rating for the target faces are provided in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Selected faces and their normed perceived ratings on age, attractiveness, and
masculinity. A higher value indicates a face rated as more attractive/masculine.

More masculine faces
code age attractiveness masculinity
WMT1 25.12 3.05 4.66
WMT2 27.79 3.46 4.61
WMT3 22.17 3.96 4.59
WMT4 18.73 3.27 4.59

Less masculine faces
code age attractiveness masculinity
WMN1 20.39 3.54 3.61
WMN2 21.50 2.97 3.48
WMN3 25.12 3.12 3.67
WMN4 18.73 3.08 3.46

4.3.2 Participants & procedure

Participants

200 participants were recruited online through Amazon Mechanical Turk and were paid for

their participation (at $12 per hour). All participants were using an internet connection

located in the U.S. and reported being both born in the U.S. and raised in a household using

English as its primary language until age 12, which were collectively used as a metric for

determining native American English status. The mean age of the participants was 34.5,

with a minimum age of 19 and a maximum of 60. The participant pool was skewed toward

self-identifying male (120 male, 80 female, 0 non-binary), white (161 white, 14 black, 8

Asian, 8 Hispanic, 4 Native American, 7 other) and straight (185 straight, 7 gay or lesbian, 7

bisexual, 1 asexual). Participants exhibited significant diversity in geographic environment

(59 urban, 93 suburban, 48 rural) and distribution (See Figure 4.3). An additional 38

individuals participated but were excluded from analysis due to non-native status, non-

attentive responses, or self-reported speech/hearing disorders.
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Figure 4.3: Geographic distribution of participants by self-reported state lived in the longest
before age 18, with a lighter blue indicating a higher count of participants. Gray indicates
no participants reporting living in that state.

Procedure

Participants heard 42 trials (7 steps × 3 consonant clusters × 2 model talkers = 42 trials),

plus fillers interspersed to check for attentiveness. Participants were randomly assigned to a

condition that included either faces normed as more masculine for both talkers, less masculine

for both talkers, or one more and one less masculine face. Participants were instructed that

the faces presented were pictures of the talkers. After each trial, participants responded with

a key press corresponding to the orthographic representations presented on the screen, e.g.

sprimble or shprimble. A sample trial in Figure 4.4 illustrates how the visual stimuli and

response options were presented.

Following the phoneme categorization task, participants evaluated the faces and voices

presented in the experiment on a nine-point Likert scale for masculinity, toughness, and

attractiveness. Participants also completed a short survey containing basic demographic

questions, as well as the Male Role Attitude Scale (MRAS, Pleck et al., 1993). This survey
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Figure 4.4: A sample trial illustrating the presentation of the prompt, photograph of the
face, and response options.

is included to ask whether individuals’ categorization strategies are influenced not just by

community-defined measurements of masculinity, like the rating of the faces and voices, but

also by the extent to which participants hold or endorse those community-defined measure-

ments to begin with. Participants for the present experiment had a mean composite score

of 27.95 (s.d. 6.26; on a scale of 10 to 40), where a higher score indicates a stronger en-

dorsement of traditional stereotypes of masculinity. On the toughness subscale, participants

had a mean score of 5.95 (s.d. 1.51; on a scale of 2 to 8), where a higher score indicates a

stronger endorsement of toughness stereotypes. As a whole, participants for the present ex-

periment were approximately normally distributed on the composite score with the mean just

above the median possible value of 25, indicating that on average, participants are slightly

more likely to endorse masculine stereotypes than to reject them. On the toughness subscale,
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participant responses were skewed toward endorsing, rather than rejecting, masculine stereo-

types of toughness. The participants for the present experiment were much less homogeneous

than those in Experiment I: Cue Integration (Chapter 3), with a mean composite score of

This is due to the relative heterogeneity of the participant population (Amazon Mechanical

Turk workers online across the U.S.) compared to the previous experiment (students at the

University of Chicago).

4.3.3 Hypotheses & analysis

Analysis

Listeners’ responses (/s/=0, /S/=1) were modeled with logistic mixed effects regressions

using the glmer() function in the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) in R (R Core Team,

2015). The fixed effects predictors included in the model were trial order (Order: 1–

42, scaled), continuum step (Step: 1–7; scaled), onset cluster identity (Cluster: /Str/,

/Spr/, /Skr/; Helmert-coded2), participant’s age (Age: 19–60; log transformed to approx-

imate normal distribution: 2.94–4.10; scaled), participant’s toughness rating for the voice

(TalkerToughness: 1–9; scaled), the participant’s toughness rating for the displayed face

(FaceToughness: 1–9; scaled), and the participant’s relative endorsement of masculine

stereotypes of toughness from the MRAS survey (ToughnessEndorsement: 2–8; scaled).

Other self-reported demographic information, including participant gender, sexuality, and

location, did not improve model likelihood and were not included in the final model.

A preliminary model was designed with all two- and three-way interactions between the

fixed effects predictors, and all interactions that did not reach a significance threshold of 0.05

were pruned from the final model. Additionally, a preliminary model included a maximally

2. Helmert-coding compares each level of a factor to the mean of the subsequent levels. Here, the first
contrast compares /Str/ to the mean of the other clusters (/Spr/ and /Skr/) and the second contrast
compares /Spr/ to /Skr/.
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specified random effects structure but failed to converge. The model reported is a result

of progressive simplification of the random effects structure until convergence was reached,

which includes random intercepts for participant with by-subject random slopes for Order

and Cluster. The fit for the logistic mixed effects model in lme4 format is provided in 4.1.

Response ∼ Order + Step*Age*ToughnessEndorsement+

Step*Cluster*ToughnessEndorsement + Step*Cluster*FaceToughness+

Step*Cluster*TalkerToughness + (1 + Trial + Cluster|Subject)

(4.1)

Hypotheses

The specific hypotheses for listeners’ categorization patterns to be tested are:

Hypothesis 1 The first hypothesis proposes that listeners attend to phonological envi-

ronment when categorizing sibilants. Specifically, this hypothesis predicts that listeners will

compensate for coarticulation in /Str/ clusters relative to /Spr/ and /Skr/ clusters, perceiv-

ing the onset sibilant as /s/ at more /S/-like steps. If confirmed, this would demonstrate

that listeners have detailed phonetic knowledge about /s/-retraction as a sound change,

with greater degrees of retraction observed in /str/ clusters (Baker et al., 2011), and adjust

their perceptual strategies to account for that knowledge. This would mirror findings for

perceptual compensation for vowel quality in prevocalic sibilants (Mann & Repp, 1980) and

coarticulatory vowel nasalization (Beddor & Krakow, 1999), among other phenomena. A

confirmation of this hypothesis would be realized by fewer /S/ categorizations at higher, i.e.

more /S/-like, steps for /Str/ clusters relative to /Spr/ and /Skr/ clusters.
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Hypothesis 2 The second hypothesis predicts that there is an apparent time trend in

categorizing preconsonantal sibilants. This follows from the observation of time trends in

/str/ production (Gylfadottir, 2015; Wilbanks, 2017; Smith et al., 2019) and suggests that

a parallel trend can be observed in perception. Specifically, this hypothesis predicts that

younger speakers will compensate for coarticulation more than older speakers. This contrasts

with the /u/-fronting example explored in Section 4.1.1 (Harrington et al., 2008). For /u/-

fronting, older older speakers exhibit coarticulatory fronting of /u/ following coronals and

compensate for coarticulation in those environments, while younger speakers front /u/ across

the board and thus do not compensate for coarticulation in coronal environments. Here,

however, younger speakers are predicted to compensate more rather than less, as /s-retraction

has not extended to environments in which the coarticulatory trigger is not present. A

confirmation of this hypothesis would be realized by fewer /S/ categorizations at higher, i.e.

more /S/-like, steps for younger listeners relative to older listeners.

Hypothesis 3 The third and final hypothesis proposes that listeners attune to perfor-

mances of masculinity in their categorization of preconsonantal sibilants. Specifically, this

hypothesis predicts that listeners attune to the masculinity of the face and voice presented

and attribute /s/-retraction to performances of masculinity when it aligns with the presented

face, in the same way that they attune for masculinity in prevocalic sibilants (Strand, 1999).

Furthermore, this proposes that listeners are influenced by their own relative endorsement of

masculine stereotypes in their likelihood of attributing retraction to a performance of mas-

culinity, as in prevocalic sibilants (Campbell-Kibler, forthcoming). A confirmation of this

hypothesis would demonstrate that a retracted /s/ in /sCr/ environments indexes masculin-

ity in much the same way as in prevocalic environments. A confirmation of this hypothesis

would be manifested by fewer /S/ categorizations at higher, i.e. more /S/-like, steps for more

masculine faces and voices and listeners who more strongly endorse masculine stereotypes.
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Table 4.2: Model predictions for all main effects and interactions in sibilant categorization in
different phonological environments and with different indicators of masculine stereotypes of
toughness, N=18476. A positive value indicates stronger /S/ prediction. Cluster1 indicates
the first contrast for Cluster, i.e. /Str/ vs the combined /Spr/ and /Skr/, and Cluster2
indicates the second contrast, i.e. /Spr/ vs. /Skr/. Complete models predictions including
variables and interactions that did not reach a significance threshold of 0.05 are included in
the Appendix as Table A.3.

Est. SE z p
(Intercept) −0.69 0.07 −10.72 < 0.001
Step 1.00 0.02 41.03 < 0.001
Cluster2 0.20 0.09 2.31 < 0.05
FaceToughness 0.09 0.04 2.28 < 0.05
Step:Age 0.19 0.02 7.82 < 0.001
Step:Cluster1 0.19 0.02 7.79 < 0.001
Step:Cluster2 0.11 0.01 7.94 < 0.001
Step:ToughnessEndorsement −0.09 0.02 −4.07 < 0.001
Step:FaceToughness −0.05 0.02 −2.24 < 0.05
Cluster1:TalkerToughness 0.09 0.02 2.67 < 0.001
Step:Cluster1:ToughnessEndorsement−0.05 0.02 −1.99 < 0.05
Step:Age:ToughnessEndorsement 0.12 0.03 4.85 < 0.001

4.4 Results

The fit for the logistic mixed effects model is presented in Table 4.2. The intercept of the

model emerged as significant (z = −10.72, p < 0.001), suggesting that all else being equal,

listeners are more likely to categorize a preconsonantal sibilant as /s/ than /S/. In fact,

nearly two thirds of all responses were /s/, with 11,427 trials categorized as /s/ and 6,801

as /S/. This result may be interpreted as a consequence of the English phonotactics, which

only permit /s/ preconsonantally and thus neutralizes the phonological contrast between /s/

and /S/ in these environments. This may allow participants to answer /s/ at significantly

higher rates than in prevocalic sibilant categorization tasks. Relatedly, this effect may be

attributed to English orthography, with the 〈sCr〉 sequences more common and acceptable

than the 〈shCr〉 sequences.

There was no observed effect for trial Order, suggesting that listeners are no more or less
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Figure 4.5: Participants’ intercepts (top panel) and random effects for Trial Order (bottom
panel). Points distinguishable from 0 (the red horizontal line) are highlighted (boldface).

likely to categorize the sibilants as /S/ as the experiment progresses. However, the inclusion

of by-subject random slopes for trial order suggests a high degree of individual variability in

this effect. Individual intercepts and random slopes for trial Order are illustrated in Figure

4.5. As illustrated in the bottom panel, there was a wide variation in by-subject slopes for

trial order, including participants who increased their likelihood of responding /S/ over the

course of the experiment (as seen by the bolded points above the red line) and participants

who decreased their likelihood of responding /S/ (as seen by the bolded points below the red

line).

A main effect of Step was observed (z = 41.03, p < 0.001), which illustrates an increase

in /S/ responses as the scaling ratio of /S/ increases. This is demonstrated in the left-hand

panel of Figure 4.6, with a greater proportion of /S/ responses at higher, i.e. more /S/-like

steps. The interaction of Step and Cluster is illustrated in the right-hand panel of Figure

4.6. Visual inspection of the figure indicates that more /S/ responses are predicted at higher,

i.e. more /S/-like, steps for /Spr/ and /Skr/ relative to /Str/ clusters. No visually detectable
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Figure 4.6: Left: Predicted /S/ response (y-axis) by continuum step (x-axis). Right: Pre-
dicted /S/ response (y-axis) for the interaction of continuum step (x-axis) and consonant
cluster (color: red = /Spr/, green = /Skr/, blue = /Str/).

differences in responses between the clusters can be observed at lower, i.e. more /s/-like,

steps. This interaction emerged as significant in model, with fewer /S/ responses predicted

at higher steps in /Str/ clusters compared to /Spr/ or /Skr/ clusters (z = 7.79, p < 0.001).

Additionally, fewer /S/ responses were predicted at higher steps in /Skr/ clusters compared

to /Spr/ clusters (z = 7.94, p < 0.001). These findings suggest that listeners are the least

categorical in their perception of /Str/ clusters and the most categorical in the perception

of /Spr/ clusters.

This experiment examines listener age to ask if the apparent time findings for /s/-

retraction production can also be observed in perception. No significant main effect of

Age was observed, illustrating that older participants are not categorizing the sibilants dif-

ferently across the board than younger listeners. This suggests that, all else being equal,

there are no apparent time shifts in the phonotactic bias against /S/ in these onset clusters.

However, as the interaction of Step and Age illustrates in Figure 4.7, younger listeners

appear to give fewer /S/ responses than older listeners at higher, i.e. more /S/-like, steps and

slightly more /S/ responses at lower, i.e. less-/S/-like, steps. The interaction of Step and

Age in the model supports this observation (z = 8.14, p < 0.001), suggesting that younger
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Figure 4.7: Predicted /S/ response (y-axis) for the interaction of continuum step (x-axis)
and age (color: darker blue = younger, lighter blue = older). Age is log-transformed and
binned for ease of visualization but analyzed continuously.

listeners are less categorical in their perception of onset sibilant clusters than older listeners.

The interaction between Cluster, and Age, as well as the three-way interaction between

Step, Cluster and Age, did not reach the level of significance and were pruned from the

final model, suggesting that younger listeners are not accounting for potential differences in

coarticulation between the clusters more or less than older listeners.

This experiment asks what role masculine stereotypes play in the phoneme categoriza-

tion of preconsonantal sibilants and how that may differ from prevocalic environments.

Three different indicators of masculine stereotypes were examined: the model talker’s voice

(TalkerToughness), the face presented (FaceToughness), and the participant’s rela-

tive endorsement of masculine stereotypes of toughness (ToughnessEndorsement). All

faces normed by the Chicago Face Database (Ma et al., 2015) as more masculine were eval-

uated by our participants as tougher and more masculine than the faces normed as less

masculine. One of the two model talkers was also consistently evaluated by our participants

as tougher and more masculine than the other. Listeners’ relative endorsement of masculine
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Figure 4.8: Predicted /S/ response (color: more /s/ = yellow, more /S/ = purple) for the
interaction of continuum step (x-axis) and relative strength of the indicator of masculine
stereotypes (y-axis). The three indicators of masculine toughness are represented individu-
ally by panel (left = toughness endorsement, center = talker toughness, right = face tough-
ness).

stereotypes of toughness exhibited significant variation; although the responses were skewed

toward a greater rejection of masculine stereotypes, there was a substantial tail toward a

greater endorsement of masculine stereotypes.

While neither ToughnessEndorsement nor TalkerToughness emerged as signif-

icant main effects in the model, a main effect was observed for FaceToughness (z =

2.28, p < 0.05), with higher toughness ratings of the face generally predicting more /S/ re-

sponses regardless of Step, i.e. regardless of how /S/-like the stimulus is. Contrariwise,

when taking Step into account, increased predictions of masculine stereotypes tend to pre-

dict fewer /S/ responses. The interaction of Step with each of these three indicators is

illustrated in Figure 4.8 using heatmaps. Heatmaps allow for the presentation of two contin-

uous variables, here continuum step and toughness indicators, by transferring the response

variable from the y-axis to the z-axis, represented two-dimensionally by hue. In these maps,

a darker, purpler cell indicates a stronger prediction of an /S/ response, while a lighter, yel-

lower response indicates a stronger prediction of an /s/ response. If Step (on the x-axis)
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is a strong predictor of categorization, this would be represented visually by a horizontal

gradation from yellow to purple. If an indicator of masculine toughness is a strong predictor

of categorization, this would be represented by a vertical gradation. If both factors interact

to predict categorization, this would be represented by a diagonal gradation.

First looking at ToughnessEndorsement in the left-hand panel, while the horizontal

gradation is most prominent, a gradation can also be observed vertically, suggesting a signif-

icant interaction of Step and ToughnessEndorsement. This is supported by the model

(z = −4.07, p < 0.001), with listeners who more strongly endorse masculine stereotypes giv-

ing more /S/ responses across the board, illustrating a less categorical perception of /SCr/

clusters. Turning to TalkerToughness in the center panel, only horizontal gradations are

discernible, suggesting that a voice rated as more or less masculine is not influencing sibilant

categorization. This is confirmed by the model (z = −0.86, p = 0.39), as the interaction

of TalkerToughness and Step does not reach the threshold of significance, although

it is worth noting that the negative direction of the effect trends in the same direction as

ToughnessEndorsement. Finally turning to FaceToughness in the right-hand panel,

again the horizontal gradations are most prominent, but, in contrast to TalkerTough-

ness, a very subtle vertical gradation can be observed. This is confirmed by the model

(z = −2.24, p < 0.05), with faces rated as more tough predicting more /S/ responses across

the board and contributing to a less categorical perception of sibilants in these clusters. The

parallel findings of Step with ToughnessEndorsement and FaceToughness, as well

as the trend of TalkerToughness that does not reach the significance threshold, suggest

that an increased indication of masculine toughness serves to decrease the categoricity of

sibilant perception in /SCr/ clusters, potentially speaking to the socio-indexicality of the

onset sibilant, regardless of the cluster identity.

Additionally, ToughnessEndorsement also emerged as significant in its interaction

with Cluster and Step (z = −1.97, p < 0.05). Again using a heatmap to visualize inter-
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Figure 4.9: Predicted /S/ response (color: more /s/ = yellow, more /S/ = purple) for the
interaction of continuum step (x-axis), toughness endorsement (y-axis), and cluster (panel:
left = /Spr/, middle = /Skr/, right = /Str/). Clusters are ordered from right to left from
most categorical to least.

actions between continuous variables, Figure 4.9 illustrates this interaction with each panel

displaying a different cluster. The most salient difference between the panels is the relative

difference in the amount of purple: A more pronounced yellow-to-purple horizontal gradient

is observed in /Spr/ clusters in the left-hand panel; little purple at all is observed in /Str/

clusters in the right-hand panel; and /Skr/ in the middle panel falls somewhere in between.

This horizontal gradation, however, is another representation of the interaction of Cluster

and Step, represented as response curves in Figure 4.6. The three-way interaction of Step,

Cluster, and ToughnessEndorsement is represented in the difference in a diagonal

gradation between the panels, which is noticeably more pronounced in /Spr/ and /Skr/

clusters than in /Str/ clusters. After accounting for the observation that listeners in gen-

eral are less categorical in /Str/ clusters than /Spr/ and /Skr/ clusters and the observation

that listeners who more strongly endorse masculine stereotypes are less categorical than their

less stereotype-focused peers, the interaction of ToughnessEndorsement, Cluster, and

Step demonstrates that listeners who more strongly endorse masculine stereotypes exhibit

an additional decrease in categoricity in /Spr/ and /Skr/ clusters relative to /Str/ clusters
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Figure 4.10: Predicted /S/ response (color: more /s/ = yellow, more /S/ = purple) for the
interaction of continuum step (x-axis), toughness endorsement (y-axis), and age (panel: left
= younger, right = older). Age is log-transformed and binned for ease of visualization but
analyzed continuously.

compared to listeners who more strongly reject those stereotypes. This observation may sug-

gest that the potential socio-indexicality of preconsonantal sibilants is more strongly linked

to /Spr/ and /Skr/ than /Str/ clusters. In this way, listeners who attune to performances

of masculine toughness are accounting for sibilant variation by attributing it to those per-

formances, and they do so in /Spr/ and /Skr/ clusters where /s/-retraction is less expected.

Finally, after separately examining apparent time trends through listener age and socio-

indexical meaning through indicators of masculine stereotypes, Figure 4.10 illustrates the

model predictions for the interaction of ToughnessEndorsement, Step, and Age. In

the leftmost panel (-2), a yellow-to-purple diagonal gradient can be observed from the top-

left to the bottom-right, suggesting that the youngest listeners who most reject masculine

stereotypes of toughness are more categorical in their perception of sibilants than similarly

young listeners who more strongly endorse such stereotypes. As the participants approach

the mean age, the predicted difference between those who endorse and reject masculine

stereotypes dissipates, illustrated in the centermost panel (0) by the horizontal rather than

diagonal gradation in /S/ response. For the oldest listeners in the rightmost panel (2),
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a distinct yellow-to-purple diagonal gradation can again be observed, but this time from

the bottom-left to the top-right. This pattern suggests that the oldest listeners who more

strongly endorse the masculine stereotypes are more categorical than similarly older lis-

teners who reject those stereotypes, a pattern opposite to the youngest speakers in the

leftmost panel. This observation is supported by the model, with the interaction of Tough-

nessEndorsement, Step, and Age (z = 4.85, p < 0.001) predicting more /S/ responses

at higher steps for older participants who more strongly endorse masculine stereotypes of

toughness. This observation may suggest an apparent time change in the socio-indexicality

of preconsonantal sibilants: Younger speakers, who by nature of their endorsements of mas-

culine stereotypes are more attuned to performances of masculinity, may attribute increased

retraction in /SCr/ clusters to such performances of masculinity.

4.5 Discussion

In the previous chapter, I demonstrate that listeners have detailed phonological knowledge

about sibilant production and make use of the knowledge in real time. In the present

experiment, I build off these findings to examine the categorization of potentially ambiguous

sibilants in order to corroborate the findings of Experiment I: Cue Integration, examine

potential time trends in /s/-retraction perception, and probe the potential socio-indexical

meaning of the phenomenon.

First and foremost, this experiment asks if listeners attend to phonological environment

when categorizing preconsonantal sibilants. Specifically, I ask if listeners make adjustments

for their increased expectation of coarticulatory /s/-retraction in /str/ clusters compared

to /spr/ and /skr/ clusters; that is, do listeners compensate for retraction and/or are some

clusters perceived more categorically than others? The findings of this experiment confirm

Hypothesis 1, suggesting that listeners do attend to phonological context, as they perceive

sibilants less categorically in /Str/ clusters compared to /Spr/ and /Skr/ clusters. In fact,
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even at the final step of the continuum, in which the sibilant was composed of 95% prevocalic

/S/, listeners still respond by categorizing the word as beginning with /s/ 50% of the time.

However, listeners continue to perceive /s/ even at the final steps in /Spr/ and /Skr/ clusters

as well, around 25% of the time, which is significantly less than in /Str/ clusters, but still

much more often than would be expected in a categorization task for prevocalic sibilants.

This result is a consequence of the phonotactic restrictions of English, by which /S/ is illicit

preceding consonants other than /r/, eliminating the phonological contrast between /s/ and

/S/ preceding consonants. It was these phonotactic restrictions that necessitated the use of

nonce words to begin with in order to allow listeners to potentially make a contrast between

the sibilants in these environments. Thus, it is not unexpected that listeners continue to hear

/s/ at even the most /S/-like steps, since this is phonologically more licit and orthographically

more acceptable.

The difference observed in the categorization responses between the three consonant clus-

ters, however, cannot be explained by phonotactics (or orthography) alone, as the same lack

of contrast exists equally for /Str/, /Spr/, and /Skr/ clusters. Rather, the decreased cate-

goricity observed in /Str/ compared to the other clusters is due to the increased expectation

of coarticulatory retraction. Whether this constitutes compensation for coarticulation is

less clear, as the adjustments observed for preconsonantal sibilants is manifested very dif-

ferently than for prevocalic sibilants or other coarticulatory phenomena in which there are

relevant phonological contrasts. Specifically, rather than the canonical shifted s-curve ob-

served for other contrasts, including prevocalic /s/-/S/, adjustments in /SCr/ clusters are

manifested by a decreased categoricity, and thus a general flattening of the response curve,

especially at higher, i.e. more /S/-like, steps, as illustrated in Figure 4.6. Regardless of

whether the decreased categoricity is truly perceptual compensation for coarticulation or

not, these context-specific adjustments illustrate that listeners are accounting for phonolog-

ical context and their expectations for coarticulation in the perception of preconsonantal
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sibilants.

Secondly, with this experiment I ask if the apparent time trends that have been reported

in the production of /s/-retraction (Gylfadottir, 2015; Smith et al., 2019; Wilbanks, 2017)

are mirrored in the perception of these clusters. Specifically, I ask if younger speakers, by

nature of their potentially greater familiarity with /s/-retraction, are more likely to account

for it in their perception by compensating/perceiving these clusters less categorically than

older listeners. The findings of this experiment support Hypothesis 2, as younger listeners

are generally less categorical than older listeners in the perception of the onset sibilant in all

/SCr/ clusters. However, as the interaction of listener age, cluster identity, and continuum

step did not reach the significance threshold, the results of this experiment do not find

that younger listeners are more or less categorical than older listeners in their perception of

/Str/ clusters relative to /Spr/ and /Skr/ clusters. This result suggests that while younger

listeners are less categorical across the board than older listeners, the relative difference in

categoricity between the clusters has remained constant in apparent time. That is, just as

younger listeners as less categorical in their perception of /Str/ clusters than older listeners,

so too are they less categorical in /Spr/ and /Skr/ clusters. This observation has potential

implications for the trajectory of the sound change, as, if perception and production of

a sound change progress side by side, then as listeners increasingly perceive /Spr/ and

/Skr/ clusters less categorically, so too are they expected to produce greater degrees of /s/-

retraction in those clusters. This suggests that /skr/ and /spr/ clusters may be the next loci

for /s/-retraction, which is tested in Experiment III: Convergence (Chapter 5).

Finally, this categorization task additionally asks how different indicators of masculine

stereotypes influence the categorization of the onset sibilants in /SCr/ clusters in order to

better understand the potential socio-indexicality of sibilant variation in these environments.

This question is motivated by not only the evaluation of retracted prevocalic sibilants as

more masculine (Campbell-Kibler, 2011a), the attunement to masculine stereotypes in the
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categorization of prevocalic sibilants (Strand, 1999), and the online meta-commentary around

/s/-retraction linking it to masculinity and toughness (Section 2.6.3), but also the contrasting

findings of Phillips (2018) that a more retracted /s/ in consonant clusters is not robustly

evaluated as more masculine than less retracted /s/. The findings of this experiment support

Hypothesis 3 in part, suggesting that indicators of masculine toughness do play a role in the

categorization of sibilants in these clusters, with most, but not all, effects predicting more /s/

responses. This suggests that listeners, especially those who may be more attuned to subtle

performances of masculinity, attribute potential retraction to a performance of masculinity

and account for that performance to recover the intended /s/ target.

However, while listeners are on average less categorical in /Str/ clusters than /Spr/ and

/Skr/ clusters due to their familiarity with coarticulation in /str/ clusters, they are less

categorical in /Spr/ and /Skr/ clusters than /Str/ clusters when accounting for potential

performances of masculine toughness. This observation suggests that a retracted /s/ in

/str/ clusters, precisely where /s/-retraction is most expected, less strongly indexes mascu-

line toughness than a retracted /s/ in /spr/ or /skr/ clusters, where /s/-retraction is less

expected. Thus, /s/-retraction, defined narrowly as an ongoing sound change limited to

/str/ clusters, appears not to be primarily about performing masculinity and toughness.

This finding corroborates the results of a social evaluation task from Phillips (2018), in

which a stereotypically gay talker was evaluated as more heterosexual with a retracted /s/

in /skr/ and /spr/ but not /str/ clusters, but contrasts with the online meta-commentary

linking /s/-retraction to masculine toughness. However, these observations from the online

meta-commentary were limited to the lexical items straight and strong, suggesting that any

potential indexing of masculine toughness may be linked to these lexical items rather than

the phonological environment /str/ in general.

The findings of this experiment, however, should not be interpreted as implying that /s/-

retraction is a sound change that does not do socio-indexical work. Rather, this experiment
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simply finds that retraction in /str/ clusters does not robustly index masculine toughness,

as defined by listeners’ ratings of the faces and voices provided, and their own relative

endorsement of masculine stereotypes of toughness, as defined by their responses to survey

questions. Future research is necessary to better understand precisely how listeners perceive

variation and innovation in these environments and what meaning they assign such variation

beyond what is expected from research on prevocalic sibilants.
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CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENT III: CONVERGENCE

In the first two experiments of this dissertation (Experiment I: Cue Integration & Experi-

ment II: Categorization), I focus on speech perception, finding that listeners have detailed

knowledge (phonological, social, etc.) about /s/-retraction and use that knowledge in real

time to make predictions and fine-tune their perceptual strategies. Experiment I: Cue Inte-

gration in particular clearly demonstrates that retraction is beneficial to the listener; it is a

perceptually useful cue in distinguishing /sC/ and /sCr/ clusters and is available to listeners

before the ultimate presence of the disambiguating /r/.

In the present chapter, I turn to production, or more accurately, the production-perception

link, asking whether individuals will converge toward manipulated degrees of /s/-retraction.

Convergence is the process by which a speaker begins to sound more like their interlocutor

over the course of a conversation. In the laboratory, this is the process by which participants

begin to sound more like a model talker over the course of an experiment. The first aim of

this experiment is to test the hypothesis of a convergence path to sound change, whereby the

shifts that occur over the course of a conversation persist and accumulate, eventually snow-

balling to lead to sound change (Auer & Hinsken, 2005; Nguyen & Delvaux, 2015; Trudgill,

1986, i.a.). With this experiment, I ask whether we can accelerate the propagation of the

sound change, at least temporarily, in the laboratory. A sound change can be said to be accel-

erated through convergence if participants consistently converge toward the more advanced

variants of the sound change. The second aim of the experiment is to better understand the

potential constraints on convergence. These include phonological constraints (Will speak-

ers will only imitate speech that enhances but does not diminish a phonological contrast?),

coarticulatory constraints, (Will speakers only imitate speech that increases coarticulation

and reduces articulatory ‘effort’?), and social constraints (Will speakers only imitate speech

from interlocutors with whom they identify on a relevant trait?).
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In this chapter, I first present an introduction to the research on convergence (Section

5.1), including studies conducted both in and out of the laboratory and highlighting pro-

posals for how convergence may help propagate sound change. I then provide a general

overview to the study (Section 5.2) and introduce the materials, procedure, and hypothe-

ses of this experiment (Section 5.3). Next, I present the results of the experiment (Section

5.4), a discussion of the findings (Section 5.5), and the implication this study holds for our

understanding of phonetic convergence and its potential role in sound change actuation or

propagation.

5.1 An introduction to convergence

Phonetic convergence is the process by which a speaker acquires some of the phonetic char-

acteristics of their interlocutor. This process is also frequently called imitation or accom-

modation, including in many of the studies cited in this section (I discuss the selection of

the term convergence for this dissertation in Section 1.1). At its core, phonetic convergence

requires an integration of an individual’s speech production and perception systems, as the

lister-turn-speaker makes adjustments to their production as a result of what they perceive.

Convergence has been observed in the laboratory in cooperative, socially-meaningful, and

largely spontaneous conversations (Kim et al., 2011; Natale, 1975a,b; Pardo, 2006, 2009;

Pardo et al., 2010, 2012, i.a.), as well as simple, shadowing tasks largely stripped of their

social context (Babel, 2009, 2010; Babel & Bulatov, 2011; Babel, 2012; Delvaux & Soquet,

2007; Dufour & Nguyen, 2013; Goldinger, 1997, 1998; Goldinger & Azuma, 2003; Kraljic

et al., 2008; Mitterer & Ernestus, 2008; Mitterer & Müsseler, 2013; Namy et al., 2002;

Nielsen, 2011; Pardo et al., 2012; Pinget, 2015; Yu et al., 2013; Zellou et al., 2016, 2017,

i.a.). Furthermore, outside of the laboratory, shifts have been observed in what is assumed

to be the results of long-term interactions with individuals (Chambers, 1992; Harrington

et al., 2000a,b; Harrington, 2006; Harrington et al., 2019; Payne, 1980; Sonderegger, 2012;
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Sonderegger et al., 2017; Trudgill, 1981, 1986).

Much of the work on convergence has asked whether convergence is an automatic or

conscious process, or whether it’s somewhere in between. Some researchers have suggested

that it’s an automatic, phonetic process and thus unavoidable and ubiquitous (e.g. Goldinger,

1998; Pickering & Garrod, 2004; Trudgill, 2008). Other work has found that convergence is

mediated by social factors and thus may be a conscious stylistic choice (e.g. Giles et al., 1991;

Namy et al., 2002; Pardo, 2006; Shepard et al., 2001). Additionally, recent work has found

that abstract, phonological knowledge plays a potential role in conditioning convergence

(e.g. Nielsen, 2011; Zellou et al., 2016). In an extensive investigation of these various factors,

Babel (2009) proposes that phonetic convergence is not automatic in terms of when and

where it occurs, as it is mediated by both phonological and social factors, but that it is

automatic in that speakers do not appear to making conscious, explicit choices to imitate,

but rather are influenced by their subconscious implicit biases.

Phonetic convergence has been observed for a variety of different acoustic cues, from

general prosodic parameters like overall intensity (Natale, 1975a), fundamental frequency

(Babel & Bulatov, 2011; Gregory et al., 1993), and speaking rate (Webb, 1970) to phone-

specific spectral and temporal cues, including vowel formants (Babel, 2010, 2012; Pardo

et al., 2012), voice onset time (Nielsen, 2008, 2011; Pinget, 2015), fricative voicing (Pinget,

2015), and coarticulatory vowel nasalization (Zellou et al., 2016, 2017). Most notably for

this dissertation, Kraljic et al. (2008) demonstrates convergence for sibilant spectral means.

Many other studies of convergence approach convergence holistically and impressionisti-

cally, relying on listeners’ judgments of similarity rather than analyses of the acoustic signal

(Goldinger, 1997, 1998; Goldinger & Azuma, 2003; Pardo, 2006, 2009). This approach cap-

tures convergence broadly, as individuals may converge on different attributes or on multiple

attributes simultaneously (Pardo et al., 2013).

While this dissertation is concerned with phonetic shifts, it is also worth noting that
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convergence/imitation is not limited to phonetic factors in speech, as it has been observed

for lexical (e.g. Brennan & Clark, 1996; Garrod & Anderson, 1987), syntactic (e.g. Bock,

1986; Branigan et al., 2000), semantic (e.g. Garrod & Anderson, 1987), and higher-order

discourse factors, like spatial reference systems (e.g. Schober & Clark, 1989). Furthermore,

convergence/imitation is not limited to language but extends to other behaviors, with facial

expressions and yawning as perhaps the best known-examples (Bargh & Williams, 2006;

Chartrand & Bargh, 1999; Dijksterhuis & Bargh, 2001; Meltzoff & Moore, 1977; Provine,

1989, i.a.). Nor is imitation limited to humans, with well-known examples of animals repro-

ducing human vocalizations like the African Grey parrot (Pepperberg, 1981, 2007). How-

ever, while humans share the basic perceptual mechanisms necessary for imitation of other

animals, humans appear to differ from other animals in that mental representations and

other knowledge, like social information, mediate and inhibit the perception-production link

(Dijksterhuis & Bargh, 2001). In such a proposal, social information inhibits, rather than

facilitates or encourages, convergence, not the other way around.

Phonetic convergence, or the act of imitating speech in general, has also been proposed

to play a critical role in language evolution, language acquisition, and language change. The

discovery of the mirror system in the F5 area of the premotor cortex of macaques, which cor-

responds with Broca’s area in the human brain, was found to be connected to perceiving and

producing grasping actions. These findings have been interpreted to suggest that the devel-

opment of dexterity as an imitative act gave rise to imitation of manual gestures and sounds,

eventually playing a critical role in the evolution of the human faculty for language (Arbib,

2002, 2005). Similarly, other work has proposed that human language developed from the

imitation of facial expression and vocalizations of Homo erectus (Studdert-Kennedy, 2000,

2005). In both of these accounts, imitation is not simple mimicry, but rather involves in the

parsing of the perceived behavior into interpretable and categorizable components, provid-

ing the building blocks for structured language today. Synchronically, phonetic convergence,
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or the act of imitating speech in general, has been proposed to play a critical role in lan-

guage development (Charman, 2006; Masur & Eichorst, 2002), with children as young as

2-6 months-old (Kuhl & Meltzoff, 1996; Gratier & Devouche, 2011) exhibiting convergence

and second language acquisition, like the acquisition of non-native speech sounds (Reiterer

et al., 2013). Furthermore, phonetic convergence has been proposed to be a mechanism

for individual longitudinal changes, like dialect acquisition (Trudgill, 1981, 1986), in which

the shifts in a conversation are hypothesized persist well past the interaction. Moreover, if

these shifts spread between individuals and communities, convergence has been hypothesized

to explain language changes across a speech community (Auer & Hinskens, 1996; Auer &

Hinsken, 2005; Nguyen & Delvaux, 2015; Nieldielzki & Giles, 1996; Trudgill, 1981, 1986).

These hypotheses are explored more in the following section to ask how convergence can

lead to various language change, like /s/-retraction.

In the remainder of this section, I highlight some of the research on convergence that

motivates and situates the present experiment. I first examine the link between convergence

and sound change through studies of convergence conducted outside the laboratory (Section

5.1.1). I move on to convergence in the laboratory (Section 5.1.2), examining the research

focusing on the effects of coarticulation, sound change, and socio-indexicality. Finally, I

situate discussions of convergence in prominent phonological theories, including exemplar

theory (Section 5.1.3) and Communication Accommodation Theory (Section 5.1.4).

5.1.1 Convergence outside the laboratory

This present experiment examines convergence through the lens of sound change to ask

if the small, conversational shifts can potentially play a role in the larger, longitudinal

changes that make up sound change. As mentioned in the previous section, convergence

has been hypothesized to be a mechanism for these changes, especially including cases of

dialect contact and dialect leveling (Auer & Hinskens, 1996; Auer & Hinsken, 2005; Nguyen
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& Delvaux, 2015; Nieldielzki & Giles, 1996; Trudgill, 1981, 1986). These proposals build

off some of the earliest studies in dialectology, stemming from work in the late nineteenth

century (e.g Paul, 1870, 5th edn. 1920). In this section, I examine a convergence path to

sound through studies of dialect contact and longitudinal corpus examinations of intraspeaker

variation.

As outlined by Auer & Hinsken (2005), a convergence path to sound change (in their

words, ‘change-by-accomodation’), involves three components:

1. Change in a conversation: A speaker adopts a new feature from their interlocutor.

2. Change in the individual: The convergence is lasting; it permanently affects the

speaker.

3. Change in a community: The innovation spreads throughout the speaker’s community.

Such a proposal creates an implicational hierarchy between these components where the

short-term conversational shifts must first take place (step one) in order for such changes

to be lasting within the individual (step two) in order for those changes to spread across

a community (step three). Much of the evidence examined for such a proposal focuses

on dialect convergence and leveling, with individuals more likely to converge toward the

standard dialect during a conversation (Hinskens, 1996), long-term evidence of individuals

converging toward their new dialect group (Trudgill, 1981; Hinskens, 1996), and longitudinal

evidence of dialect leveling across different speech communities (Gilles, 1998).

In one such study, Trudgill (1981, 1986, 2008) proposes that an individual in contact with

a novel dialect group will exhibit convergence toward salient dialectal markers, where markers

are understood to carry social meaning and are above the level of consciousness. Trudgill

suggests that this convergence emerges out of a desire to be understood with a new group

and begins at lexical differences before moving onto phonetic differences. Crucially, Trudgill

argues that although phonetic differences may be the target for dialect convergence if they’re
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sufficiently stigmatized or phonetically dissimilar from the speaker’s own dialect, individuals

exposed to dialect variation will not converge toward different phonological systems. Trudgill

(1986, p. 58, emphasis in original) argues that “[s]peakers’ motivation, moreover, is phonetic

rather than phonological”: their purpose is to make individual words sound the same as

when pronounced by speakers of the target variety”. In support of these claims, Trudgill

(1981) examines the speech of children from different dialect areas who move to Norwich,

England, finding that they converge toward phonetic differences but maintain their original

phonological systems. For example, Norwich maintains a contrast between the historic /u:/

(nose) and /2u/ (knows) vowels, unlike most dialects of English; Received Pronunciation

collapses both these vowels classes to /@U/ and standard American to /oU/. Children new

to the Norwich dialect area are unable to consistently distinguish these vowel classes, failing

to acquire the new dialect phonological contrasts.

Similar findings have been reported by Payne (1980) and Chambers (1992). Payne (1980)

examines dialect convergence for children who move to King of Prussia, Pennsylvania. All of

the children were observed to exhibit phonetic convergence toward their new dialect group

but experienced difficulty in acquiring new phonological rules, like the tensing of /æ/ before

nasals. Similarly, Chambers found the same result for Canadian children moving to New

England: They produce the phonetic forms of their new dialect area but often not the new

phonological rules. Later in his career, Trudgill (2008) proposed that the shifts of the kind of

observed in these and many other studies are the result of an automatic phonetic process and

not mediated by sociolinguistic factors. While such claims remain contentious, the empirical

results of these studies are definitive: Individuals, especially children, new to an area exhibit

phonetic shifts toward the new dialect group. Furthermore, when individuals remain in

contact with the new dialect group, it can be presumed that the effects of this convergence

are persistent and potentially cumulative, eventually leading to an observation of change

within the individual. These observations suggest that if dialect change observed on the
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individual level is the result of cumulative convergence, sound change within a community

may also be explained via a similar path.

While dialect leveling supports a convergence path to change, it does not explain how

innovative forms arise or spread between individuals. That is, can the same process ex-

plain both novel innovation and dialect leveling? Given that innovation, like /s/-retraction,

emerges and propagates through means other than dialect contact, this dissertation focuses

on step one of the convergence path to sound change, asking if individuals converge toward

the innovative form in short-term interactions. In order for these short-term shifts to lead

to lasting change, conversational convergence must have lasting effects. Such lasting effects

of conversational shifts can be glimpsed, albeit indirectly, through longitudinal studies of

intraspeaker variation.

Using over thirty years of annual Christmas broadcasts, Harrington and colleagues (Har-

rington et al., 2000a,b; Harrington, 2006) investigate the speech of Queen Elizabeth II, finding

that her vowel space from the 1980s appears to have shifted significantly from it where it

was in the 1950s, and that as a whole it has moved toward the more standard Southern

British vowel space. These results may suggest that the Queen’s shifts in pronunciation are

an instance of dialect convergence, potentially as a result of increased exposure to speakers

of Southern British English. Looking at a shorter but more continuous timespan, Sondereg-

ger and colleagues (Sonderegger, 2012; Sonderegger et al., 2017) examine VOT, coronal stop

deletion, and vowel formant convergence on the television show Big Brother, in which contes-

tants are confined to a single house without outside contact for three months. Sonderegger

(2012) reports individual differences in the short- and medium-term shifts observed. For

most individuals, short-term (i.e. day-to-day) shifts are observed, but for some individuals

these short-term shifts appear to have trajectories suggesting an incremental approach to

change. Specifically, the two individuals who spent the most time together and had a positive

connection with one another as a result of their apparently genuine romantic relationship
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that emerged during the filming, were observed to exhibit shifts on various phonetic cues.

For these two speakers, their medium-term shifts appeared to be manifestations of incre-

mental convergence, as their production approached one another in Bark transformed vowel

formants and VOT. However, it remains unclear whether those medium-term shifts persisted

after the filming ended. In an examination of oral arguments before the U.S. Supreme Court

over the course of a year, Yu et al. (2015) find that all the Supreme Court justices exhibit

significant variation in vowel-to-vowel coarticulation. However, for the eight individuals ex-

amined over a 205 day span, Yu et al. found no evidence for time trends, suggesting that,

despite day-to-day variation, the coarticulatory effects are relatively stable over time. Fi-

nally, in an examination of a sample of individuals relatively isolated for several months at a

research station in Antarctica, Harrington et al. (2019) found that individuals incrementally

converged on vowel backness for /I:/, /u/, and /ju/ and innovated a change by which /ou/

was fronted that does not appear to be the result of convergence. These findings, although

limited in scope, may be interpreted to suggest that accent development and sound change

can emerge both as a result of convergence and for independent reasons.

5.1.2 Convergence in the laboratory

In the laboratory, convergence has been robustly examined with researchers utilizing a variety

of tasks and focusing on a diverse set of cues and measurements, including holistic similarity

judgments. Goldinger (1998) extracted single words from a shadowing task and placed them

in AXB similarity task, in which listeners were asked to decide which utterance produced by

the participant in the previous experiment (A or B) sounds more like the model talker (X).

One of the tokens from the participant was taken from the reading task before hearing the

model talker (A) and the second was from the shadowing task (B), in which the participant

repeated after the model talker. Goldinger found that the utterance produced shadowing

the model talker was perceived to sound more like the model talker. Moreover, the strength
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of this effect was mediated by the amount exposure to the model voice and the gap between

the model voice and the shadowing task. Consequently, Goldinger takes these results to

suggest that convergence is mediated by episodic memory (more on that in the following

section). Using the same methodology, Namy et al. (2002) additionally found a gender

effect, with female participants converging to both male and female model speaker more

than male participants.

Pardo (2006, 2009) demonstrated that convergence can be observed in the laboratory

outside of a shadowing task when individuals are paired and participating in a meaningful,

cooperative task, like the map task. In a map task (Anderson et al., 1991), one partici-

pant, the instruction giver, is given a hand-drawn map containing various landmarks with

corresponding labels (e.g., ‘wheat field’ and ‘bear cave’) and the path taken, including start-

ing and ending points. Their interlocutor, the instruction receiver, is given a similar map,

though notably missing the route, starting and ending points, as well as minimally differing

landmarks/labels. The instruction giver then guides the receiver through the map. The

design of the map task encourages both participants to say the target words, represented in

the landmarks, in a naturalistic and spontaneous fashion. Following the map task, Pardo

(2006) extracted single words and embedded them in an AXB similarity task, where the X

items came from the participant’s conversational partner. Like Namy et al. (2002), Pardo

found unexpected gender effects: While female instructor receivers were more likely to con-

verge to their instructor giver, male instruction givers were more likely to converge to their

instruction receiver.

Turning away from perceived similarity, Babel (2009) demonstrated convergence in the

acoustic signal, with participants converging toward the vowel formants of the model talker.

Babel found evidence for shifts in the first and second formants of some vowels, with /A/

and /æ/ showing the strongest convergence effects in the first formant. Furthermore, Babel

(2009) found evidence for an effect of the perceived race of the model talker, with white
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speakers showing less convergence to black talkers. Babel (2010) expanded this work to ex-

amine nationality, examining convergence of New Zealand speakers shadowing an Australian

talker. Again Babel (2010) found evidence for acoustic convergence for some of the vowels,

and once again there was an effect of social factors, as New Zealanders more oriented toward

Australia converged more toward the Australian vowels. Examining ongoing sound changes

in Dutch, Pinget (2015) developed a creative covert shadowing task, in which the participant

played a computer card game with two model talkers. Pinget found that Dutch speakers

converged to bilabial stop devoicing and labiodental fricative devoicing, both in line with

the changes in progress.

Three studies are of particular note to this dissertation, as they each find evidence for

directionality and two of them examine the convergence of coarticulation. Firstly, Nielsen

(2011) examined convergence in the laboratory toward manipulated degrees of VOT. Partic-

ipants read a series of words containing word-initial stops both silently and out loud in iso-

lation. The participants were then exposed to a model talker who read with either increased

or decreased VOT. In the increased VOT condition, the model talker’s VOT was extended

by 40 ms, and in the decreased VOT condition, the model talker’s VOT was decreased

by 40 ms. Following exposure to the model talker, participants repeated the reading task.

Nielsen examined the shifts that occurred between the pre- and post-exposure reading tasks

and found that participants exhibited convergence in the increased VOT condition, but no

change in the decreased VOT condition. These findings suggest that phonetic convergence

is a selective, rather than automatic, process, and that the directionality in the observed

convergence may be explained by linguistic factors like phonological contrast. Specifically,

participants may have avoided convergence in the decreased VOT condition due to the po-

tential loss or reduction of contrast between voiced and voiceless stops, but converged in the

increased VOT condition as the phonological contrast was enhanced rather then reduced.

Similarly, Zellou et al. (2016) examined convergence of nasal coarticulation on preceding
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vowels. Like this dissertation, the question at hand is whether individuals exhibit conver-

gence to model talkers with an increased degree of anticipatory coarticulation. Participants

first completed a pre-exposure word-naming task followed by an exposure phase lexical iden-

tification task. Following these tasks, participants completed a shadowing task in which

they were asked to repeat CVN(C) words (e.g. den or band) with artificially increased or

decreased degrees of vowel nasalization. In the increased nasality condition, the vowel was

cross-spliced from an NVN sequence to have increased degrees of vowel nasalization; for

example, in den the vowel was cross-spliced from nen. In the decreased nasality condition,

the vowel was cross-spliced from a CVC sequence, for example dead for den. Finally, par-

ticipants completed a post-exposure word-naming task identical to the pre-exposure task.

Zellou et al. found convergence to the model speaker who exhibited increased nasality but

acoustic divergence from the model speaker who exhibited decreased nasality (although pos-

sibly convergence relative to the speakers’ phonological system). Like Nielsen (2011), these

results suggest that convergence is a selective process, although with Zellou et al. finding

divergence in one condition and convergence in another. The directionality effect observed

here may be due to the phonetic naturalness of the stimuli, such that more coarticulation is

more phonetically natural, or due to alignment to a sound change in progress, as proposed

by Zellou & Tamminga (2014).

In their examination of how listeners learn dialectal (i.e. /s/-retraction in /str/ words

like industry or artistry) or idiolectal (i.e. /s/-retraction in /s/ words like dinosaur and

medicine) patterns of /s/ variation, Kraljic et al. (2008) also ask whether individuals ex-

hibit convergence toward the model talker, and if they do, whether explicit instructions are

necessary in order to ensure that convergence is observed. In the first experiment, following

exposure to the model talker, participants were explicitly asked to imitate the accent of the

model talker in a shadowing task. Regardless of whether they were exposed to idiolectal or

dialectal variants, participants from both conditions converged toward the model talker in
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terms of spectral mean in /str/ clusters. For the majority of speakers, convergence was real-

ized by increased retraction (i.e. lower spectral mean). But even the speakers who exhibited

more retraction (i.e. lower spectral mean) than the model talker in the pre-test exhibited

convergence during the shadowing task, raising their spectral mean in these clusters. These

findings suggest that directionality does not play a role in the convergence of /s/-retraction,

as speakers converge toward both increased and decreased retraction depending on their

baseline. However, it is crucial to note that degree of retraction was not manipulated; par-

ticipants differed in whether they had previous exposure to it before the shadowing task.

Furthermore, speakers were explicitly asked to imitate the model talker with a strong, stereo-

typical accent. In the second experiment, individuals were not asked to imitate the model

talker, but rather completed a pre- and post-exposure story completion with the mode talker.

Regardless of their baseline degree of retraction and whether they were exposed to /str/ clus-

ters in the category identification task, participants did not exhibit significant shifts toward

the model talker. It is unclear whether individual variation was observed as only group

analyses were presented. These findings, like Nielsen (2011) and Zellou & Tamminga (2014),

strongly suggest that convergence is a selective process, as it occurs when speakers are asked

explicitly to imitate. However, when participants are given no instruction, and rather we

compare pre- and post-exposure measurements, no convergence is observed. These findings

also indicate that when it is observed, convergence of /s/-retraction is not characterized by

the directionality effects observed for vowel coarticulatory nasalization and VOT.

Taken together, the findings of these three studies make potentially contradictory hy-

potheses about the role of directionality in /s/-retraction convergence. Firstly, following

Kraljic et al. (2008) if spontaneous convergence is observed, we expect no difference between

increased or decreased degrees of /s/-retraction. However, the findings of Kraljic et al.

(2008) also make contradictory predictions about whether convergence toward manipulated

degrees of retraction would occur at all in an unprompted task. Secondly, following Zellou
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et al. (2016), if spontaneous convergence is observed, speakers may be more likely to con-

verge toward increased retraction, as it is both more phonetically natural and aligned with

a sound change in progress. Thirdly, following Nielsen (2011), if spontaneous convergence is

observed, speakers may be more likely to converge in the decreased retraction condition, as

it is potentially less ambiguous, maximizing the contrast between /s/ and /S/. However, as

English makes no contrast between /s/ and /S/ in these environments, convergence toward

increased retraction can be observed without decreasing the contrast between the sibilants.

5.1.3 Convergence and exemplar theory

Examinations of convergence have provided rich testing ground for phonological theory and

have particularly been suggested to bolster exemplar models of phonology. Within exemplar

theory, as put forward by Pierrehumbert (2001), each sound, word, voice, etc. is associated

with multiple mental representations, or episodic traces, encoding various phonetic and social

details, collectively creating an exemplar ‘cloud’. When a word or voice is heard, all of the

associated episodic traces are activated, with more frequent words and more familiar voices

activating a greater number of episodic traces. Additionally, traces have been proposed to

decrease in their relative strength, or ‘decay’, over time. Due to the incredibly variable

nature of the speech signal, exact matches between the token heard and the episodic trace

are not expected; rather, all the similar traces are activated, creating a ‘generic echo’ of the

mean of the activated set (Goldinger, 1997, p. 46).

For studies of convergence, exemplar theory suggests that when speech is planned, the

associated exemplar clouds with the relevant episodic traces are activated. Since the most

recent attestations of the planned sound or word are the strongest, these sounds are predicted

to have the greatest influence in planning the speech targets. Thus, immediately following

exposure to a model talker, the speaker is predicted to have targets shifted toward the model

talker, resulting in the convergence observed in the numerous studies cited in this section.
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Firstly, Goldinger (1998) varied the time between the exposure to the model talker and the

repetition, finding that extracted tokens are perceived to be more similar to the model talker

when the lag between exposure and production is shorter. This finding supports exemplar

models as more episodic traces are predicted to decay over time. Similarly, Goldinger also

examined the amount of exposure the participant had to the model talker, finding greater

perceived convergence for individuals with more exposure to the model talker. This finding

supports exemplar models as increased exposure would increase the number of episodic traces

from the model tallker. Finally, Goldinger found that the perceived convergence is greater for

low frequency words than for high frequency words. This finding bolsters the exemplar model

in which high frequency words are expected to have more episodic traces, thus reducing the

relative weight of the traces associated with the model talker.

However, as it is not universally observed on all phonetic metrics, for all phonological

units, in all social settings (e.g. Babel, 2010, 2012; Nielsen, 2011; Pardo et al., 2012; Son-

deregger, 2012; Sonderegger et al., 2017; Zellou et al., 2016), convergence cannot solely be

the consequence of episodic traces. Rather, other elements like social attitudes and lin-

guistic factors, possibly including phonetic naturalness and phonological contrast, must be

integrated into exemplar accounts in predicting the observed convergence.

5.1.4 Convergence and Communication Accommodation Theory

Convergence has also served as a rich testing ground for the social nature of language by

linguists and social psychologists alike. Chief among them, Giles and colleagues (Giles, 1973;

Giles et al., 1973; Giles & Smith, 1979; Giles et al., 1991; Shepard et al., 2001) developed the

Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT) to explain the social behavior around con-

vergence. At the center of CAT is the hypothesis that individuals make adjustments in their

speech to mirror their social situation, selecting one of four speech strategies: convergence,

divergence, maintenance, or complementarity. For convergence, speakers minimize linguistic
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(e.g. phonetic) differences in order to minimize social differences to seek social approval and

acceptance. Conversely, for divergence, speakers enhance linguistic differences to enhance

those same social differences, expressing opposition or disagreement.

The Communication Accommodation Theory has been adopted by some linguists to

explain why and where convergence is observed in the real world and in the laboratory.

For example, Trudgill (1986) initially embraced CAT as a model for understanding dialect

convergence and change. In the laboratory, Namy et al. (2002) suggest that an appeal to

social dynamics may help explain the observed gender differences observed in convergence.

Similarly, Babel (2009) appeals to the social aspect of CAT to account for the differences in

convergence with black and white model talkers which suggest that convergence is mediated

by the speakers attitudes toward their interlocutor.

Just as exemplar models alone cannot explain exactly when and where convergence is ob-

served, CAT cannot explain which phonetic variables are targets of convergence, as variables

both below and above the level of consciousness can undergo convergence. Rather, CAT pro-

vides just another piece to the puzzle. For this dissertation, CAT predicts that differences

in convergence (or divergence) patterns may be indicative of individuals’ relative familiarity

with /s/-retraction and/or the social associations it carries for them. This predicts con-

vergence toward increased retraction for individuals wanting to express solidarity with the

communities they associate with /s/-retraction, but divergence from increased retraction for

individuals wanting to distance themselves from the (possibly different) communities they

associate with /s/-retraction.

5.2 Study overview

Experiment III: Convergence asks if speakers converge toward their interlocutor for a sound

change in progress. Specifically, I ask if participants shift their production of onset sibilants

in /sCr/ clusters in response to the manipulated tokens produced by a model talker. In
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this experiment, participants are not explicitly asked to imitate or shadow the model talker;

rather, I compare their recordings prior to and following exposure to the model talker. The

procedure roughly follows Nielsen (2011) with a pre-exposure baseline reading phase, an

exposure phase in which participants passively listen, and a post-exposure reading phase.

Like Experiment I: Cue Integration (Chapter 3), there are three conditions for this ex-

periment: decreased, increased, and hyper-increased retraction. The experiment employs a

between-subject design, meaning that each participant was assigned to one condition and

only heard stimuli with one manipulated degree of retraction. A between-subject design

not only provides participants with exposure to an interlocutor who consistently produces

retraction, such that an individual token cannot be interpreted as aberrant, but also ensures

that all stimuli have the same potential effect on the participants’ production, since pre- and

post-exposure values are compared rather than using a shadowing task. Additionally, the

different retraction conditions allow for an examination not just between the different places

of articulation, but also between the different degrees of retraction within the same cluster.

In Section 5.3, I outline the methods and materials including the stimuli (5.3.1), partic-

ipants and procedure (5.3.2), and analysis and hypotheses (5.3.4). In Section 5.4, I present

the results of this experiment, and in Section 5.5, I move onto a discussion of the findings.

5.3 Methods & materials

5.3.1 Stimuli

Like in Experiment I: Cue Integration (Chapter 3), the auditory stimuli for this experiment

are designed to target /s/ in various onset clusters containing manipulated degrees of /s/-

retraction that can serve to provide the potential basis for convergence. Stop-initial stimuli

containing manipulated VOT are also included in order to serve as fillers against the all

sibilant-initial targets and to test the validity of the experimental design, as Nielsen (2011)
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Reading and listening Reading only
word IPA SUBTLWF word IPA SUBTLWF

/s/ sip /sIp/ 5.10 sick /sIk/ 165.43
sit /sIt/ 311.35 sift /sIft/ 0.75
sue /su/ 29.37 soon /sun/ 257.65
suit /sut/ 68.61 soothe /suD/ 1.29

/sp/ spit /spIt/ 19.35 spin /spIn/ 14.63
spoon /spun/ 7.61 spool /spul/ 0.51

/spr/ spritz /sprIts/ 0.49 spring /sprIN/ 31.31
spruce /sprus/ 1.1 sprue /spru/ 0.00

/st/ sting /stIN/ 7.02 stint /stInt/ 0.75
stew /stu/ 6.43 stool /stul/ 3.51

/str/ string /strIN/ 12.67 strip /strIp/ 15.69
strewn /strun/ 0.37 strudel /struR@l/ 0.92

/sk/ skip /skIp/ 21.1 skin /skIn/ 44.04
scoop /skup/ 5.67 scoot /skut/ 2.1847

/skr/ script /skrIpt/ 19.61 scribble /skrIb@l/ 0.63
screw /skru/ 37.49 scrooge /skrudZ/ 3.86

/sh/ ship /SIp/ 98.88 shift /SIft/ 22.82
shit /SIt/ 474.65 shin /SIn/ 3.08
shoe /Su/ 30.39 shoes /Suz/ 30.39
shoot /Sut/ 164.94 chute /Sut/ 3.61

Table 5.1: Sibilant-initial wordlist for Experiment III: Convergence

observed robust convergence to increased VOT. The same auditory stimuli from Experiment

I: Cue Integration were used here, although expanded to include more items than was feasible

in the visual world paradigm. In addition to the stimuli from Experiment II that all contain

/I/ as the syllable nucleus, the present experiment also examines words with /u/. The onsets

for the /u/-nucleic words were made following the same procedure described for /I/-nucleic

words. For details on stimuli creation and design, please see Section 3.3.1.

The primary focus of the present experiment is to first ask if individuals exhibit con-
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vergence in /sCr/ clusters. Secondly, I ask whether differences in convergence patterns can

be observed between the retraction conditions and/or the different clusters, i.e. the identity

of the intervening stop in these /sCr/ clusters. To provide a reference point for each indi-

vidual’s production of /s/ in these clusters, prevocalic /s/ and /S/ as well as /sC/ clusters

were included. There were a total of 20 sibilant-initial auditory stimuli for the listening task

which include an /I/ and /u/ token for each cluster, plus two for prevocalic /s/ and /S/. An

additional 20 items were included for just the reading portion, yielding 40 items total. The

full set of sibilant-initial stimuli for reading and listening tasks, including the /I/-nuclear

stimuli from Experiment I: Cue Integration and the /u/-nuclear words new to this study,

are presented in 5.1, along with phonemic representations and lexical frequency values.

Like in Experiment I: Cue Integration, stop-initial stimuli were included as fillers since

all the target stimuli were sibilant-initial. Stop-initial words were additionally selected, as

individuals have been demonstrated to converge to increased VOT but not decreased VOT

(Nielsen, 2011, for details see Section 5.1.2). The stop-initial class of words can thus serve not

only mask the intent of the study, but also to provide a proof-of-design check for experiment.

There were 24 stop-initial auditory stimuli for the listening task, an /I/ and /u/ token for

each cluster, with three places of articulation and simplex/complex onsets. An additional 24

items were included for just the reading portion, yielding 48 items total. The full set of stop-

initial stimuli for the imitation task, including the /I/-nuclear stimuli from Experiment I: Cue

Integration and the /u/-nuclear words new to this study, are presented in 5.2. Additionally,

this analysis assumes a yod-dropping dialect, such that tune is phonemically /tun/ not /tjun/

or /tSun/.
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Reading and listening Reading only
word IPA SUBTLWF word IPA SUBTLWF

/p/ pig /pIg/ 39.14 pick /pIk/ 198.39
pooch /putS/ 1.29 pool /pul/ 46.98

/pr/ prick /prIk/ 14.12 prim /prIm/ 0.37
prune /prun/ 1.47 prove /pruv/ 70.39

/t/ tip /tIp/ 27.63 tin /tIn/ 8.65
two /tu/ 1066.35 tune /tun/ 15.61

/tr/ trip /trIp/ 82.39 trim /trIm/ 4.27
true /tru/ 253.35 truth /truT/ 192.18

/k/ kit /kIt/ 17.65 kick /kIk/ 73.41
coop /kup/ 10.35 coo /ku/ 0.69

/kr/ crypt /krIpt/ 1.37 crimp /krImp/ 0.43
crew /kru/ 47.53 crude /krud/ 3.04

/b/ big /bIg/ 682.82 bin /bIn/ 5.37
boot /but/ 11.14 boom /bum/ 21.80

/br/ brick /brIk/ 10.18 brim /brIm/ 0.88
brew /bru/ 2.51 bruise /bruz/ 3.24

/d/ dip /dIp/ 7.96 din /dIn/ 1.18
dew /du/ 2.14 dune /dun/ 1.00

/dr/ drip /drIp/ 5.12 drink /drINk/ 247.39
drew /dru/ 25.04 drool /drul/ 2.16

/g/ gift /gIft/ 64.51 gill /gIl/ 1.71
goop /gup/ 0.69 goof /guf/ 2.22

/gr/ grip /grIp/ 9.69 grill /grIl/ 4.45
group /grup/ 73.76 groove /gruv/ 4.16

Table 5.2: Stop-initial wordlist for Experiment III: Convergence
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5.3.2 Participants & procedure

Participants

Seventy-five participants were recruited from the University of Chicago and the greater

Chicago area. Initial participants were randomly assigned to either the increased or decreased

retraction condition, as well as the increased or decreased VOT condition. Later recruits

were automatically assigned to the hyper-increased retraction condition and either increased

or decreased VOT condition. This yields 6 possible combinations of retraction and VOT

conditions.

All participants were between the age of 18 and 22 (mean=20). Undergraduate students

enrolled in introductory linguistics classes participated for course credit. Participants not

participating for credit were paid at the rate of $20 per hour. All participants were self-

reported native speakers of American English and grew up predominately in the United

States. The geographic distribution of the participants is mapped in Figure 5.1, with no-

table gaps in much of New England, the plains, the Rockies, and the inland South. Most

participants (49) self-identified as growing up in a suburban area, with fewer in urban (22)

or rural (4) environments. A majority of the participants identified as straight/heterosexual

(51) and a plurality of participants identified as white (36), with two or more races (15) or

Asian (13) as the next most reported racial backgrounds.

Like Experiment I: Cue Integration (Chapter 3), participants completed an extensive

post-task demographic survey, including the self-reported information provided above, as

well as the series of sub-surveys described in the previous chapter to determine their relative

measurements on a variety of social and cognitive scales that may influence the likelihood of

convergence. On the Male Role Attitude Scale (MRAS, Pleck et al., 1993), participants in the

present experiment had a mean composite score of 14.92 (s.d. 2.73, on a scale of 10 to 40) and

a mean score of 3.78 (s.d. 1.34, on a scale of 2 to 8) on the toughness subscale, where higher
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Figure 5.1: Geographic distribution of participants by self-reported state lived in the longest
before age 18, with a lighter blue indicating a higher count of participants. Gray indicates
no participants reporting living in that state.

scores indicate a stronger endorsement of traditional stereotypes. This demonstrates that

participants still widely rejected masculine stereotypes in general, and masculine stereotypes

of toughness specifically, at levels comparable to the previous experiment. The MRAS was

included to account for listener variation in the attribution of /s/-retraction to masculinity.

On the Empathy Quotient (Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004), the mean score for the

present experiment was 16.82 (s.d. 8.64) on a scale of 0 (not at all empathetic) to 44 (very

empathetic), suggesting that participants in the present experiment were less empathetic

than the previous experiment. The Empathy Quotient was included to account for cognitive

differences between listeners that may account for likelihood of exhibiting convergence, as

individuals with poorer attention switching skills, often linked to other autistic traits, are

less likely to exhibit convergence (Yu et al., 2013). On the The PROMIS Anxiety instrument

(Cella et al., 2010), the mean score was 16.91 (s.d. 5.79) on a scale from 7 (not at all anxious)

to 45 (very anxious). The Anxiety instrument was included as previous work has suggested

that individuals who are more anxious are less likely to exhibit convergence (Lewandowski
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& Jilka, 2019). Finally, on the openness dimension of the Big Five Inventory (John et al.,

2008), the mean score was 28.57 (s.d. 4.82) on a scale from 8 (less open) to 40 (more open),

comparable to the previous experiment, as individuals who are more open are more likely

to exhibit convergence (Lewandowski & Jilka, 2019; Yu et al., 2013). It should be noted

that these cognitive factors were included not as a primary focus of the present experiment,

but in order to account for potential variation between participants, especially given the

between-subject design of this study.

No participants included in the analysis reported a history of hearing loss, language and

communication disorders, stroke, traumatic brain injury, or other medical or neurological

conditions commonly associated with cognitive impairment. An additional twenty-one indi-

viduals participated in the present experiment but were excluded due to non-native status,

reported language or neurological disorders, and/or recorder malfunction.

Procedure

The experiment was composed of four ordered blocks of three different tasks: (1) a silent

reading task, (2) a pre-exposure reading task, (3) an exposure listening task, and (4) a

post-exposure reading task. All participants completed all four blocks in the specified order.

The experiment was presented on a computer monitor using PsychoPy (Peirce, 2007), with

participants controlling the rate of the experiment by pressing the space bar to advance

between items and blocks.

The study was conducted an isolated double-walled sound booth in the Phonology Lab-

oratory at the University of Chicago.

Silent reading task Prior to recording participants’ baseline measurements, participants

were first asked to silently read the list of target and filler words (Tables 5.1 & 5.2), with

explicit instructions to “read the words SILENTLY” and to “try not to mouth along as you
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read”. Each item was presented once in a random order. This warm-up task was included

in order to reduce possible hyper-articulation, and thus possible avoidance of coarticulation,

for low frequency words as found by previous research (Goldinger & Azuma, 2004; Nielsen,

2011).

Pre-exposure reading task Immediately preceding the exposure listening task, baseline

measurements of participants’ production of the target sounds were obtained prior to expo-

sure to the mode talker. Participants were asked to read the same target and filler words

from the silent reading task (Tables 5.1 & 5.2) but this time to “speak each word into the

microphone as naturally as possible”. Each item was repeated twice in a randomized order,

yielding 196 trials (40 target items + 48 fillers × 2 = 196). Participants were fitted with a

Shure SM10A head-mounted microphone and recorded on a Zoom H6 at a sampling rate of

48,000 Hz.

Exposure listening task Following the pre-exposure reading task, participants removed

their head-mounted microphone and put on Sennheiser HD 555 circumaural headphones.

The auditory stimuli (see Section 5.3.1 for details) were played binaurally at the rate of one

word every two seconds. The auditory stimuli were paired with a colored circle that pulsed to

the rate of the recordings, but otherwise no visual representation was present. Participants

were instructed to listen to and “try to silently identify the word spoken to yourself”. Each

item was presented four times, yielding 392 trials (20 target items + 24 fillers × 4 = 176).

Recall that only half of the items included in the pre- and post-exposure reading tasks were

included as auditory stimuli in the listening task; this serves to ask if potential convergence

is observed in the same phonological environments extended to new words.

Post-exposure reading task Immediately following the exposure listening task, partici-

pants removed their headphones and, to avoid interference in the convergence process from
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the researcher, refit their own head-mounted microphones. I was then able to visually con-

firm through window in the sound booth that the microphone had been correctly refitted.

Participants were then asked to again “speak [each word] into the microphone, as naturally

as possible”. Each item was repeated twice in a randomized order, yielding 196 trials (40

target items + 48 fillers × 2 = 196). The post-exposure reading task served to obtain post-

test measurements of the participants’ production of the target sounds. By comparing these

measurements with the pre-test measurements, I ask if any changes were made and sustained

into the post-test.

5.3.3 Post-processing

Recordings were manually checked for errors or disfluencies and subsequently forced aligned

using FAVE (Rosenfelder et al., 2011). FAVE determines phone-level boundaries using

the HTK toolkit (Young, 1994) and the CMU American English Pronouncing Dictionary

(Carnegie Mellon University, 2008) to determine phonemic representations of words. FAVE

was originally fit on American English using the corpus of oral arguments before the Supreme

Court of the United States. In some cases, phonemic representations of words are not in-

cluded in the default dictionary and must be manually added, as was the case for shit, spritz,

sprue, and strudel.

Following forced alignment, phone-level boundaries for the target sibilants and interven-

ing stops were manually corrected using visual inspection of the spectrogram. The sibilant

was identified as the interval between the onset and offset of aperiodic frication as evident

in the spectrogram. The intervening stop, i.e. following /s/ and preceding /r/ or a vowel,

was identified as the interval following the cessation of aperiodic frication as evident in the

spectrogram and preceding periodic voicing as evident in the waveform.
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5.3.4 Measurements, analyses, & hypotheses

Sibilant measurements

Following manual correction of the sibilant boundaries previously identified by the forced

aligner, time-averaged centroid frequency values were extracted for all sibilants using a mod-

ified version of a Praat script originally created by DiCanio (2013). Time-averaged values,

while removing any dynamic information about the trajectory of centroid frequency produc-

tion, are more reliable and minimize potential errors in the spectral measurements (Shadle,

2012). Recordings were resampled at 44100 Hz, and time-averaged centroid frequency mea-

surements were calculated using six 15 ms windows with preemphasis at 80 Hz and an

examined frequency range from 500 to 12000 Hz. Only the middle 80% of the sibilant

was examined, excluding transitions in order to ensure that any potential shifts participants

exhibit targeted the sibilant in general and not just the final portion most susceptible to coar-

ticulatory influences. In addition to extracting centroid frequency, the script also extracted

time-averaged measurements of the other three spectral moments (standard deviation, skew-

ness, and kurtosis) as well as intensity, interval duration, word duration, and the identity of

preceding and following intervals.

Following centroid frequency extraction for all files, the average centroid frequency was

then calculated separately for each speaker in each of the different onset environments. Each

speaker’s retraction ratio (RR) was then calculated separately for the pre- and post-

exposure conditions for each item. The retraction ratio, explained in more detail in Section

2.1, is provided again in Formula 5.1.

Retraction Ratio =
CF of segment− speaker mean CF of /s/

speaker mean CF of /S/− speaker mean CF of /s/
(5.1)

Recall that a value of 0 suggests that the observed sibilant’s centroid frequency value is

identical to prevocalic /s/, while a value of 1 suggests that the observed sibilant’s centroid
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frequency value is identical to prevocalic /S/; thus, a lower value suggests less retraction,

while a higher value suggests more retraction.

Two additional measurements were calculated subsequently from the retraction ratio.

The first is the difference in distance (DID, Babel, 2009), which compares the difference

from a baseline measurement to a model talker to the difference from a post-test measurement

to a model talker. A positive value indicates that the speaker exhibited convergence and

became phonetically more similar to the model talker on the relevant cue during the post-

test, while a negative value indicates divergence and demonstrates that speaker became less

similar to the model talker. The absolute value of the difference in distance measurements

indicates the magnitude of the shift; 0 indicates no change while 1 and -1 exhibit indicate

similar shifts toward or away from the model talker, respectively. The formula for difference

in distance as applied in this dissertation, examining difference in retraction ratio, is provided

in Formula 5.2.

Difference in Distance = |Pre-test RR−Model RR| − |Post-test RR−Model RR| (5.2)

However, while the difference in distance measurement accurately captures many shifts, it can

give a misleading indication of divergence in certain scenarios. Specifically, if the speaker

exhibits shifts toward the model talker but overshoots the model talker by a significant

margin, the difference in distance may return a negative value, suggesting divergence. This

is because the difference between the post-test and the model talker may be greater than the

difference between the pre-test and the model talker, despite that fact that the shift was in

the direction of the model talker’s value. Thus, what is acoustically divergence on a technical

level may be better described as convergence from both a phonological and social standpoint.

To account for this possibility, I introduce a third measurement: the direction of shift.

As the name suggests, this measurement indicates whether the speaker shifts toward or away

from the model talker relative to their baseline measurement. Direction of shift is treated as
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binary, coded as 1 (toward the model talker) or 0 (away from the model talker). The formula

for direction of shift, examining shifts in retraction ratio between the pre- and post-exposure

blocks, is provided in Formula 5.3.

Direction of Shift =



1 if (Pre-test RR > Model RR & Post-test RR < Pre-test RR)

∨ (Pre-test RR < Model RR & Post-test RR > Pre-test RR)

0 if (Pre-test RR > Model RR & Post-test RR > Pre-test RR)

∨ (Pre-test RR < Model RR & Post-test RR < Pre-test RR)

(5.3)

Analysis

While the centroid frequency for all instances of word-initial /s/ and /S/ was extracted and

used to calculate the retraction ratio, and thus the subsequent measurements, difference in

distance and direction of shift, only /sCr/ onsets were included for analysis in the present ex-

periment. Each of the three measurements described in the previous section (Retraction

Ratio, Difference in Distance, and Direction of Shift) were analyzed separately.

First, Retraction Ratio was analyzed to determine whether individuals change their

produced centroid frequency of /sCr/ clusters relative to their prevocalic /s/ and /S/ after

exposure to a model talker. Secondly, Difference in Distance is analyzed to examine

whether participants become more acoustically similar to the model talker after exposure.

Thirdly, Direction of Shift was analyzed to ask whether any potential shifts that indi-

viduals observe are in the direction of the model talker relative to their baseline.

Separate mixed-effects models were fit on each of the three measurements; for the contin-

uous responses, Retraction Ratio and Difference in Distance, linear mixed-effects

models were fit using the lmer() function. For Direction of Shift, which is categorical,

a generalized linear mixed-effects model with a logit link function was fit using the glmer()
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function, both from the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) in R (R Core Team, 2015). All mod-

els included Place of articulation (alveolar, velar, and bilabial; Helmert-coded with alveolar

as base), RetractionCondition (decreased, increased, and hyper-increased, treatment-

coded with decreased as base; counterbalanced between subject), and BaselineRelation

(above and below, sum-coded) as fixed effects. Additionally, the model for Retraction

Ratio included Block (pre- and post-exposure, sum-coded), which was not relevant to the

Difference in Distance and Direction of Shift models, as these measurements are

calculated by comparing the pre- and post-exposure retraction ratios. Self-reported responses

for the demographic categories Gender (male, female; sum-coded), Sexuality (straight,

queer; sum-coded), and Region (midwest, northwest, south, and west, treatment-coded with

midwest as base) were included to capture potential social variation. Additionally, each of

the social and cognitive scores that are predicted to influence likelihood of convergence were

included in each model including MRAS1, Anxiety, Empathy, and Openness. Each

score was scaled, and in the case of Anxiety inverted, such that a higher value corresponds

with an increased likelihood of exhibiting phonetic convergence.

For each measurement, a preliminary model was designed with all two- and three-way

interactions between the fixed effects predictors. All interactions that did not reach a signif-

icance threshold of 0.05 were pruned from the final model. Additionally, each preliminary

model included a maximally specified random effects structure, with by-subject random

slopes and intercepts, which were progressively simplified until convergence was achieved.

Final models for each measurement are reported in the following section.

1. Separate models were fit on both the composite MRAS score and the toughness subscale, with the
composite models outperforming models fit on the toughness subscale. This suggests that endorsements
other stereotypes of masculinity besides toughness influence the likelihood of individuals converging toward
their interlocutor.
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Hypotheses

Building off the findings of Experiment I: Cue Integration (Chapter 3) and Experiment II:

Categorization (Chapter 4), which demonstrate that the coarticulatory cues of /s/-retraction

are available and useful to the listener in speech perception, the present experiment asks if

listener-turned-speakers make adjustments in their speech as a result of exposure to those

cues. That is, do they converge toward the spectral cues of retraction? Specifically, the

following hypotheses are to be tested:

Hypothesis 1 The first hypothesis proposes that listener-turned-speakers make adjust-

ments in their production of /s/-retraction as a result of the retraction produced by their

interlocutor, and do so regardless of the relative degree of retraction that their interlocu-

tor produces. That is, speakers converge toward interlocutors who produce /sCr/ clusters

with less retraction than they do and interlocutors who produce /sCr/ clusters with more

retraction than they do. Under this hypothesis, participants exhibit significant differences

between their pre- and post-exposure retraction ratios for /sCr/ clusters, which result in

positive differences in distance and direction of shift measurements. Each of these potential

findings would indicate that the speaker converged toward their interlocutor, in this case a

model talker, over the course of the task.

Hypothesis 2 The second hypothesis proposes that listener-turned-speakers make adjust-

ments in their production of /s/-retraction as a result of the retraction produced by their

interlocutor, but that their likelihood of doing so is constrained by the phonological contrast

between /s/ and /S/. A confirmation of this hypothesis would corroborate Nielsen (2011)’s

findings for VOT convergence, where speakers only converged toward decreased but never

increased VOT. Specifically for this experiment, speakers are predicted to converge toward

interlocutors who produce less /s/-retraction than them, as decreasing their relative degree of

retraction enhances the contrast between /s/–/S/. In turn, speakers are predicted to either
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make no shifts or potentially diverge from interlocutors who produce more /s/-retraction

than them, as increasing their relative degree of retraction diminishes the contrast between

/s/–/S/. Crucially, this approach first assumes that the sibilant in /sCr/ is phonologically

/s/. Secondly, this approach assumes that the maintenance of a phonological contrast influ-

ences production even in environments where that contrast is not phonotactically realized.

To test this, we look to an effect of BaselineRelation. Individuals with a pre-test value

above, i.e. more retracted than, the model talker would support this hypothesis by exhibit-

ing differences between their pre- and post-exposure retraction ratios, and thus positive

difference in distance and direction of shift measurements. No such significant shifts, and

possibly negative difference in distance and direction of shift measurements, are expected for

individuals with a pre-test value below, i.e. less retracted than, the model talker.

Hypothesis 3a In direct contrast to Hypothesis 2, Hypothesis 3a proposes that listener-

turned-speakers’ likelihood of converging toward the /s/-retraction produced by their inter-

locutor is constrained by the coarticulatory naturalness of the shift and whether that shifts

aligns with an ongoing sound change in progress. A confirmation of this hypothesis would

corroborate Zellou et al. (2016)’s findings for coarticulatory nasalization convergence, where

speakers only converged toward increased but not decreased nasality, and Pinget (2015)’s

findings for fricative devoicing in Dutch, where convergence aligned with an ongoing sound

change. Specifically, for this experiment, speakers are predicted to converge toward inter-

locutors who produce more /s/-retraction than them, as increasing one’s relative degree

of retraction is more coarticulatorily natural and aligns with /s/-retraction as a change in

progress. In contrast, speakers are predicted to either make no shifts or potentially diverge

from interlocutors who produce less /s/-retraction than them, as decreasing their relative

degree of retraction potentially increases the articulatory effort and contrasts with a sound

change in progress. Again, like Hypothesis 2, we look to an effect of BaselineRelation.

Evidence for convergence from individuals with a pre-test value below, i.e. less retracted
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than, the model talker would support this hypothesis. Evidence of divergence, or null find-

ings of convergence, from individuals with a pre-test value above, i.e. more retracted than,

the model talker would support this hypothesis.

Hypothesis 3b Like Hypothesis 3a, Hypothesis 3b proposes that listener-turned-speakers

are influenced by coarticulatory properties and their experiences with changes in progress.

As a result, participants’ likelihood of exhibiting convergence will vary between the different

/sCr/ clusters. Specifically, Hypothesis 3b proposes that listener-turned-speakers exhibit

more convergence in /str/ clusters, when the model talker is more retracted than they are,

than in /skr/ clusters, and more in /skr/ clusters than in /spr/ clusters. To test this, we

look to an effect of Place of articulation (alveolar, velar, and bilabial) in conditioning the

shifts in retraction ratios or the difference in distance and direction of shift measurements.

A confirmation of this hypothesis would provide short-term evidence for a convergence path

to sound change, by which sound change is propagated as a result of the accumulation and

persistence of short-term shifts. Note that there is not a Hypothesis 2b, whereby place of

articulation is predicted to condition convergence toward decreased degrees of retraction, as

the same phonological contrast exists (or perhaps doesn’t exist) equally for all three clusters.

5.4 Results

The results of this experiment are presented in four parts. First, in Section 5.4.1, I present

the results of a model fitted on Retraction Ratio to ask if participants change their

produced degree of retraction as a result of exposure to a model talker. In Section 5.4.2,

I present the results of a model fitted on Difference in Distance to ask if individuals

become more or less similar to the model talker after exposure. In Section 5.4.3, I present

the results of a model fitted on Direction of Shift to ask if individuals shifted in the

direction of the model talker relative to their baseline. Finally, in Section 5.4.4, I focus on the
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Figure 5.2: Mean and 95% confidence intervals of pre-test retraction ratios for each onset
sibilant environment.

individual response patterns exhibited by participants, highlighting the individual variation

that may be obfuscated by the community results.

5.4.1 Retraction Ratio results

Before jumping into the results of the model, I first present participants’ baseline retraction

ratios to demonstrate the patterns individuals come into the lab producing prior to any

exposure to the model talker. In Figure 5.2, the mean retraction ratio for each onset sibilant

is presented, including prevocalic /s/, /S/, and /sC/ clusters, which are not included in the

analysis presented later in this section. Remember that retraction ratio is defined in reference

to an individual’s mean prevocalic /s/ and /S/, and thus, as expected, prevocalic /s/ has an

observed retraction ratio of 0 and prevocalic /S/ has an observed retraction ratio of 1.

As Figure 5.2 demonstrates, participants in the present study from around the continental

U.S. generally produce /str/ clusters with a noticeable degree of retraction, such that the

mean predicted retraction ratio is 0.50, halfway between prevocalic /s/ and /S/. Furthermore,

while the observed retraction ratio is significantly higher than the other onset clusters, /spr/

and /skr/ cluster are produced with notable retraction, with mean values of 0.24 and 0.39,
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Figure 5.3: Mean and 95% confidence intervals of pre-test retraction ratio for each onset
sibilant environment with participants binned as either retractors (RR of /str/ > 0.5) or
non-retractors (RR of /str/ ≤ 0.5).

respectively. In each place of articulation, it is clear that the /sCr/ cluster is produced with

significantly more retraction than its respective /sC/ cluster. In Figure 5.3, retraction ratios

for the different onset sibilants are presented separately for individuals whose mean /str/

is above (‘retractors’) or below (‘non-retractors’) the group mean of 0.5. In both groups,

/sCr/ clusters are significantly more retracted than /sC/ clusters, but for non-retractors in

the left-hand panel, there is a less prominent difference between the places of articulation.

Specifically, for individuals whose mean /str/ retraction ratio is below 0.5, /skr/ clusters are

produced with a degree of retraction similar to /str/ clusters. Furthermore, for the retractors

in the right-hand panel, as /str/ increases, so too does /skr/, and to a lesser extent /spr/, yet

the /sC/ clusters appear to remain relatively unchanged. These observations provide clear,

empirical evidence that /spr/ and /skr/ clusters are sites of retraction, albeit to a lesser

degree than /str/ clusters, and should not be disregarded in examinations of /s/-retraction.

Recall that in the present experiment, participants are assigned to one of the retraction

conditions, in which the retraction ratio of the model talker is manipulated to be decreased,

increased, or hyper-increased relative to the model talker’s own baseline. While the con-
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Figure 5.4: Mean and 95% confidence intervals of pre-test retraction ratio for each speaker
(x-axis) in the three target clusters (panel column). Participants are presented in ascending
order, separated by retraction condition (panel row). The model talker’s value is indicated
by the dashed gray lines intersecting both the x- and y-axes. Participants whose baseline is
more retracted than the model talker for the relevant cluster are indicated in red; participants
whose baseline is less retracted than the model talker are indicated in teal.

ditions were designed based off the model talker’s own production values, they were also

informed by the participants of previous experiments in the Phonology Laboratory at the

University of Chicago. Thus, the expectation was that the majority of participants would

exhibit a baseline above the model talker in the decreased retraction condition but below the

model talker in the increased retraction condition. In Figure 5.4, each participant’s mean

baseline retraction ratio is presented, separated by condition and /sCr/ cluster. Individuals

whose retraction ratio is above the model talker for a given cluster/retraction condition are
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indicated in red, while those below the model talker are indicated in teal. As illustrated

in Figure 5.4, most participants in the decreased retraction condition have a baseline above

the model talker, while more than half of the participants in the increased retraction con-

dition have a baseline below the model talker. However, the number of individuals above

the model talker in the increased retraction condition in /str/ and /skr/ clusters motivated

the post-hoc addition of the hyper-increased retraction condition, in which, as illustrated in

the bottom row of Figure 5.4, nearly every participant exhibited a retraction ratio below the

model talker. Furthermore, while the expected trends for an individual’s baseline relative

to the model talker hold in each condition, as shown in Figure 5.4, the variation, espe-

cially in the increased retraction condition, motivated the inclusion of BaselineRelation.

BaselineRelation simply defines the position of the participant’s baseline retraction ratio

relative to the model talker, coded as ‘above’ or ‘below’. Thus, we can account for poten-

tial differences within the same condition. For example, if two individuals in the increased

retraction condition both converge toward the model talker, then the participant with a

baseline above would decrease their relative degree of retraction, while the participant below

would increase their relative degree of retraction.

With an informed perspective of the baseline patterns participants bring into the labo-

ratory, I turn to an analysis of retraction ratios in both the pre- and post-exposure blocks to

ask if individuals shift in response to the model talker. The final model for retraction ratio

selected after progressive simplification of the random effects structure in order to achieve

model convergence is presented in lme4 format in Formula 5.4.

RetractionRatio ∼ (Cluster+RetractionCondition+BaselineRelation+Block)3+

Block ∗ (Region+Gender+Sexuality+MRAS+Empathy+Openness+Anxiety)

(1 + Cluster|Subject) + (1|Word) (5.4)
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Table 5.3: Model predictions for all significant main effects and interactions in retraction
ratio as a result of exposure to a model talker with varied degrees of retraction, N=2854.
Cluster1 indicates the first contrast for Cluster, i.e. /str/ vs the combined /spr/ and /skr/,
and Cluster2 indicates the second contrast, i.e. /skr/ vs. /spr/. A positive value indicates
a higher, i.e. more /S/ like, retraction ratio. Complete model predictions including variables
and interactions that did not reach a significance threshold of 0.05 are included in the
Appendix as Table 5.3.

Est. SE t p
(Intercept) 0.09 0.04 1.82 0.069
Cluster1 0.19 0.05 3.82 < 0.001
Increased 0.17 0.05 3.03 0.002
Hyper 0.30 0.06 5.45 < 0.001
Block 0.19 0.04 5.21 < 0.001
BaselineRelation 0.32 0.03 9.75 < 0.001
Increased:Block −0.17 0.04 −3.97 < 0.001
Hyper:Block −0.18 0.04 −4.52 < 0.001
Block:BaselineRelation −0.17 0.04 −4.34 < 0.001
Cluster1:Block:BaselineRelation−0.12 0.05 −2.23 0.025
Cluster2:Block:BaselineRelation−0.13 0.07 −2.04 0.041

Block:Queer −0.08 0.02 −3.68 < 0.001
Block:MRAS −0.04 0.01 −3.40 < 0.001
Block:Anxiety 0.04 0.01 4.18 < 0.001

This model asks how individuals may change their centroid frequency of an /sCr/ relative to

their mean prevocalic /s/ and /S/ as a result of Cluster identity (the different places of ar-

ticulation), Block (before or after exposure to the model talker), RetractionCondition

(the degree of /s/-retraction exhibited by the model talker), and BaselineRelation (the

relationship of the participant’s baseline relative to the model talker). The social and cog-

nitive predictors are included to account for any individual variability, especially given the

between-subject design of the present experiment. The significant effects and interactions of

the retraction ratio model are presented in Table 5.3.

Figure 5.5 plots the retraction ratio by Cluster (/spr/, /str/, and /skr/), block (pre-

or post-exposure), and RetractionCondition (decreased, increased, or hyper-increased).

Visual inspection of the figure first illustrates what was also suggested in Figure 5.3, that
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Figure 5.5: Mean and 95% confidence intervals of the retraction ratio of each target clus-
ters (x-axis) in the pre- and post-test (color: pre-exposure = red, post-exposure = teal).
The three retraction conditions (decreased, increased, and hyper-increased) are presented
separately by column panel.

/str/ clusters are produced with the most retraction, followed by /skr/ clusters, followed by

/spr/ clusters. This is confirmed by the model, with a significant main effect of Cluster1.

Remember that as Cluster is Helmert-coded, the first comparison is between /str/ and the

mean of /spr/ and /skr/. Thus, a positive effect Cluster1 demonstrates that, all else being

equal, /str/ clusters are produced with a significantly higher degree of retraction, i.e. more

/S/-like, than /spr/ and /skr/ clusters (t = 1.82, p < 0.001). While visual inspection of Figure

5.5 as well as the previously examined Figure 5.3 suggest that /skr/ is produced with a higher

retraction ratio than /spr/, this was not supported by the model (t = −0.03, p = 0.970).

As demonstrated in Figure 5.5, there is an overall tendency that the retraction ratio

values are lower, i.e. less /S/-like, in post-test than the pre-test. As a general trend, this holds

across different RetractionConditions and Places of articulation, with the exception

of /spr/ clusters in the decreased RetractionCondition, and is especially robust in the

increased and hyper-increased RetractionCondition for all clusters. This observation

is confirmed in the model, not as an effect of Block, in which the post-exposure block
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Figure 5.6: Mean and 95% confidence intervals of the retraction ratio of each target clusters
(x-axis) in the pre- and post-test (color: pre-exposure = red, post-exposure = teal). The
three retraction conditions (decreased, increased, and hyper-increased) are presented sep-
arately by column panel. Retraction ratios are presented separately for individuals whose
baseline was greater (i.e. more retracted) than the model talker for a given item (left panel)
and those whose baseline was less (i.e. less retracted) than the model talker (right panel)

is predicted to be characterized by a higher, i.e. more /S/-like, centroid frequency (t =

5.21, p < 0.001), but rather in the interaction of Block and increased and hyper-increased

RetractionCondition. For both retraction conditions, the model predicts a decreased

retraction ratio in the post-exposure block relative to the pre-exposure block (Increased:

t = −3.97, p < 0.001; Hyper: t = −4.52, p < 0.001).

Figure 5.6 adds in the remaining primary predictor of the model fit on on retraction ratio,

swapping RetractionCondition out in favor of BaselineRelation. Visual inspection

of the figure first and foremost illustrates that, all else being equal, individuals with a baseline

retraction ratio above the model talker are observed to have a retraction ratio higher, i.e.

more/S/-like, than those with a baseline retraction ratio below the model talker, which is true

by definition. Unsurprisingly, this is supported by the main effect of BaselineRelation

(t = 9.75, p < 0.001). Secondly, visual inspection of Figure 5.6 suggests that larger differences

are observed between the pre- and post-exposure retraction ratios for /str/ and /skr/ clusters
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for individuals whose baseline is above the model talker, while less discernible shifts are

observed for individuals below the model talker. This is confirmed by the model with a

significant two-way interaction of BaselineRelation and Block (t = −4.32, p < 0.001),

as well the significant three-way interaction of Cluster, BaselineRelation, and Block

(Cluster1: t = −2.23, p = 0.025; Cluster2: t = −2.04, p = 0.041). These findings suggest

that individuals are significantly more likely to decrease their retraction ratio, especially in

/str/ and /skr/ clusters, as a result of their exposure to a model talker with a retraction

ratio less than their own. Such shifts are thus toward the model talker, providing evidence

for phonetic convergence in these environments.

Additionally, the model suggests that while none of the social or cognitive indicators are

significant predictors of an individual’s retraction ratio production on their own, individuals

who identify as queer (or non-straight, including gay, lesbian, bisexual, asexual, queer, or

questioning) and individuals who more strongly endorse masculine stereotypes, perhaps an

unlikely pairing, are more likely to exhibit a decreased retraction ratio after exposure to

the model talker (Block:Sexuality: t = −3.68, p < 0.001; Block:MRAS: t = −3.40, p <

0.001). These interactions are not explicitly measures of convergence, as they do not include

any indication of whether their respective participants had a baseline retraction ratio above

the model talker such that the decreased value observed in the post-exposure block would

exhibit a shift toward the model talker. Nonetheless, they align with the more robust

pattern of convergence observed. In contrast, the model suggests that individuals who are

less anxious are more likely to produce an increased retraction ratio following exposure to

the model talker (t = 4.18, p < 0.001), suggesting a potential instance of divergence.

5.4.2 Difference in Distance results

The retraction ratio results in the previous section illustrate that participants’ degree of re-

traction was influenced by exposure to a model talker with manipulated degrees of retraction.

The effect of BaselineRelation in particular illustrates that the nature of that influence is
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dependent on the participant’s own baseline degree of retraction relative to the model talker.

In the present section, I turn to a second model fit on Difference in Distance, which asks

not what participant’s retraction ratio patterns produced were, but rather whether individ-

uals became more or less similar to the model talker in retraction ratio in the post-exposure

block. The final model for difference in distance selected after progressive simplification of

the random effects structure in order to achieve model convergence is presented in lme4

format in Formula 5.5.

DifferenceInDistance ∼ (Cluster+RetractionCondition+BaselineRelation)3+

(Region+Gender+Sexuality+MRAS+Empathy+Openness+Anxiety)+

(1 + Cluster|Subject) + (1|Word)

(5.5)

This model asks how participants become more similar to the model talker in retraction ratio

for /sCr/ clusters in their post-exposure production relative to their pre-exposure values.

Like the model fit on retraction ratio, the difference in distance model includes Cluster

identity, i.e. the different places of articulation, RetractionCondition, i.e. the degree of

/s/-retraction exhibited by the model talker, and BaselineRelation, i.e. the relationship

of the participant’s baseline relative to the model talker. Unlike the model fit on retraction

ratio, the model for difference in distance does not include Block as a predictor, as difference

in distance by definition compares the pre- and post-exposure measurements. Once again,

the social and cognitive predictors are included to account for any individual variability,

especially given the between-subject design of the present experiment. The significant effects

and interactions of the difference in distance model are presented in Table 5.4 and the

complete results in the Appendix as Table A.5.

Difference in distance captures convergence as it asks whether the distance between the

pre-test and the the model talker is greater than the distance between the post-test and

the model talker. That is, convergence is said to have occurred when the distance from the
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Table 5.4: Model predictions for all significant main effects and interactions in difference
in distance as a result of exposure to a model talker with varied degrees of retraction,
N=816. Cluster1 indicates the first contrast for Cluster, i.e. /str/ vs the combined /spr/
and /skr/, and Cluster2 indicates the second contrast, i.e. /skr/ vs. /spr/. A positive
value indicates greater convergence toward the model talker. Complete model predictions
including variables and interactions that did not reach a significance threshold of 0.05 are
included in the Appendix as Table A.5.

Est. SE z p
(Intercept) −0.07 0.03 −1.97 0.049
BaselineRelation 0.07 0.03 2.08 0.037
Hyper:BaselineRelation −0.13 0.05 −2.19 0.028
Hyper:Cluster1:BaselineRelation−0.24 0.12 −2.09 0.036

Northeast 0.05 0.02 1.99 0.045

model talker shrinks, which would yield a positive difference in distance value. Conversely,

if the post-test distance is greater than the pre-test, this yields a negative difference in

distance value, suggesting divergence. For the present experiment, we analyze the distance

in retraction ratios, which unlike previous examinations of difference in distance (e.g. Babel,

2012; Pardo et al., 2013; Zellou et al., 2016), is not a purely acoustic measurement, and thus

does not capture acoustic convergence, but rather is informed by an individual’s phonological

contrast between /s/ and /S/ and captures the convergence toward a phonetic/phonological

system. This is crucial because /s/-retraction is not the realization of a particular raw

frequency goal for /s/ in /str/ clusters, but rather the realization of /s/ as approaching the

individual’s phonological category for /S/.

Figure 5.7 summarizes the likelihood of convergence, plotting difference in distance by

Cluster (/spr/, /str/, and /skr/), RetractionCondition (decreased, increased, or

hyper-increased), and BaselineRelation (above or below). Initial inspection of the left-

hand panel for the participants with a baseline retraction ratio above the model talker

illustrates notable variation in the predicted difference in distance, with positive values pre-

dicted in /str/ and /skr/ clusters in the decreased and increased retraction conditions, but

negative or zero values predicted in /spr/ clusters and the hyper-increased retraction con-
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Figure 5.7: Mean and 95% confidence intervals of difference in distance for each target
clusters (x-axis) in the three retraction conditions (color: decreased = red, increased =
green, hyper-increased = blue). Difference in distance is presented separately for individuals
whose baseline retraction ratio is greater than the model talker for a given item (left panel)
and those whose retraction ratio is less than the model talker (right panel). As observations
did not evenly fall in each condition, counts are noted for each bar.

dition. On the right-hand panel for the participants with a baseline retraction ratio below

the model talker, negative values are predicted nearly across the board. These observa-

tions suggest that individuals below the model talker diverge, while speakers above the

model talker converge, but only in certain conditions. This is supported by the model, with

higher difference in distance values predicted for individuals with a mean baseline retrac-

tion ratio above the model talker (t = 2.08, p = 0.037). Furthermore, the model predicts

a subsequent decrease in the predicted difference of distance values for the above Base-

lineRelation, the (hyper)-increased RetractionCondition, and in /str/ clusters (Hy-

per:Above: t = −2.19, p = 0.028; Cluster1:HyperAbove: t = −2.09, p = 0.036). However,

it is worth noting observations are not evenly distributed between the different pairings of

BaselineRelation and RetractionCondition. Specifically, while there are approxi-

mately equal numbers of participants above and below the model talker in the increased

RetractionCondition, participants are highly skewed to be above the model talker in
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the decreased retraction condition and below the model talker in the hyper-increased re-

traction condition. For this reason, I have noted the number of observations for each point

in Figure 5.7 and these interactions with few observations should be interpreted cautiously.

Specifically, the interaction between the above BaselineRelation and the hyper-increased

RetractionCondition should interpreted with additional caution.

A post-hoc model designed to account for this skewed distribution was identical to the

model presented in Formula 5.5, but RetractionCondition was excluded. Additionally,

the contrast coding of Cluster was redesigned as /str/ and /skr/ pattern to the exclusion

of /spr/ clusters, and thus /spr/ was first compared to the mean of /str/ and /skr/ and then

/skr/ was compared to /str/. From this model, only two predictors emerge as significant.

First, the intercept is again negative, suggesting that, all else being equal, individuals are

more likely to diverge from the model talker than converge (intercept: t = −2.11, p = 0.035).

Secondly, individuals above the model talker for /str/ and /skr/ clusters are more likely to

converge (Cluster1:BaselineRelations: t = 2.32, p = 0.020). While this post-hoc

model should be approached cautiously, these predictions capture what appears to be illus-

trated visually: Individuals who start with a baseline retraction ratio above the model talker

are more likely to converge, demonstrated by a positive difference in distance, than individu-

als who start with a baseline retraction ratio below the model talker. However, as mentioned

in Section 5.3.4, it is possible that if a participant overshoots the model talker, difference

in distance may register divergence when, from a phonological and social standpoint, the

participant may be understood to exhibit convergence.

Finally, turning to the social predictors, only Region emerged as significant in the

initial model, with individuals raised in the northeastern United States slightly more likely

to decrease their retraction distance from the model talker over the course of the interaction

relative to individuals raised in the Midwest (t = 1.99, p = 0.045).
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5.4.3 Direction of Shift results

The previous two models fit on retraction ratio and difference in distance appear to offer

conflicting results: The retraction ratio model suggests that individuals more retracted than

the model talker exhibit convergence, while individuals less retracted than the model talker

do not appear to shift significantly (Figure 5.6); on the other hand, the difference in distance

model suggests that individuals more retracted than the model talker exhibit a variety of

patterns, while individuals less retracted exhibited subtle, but consistent divergence (Figure

5.7). The third and final model of this experiment turns to direction of shift, which is a

binary measurement that essentially asks if any shift is observed between the pre- and post-

test, is it toward the model talker? This is especially necessary considering the potential

that if any individual overshoots the target of the model talker, they may end up with a

less similar retraction ratio and thus a negative difference in distance value that suggests

divergence. The final model for direction of shift, selected after progressive simplification of

the random effects structure to achieve model convergence, is presented in lme4 format in

Formula 5.6.

Direction of Shift ∼ (Cluster+RetractionCondition+BaselineRelation)3+

(Region+Gender+Sexuality+MRAS+Empathy+Openness+Anxiety)∗

(1 + Cluster|Subject)

(5.6)

This model asks if participants shift their post-exposure retraction ratio of /sCr/ clusters

toward or away from the model talker relative to their pre-exposure values. Like the model fit

on retraction ratio and difference in distance, the direction of shift model includes Cluster

identity, RetractionCondition, and BaselineRelation. Like the difference in distance

model, Block is not included, as it is relevant to calculating but not characterizing direction

of shift. The significant effects and interactions of the retraction ratio model are presented
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Table 5.5: Model predictions for all significant mains effects and interactions in direction
of shift as a result of exposure to a model talker with varied degrees of retraction, N=816.
Cluster1 indicates the first contrast for Cluster, i.e. /str/ vs the combined /spr/ and /skr/,
and Cluster2 indicates the second contrast, i.e. /skr/ vs. /spr/. A positive value indicates
greater convergence toward the model talker. Complete model predictions including variables
and interactions that did not reach a significance threshold of 0.05 are included in the
Appendix as Table 5.5.

Est. SE z p
(Intercept) 0.86 0.41 2.31 0.021
Increased −1.48 0.47 −3.09 0.002
Hyper −1.86 0.47 −3.90 < 0.001
BaselineRelation −0.89 0.41 −2.15 0.031
Increased:Cluster1 1.42 0.75 1.90 0.050
Hyper:Cluster1 1.59 0.73 2.16 0.031
Increased:BaselineRelation 3.34 0.60 5.55 < 0.001
Cluster1:BaselineRelation 1.52 0.74 2.05 0.040

Northeast 0.99 0.31 3.13 0.002
West 0.86 0.38 2.25 0.024

in Table 5.5.

Figure 5.8 summarizes the likelihood of convergence, plotting direction of shift by Clus-

ter (/spr/, /str/, and /skr/) and RetractionCondition (decreased, increased, or hyper-

increased). In contrast to Figure 5.7, the majority of observations appear to indicate conver-

gence, with a direction of shift value over 0.5, indicating an increased likelihood of conver-

gence (a direction of shift value below 0.5 indicates that divergence is more likely). This is

supported by the model with a positive intercept, suggesting that, all else being equal, partic-

ipants are more likely to shift toward the model talker than shift away (z = 2.32, p = 0.021).

This contrasts with the difference in distance findings, suggesting that many of the partic-

ipants may have overshot the model talker, especially in /spr/ clusters and the decreased

retraction condition.

Further visual inspection of Figure 5.8 suggests that convergence is more likely in the de-

creased and increased retraction conditions than in the hyper-increased retraction condition.

In fact, in the hyper-increased retraction condition, trends toward divergence are observed.
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Figure 5.8: Mean and 95% confidence intervals of direction of shift for each target clusters
(x-axis) in the three retraction conditions (color: decreased = red, increased = green, hyper-
increased = blue). The dashed line at 0.5 separates predicted convergence (DoS > 0.5) from
predicted divergence (DoS < 0.5). As observations did not evenly fall in each condition,
counts are noted for each bar.

This is supported by the model with less convergence predicted in the hyper-increased re-

traction condition relative to the decreased retraction condition (z = −3.90, p < 0.001),

and, perhaps less expectedly from Figure 5.8, a similar prediction of decreased convergence

in the increased retraction condition (z = −3.09, p = 0.002). However, this effect becomes

clearer when considering the complex way in which BaselineRelation influences conver-

gence patterns, particularly in the increased retraction condition where individuals are more

evenly split between a baseline retraction ratio above and below the model talker.

Figure 5.9 adds BaselineRelation (above or below) to highlight an interesting pattern:

Individuals with a baseline above the model talker are more like to converge in the increased

or hyper-increased retraction condition, while individuals with a baseline below the model

talker are more likely to converge in the decreased retraction condition. This appears to go

beyond the skewed nature of the RetractionCondition-BaselineRelation pairings.

That is, in the increased retraction condition with significant numbers above and below the
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Figure 5.9: Mean and 95% confidence intervals of direction of shift for each target clusters
(x-axis) in the three retraction conditions (color: decreased = red, increased = green, hyper-
increased = blue). Direction of shift is presented separately for individuals whose baseline
retraction ratio is greater than the model talker for a given item (left panel) and those whose
retraction ratio is less than the model talker (right panel). As observations did not evenly fall
in each condition, counts are noted for each bar. The dashed line at 0.5 separates predicted
convergence (DoS > 0.5) from predicted divergence (DoS < 0.5).

model talker, convergence is robustly observed for individuals with a baseline above the

model talker. No significant shifts are observed for those below the model talker. In the

hyper-increased retraction condition, with the vast majority of observations having a baseline

below the model talker, the trend is toward divergence rather than convergence. Meanwhile,

in the decreased retraction condition, convergence is observed for individuals with a baseline

both above and below the model talker, but the likelihood of convergence increases when

their baseline is below the model talker. Thus, the previously discussed main effects of

RetractionCondition, predicting less convergence in the increased and hyper-increased

retraction conditions relative to the decreased retraction condition, make more sense after

observing the more consistent, albeit smaller, shifts in the decreased retraction condition

regardless of the the speaker’s baseline. In comparison, the increased (and, less reliably
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due to the sparse number of observations, the hyper-increased) condition is characterized by

stronger prediction of convergence for individuals with a baseline above the model talker,

manifested in the model by the interaction of increased retraction condition with above

baseline relation (z = 3.34, p < 0.001). These findings suggest that while convergence is the

norm in the direction, albeit not the size, of the shifts, there appears to be some additional

influence on when and where convergence is observed, which is discussed in further detail in

Section 5.5.

Finally, like in the difference in distance model, only Region out of all the social pre-

dictors emerged as significant in the direction of shift model, with individuals raised in the

northeastern and western United States more likely to shift their retraction ratio in the

direction of the model talker (Northeast: t = 3.13, p = 0.002; West: t = 2.25, p = 0.024).

5.4.4 Individual results

Each of the different models presented earlier in this chapter asks, whether given a similar

set of conditions, a community of speakers will be more or less likely to converge toward

a model talker’s relative degree of /s/-retraction. I’ve asked if this is influenced by the

patterns that the model talker exhibits or the participants’ own patterns that they bring

into the laboratory. In the final portion of this section, I examine the individuals that

collectively make up the subject pool, asking not what patterns emerge from their pooled

results, but rather what the individual variation between participants can tell us about

convergence toward manipulated degrees of /s/-retraction.

Figure 5.10 plots each individuals pre- and post-test retraction ratios for each of the

three target Clusters (/spr/, /str/, and /skr/). Individual results are presented separately

for each of the three RetractionConditions (decreased, increased, and hyper-increased).

For each individual, ordered by their baseline retraction ratio, I ask whether there are no-

table shifts between their pre- and post-exposure retraction ratio values. Furthermore, the
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Figure 5.10: Mean and 95% confidence intervals of pre- (red) and post-exposure (teal) retraction ratios for each speaker in
the three target clusters (panel column). Participants are presented in ascending order, separated by condition (panel row).
Individuals who pre- and post-exposure confidence intervals do not overlap exhibited significant shifts between blocks. The
model talker’s value is included for reference, indicated by the dashed gray lines intersecting both the x- and y-axes.
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model talker’s retraction ratio values have been indicated, and, with these values as our

guideposts, I ask whether the potential shifts approach and/or overshoot the model talker.

If the confidence intervals for the pre- and post-exposure mean do not overlap, this indicates

that an individual’s mean retraction ratio has shifted significantly (using a 0.05 threshold of

significance).

With each individual’s pre- and post-exposure values for each cluster, Figure 5.10 can be

a lot to take in at first glance. Perhaps most noteworthy is the observation that the majority

of confidence intervals overlap, suggesting that although convergence may be predicted for

the group mean, most individuals are not making shifts large enough to be significant in their

own right, due to the relative low number of observations per individual. Furthermore, while

substantial variation can be observed with the direction of the shifts, with post-exposure

means frequently observed both above and below the pre-exposure values, there are some

noticeable trends. One trend is that individuals with a baseline measurement below the

model talker, especially in the decreased retraction condition, are more likely to produce a

post-exposure mean above, i.e. more retracted than, their pre-exposure mean. Conversely,

individuals with a baseline measurement above the model talker, especially in the increased

retraction condition (and though exceedingly rare, in the hyper-increased retraction condi-

tion), are more likely to exhibit a post-exposure mean below, i.e. less retracted than, their

pre-exposure mean, and more likely for that difference to reach the threshold of significance.

This observation mirrors the direction of shift results, with a clearer understanding of the

variation of patterns exhibited.

Figure 5.11 focuses on /str/ clusters in increased retraction conditions, essentially zoom-

ing in on the centermost panel of Figure 5.10. Participants are ordered in sequence by their

baseline retraction ratio, such that they are evenly spaced to ease the examination of each

individual’s values, and as such, the distances between participants do not represent the

differences between their baseline retraction ratios. The main takeaway from Figure 5.11
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Figure 5.11: Mean and 95% confidence intervals of /str/ pre- (red) and post-exposure (teal)
retraction ratios for each speaker. The model talker’s value is included for reference, indicated
by the dashed gray lines intersecting both the x- and y-axes.

is the near categorical differences in shifts observed as a result of baseline relation. For

individuals with a baseline /str/ more retracted than the model talker (plotted to the right

of the dashed line) eight out of nine individuals exhibit a shift toward the model talker by

lowering their degree of retraction. For five out of nine (I23, I24, I25, I26, and I28), there

is no overlap between the confidence intervals for their pre- and post-exposure mean, which

suggests that the individuals made a significant shift as a result of the exposure to the model

talker. Furthermore, six out of the nine (I21, I23, I24, I25, I26, and I28) overshot the model

talker, ending with a post-exposure retraction ratio for /str/ less than 0.6. In contrast, for

individuals who began with a baseline less retracted than the model talker (plotted to the left

of the dashed line), only six out of nineteen exhibited a shift toward the model talker. Only

one individual reached the threshold of significance (I5), and only one individual overshot

the model talker (I18).

While some of the observations of individual shift patterns noted for /str/ clusters in the

increased retraction hold for clusters and other conditions, convergence patterns for other

clusters and conditions are less categorical. Figure 5.12 plots the individual retraction ratio
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Figure 5.12: Mean and 95% confidence intervals of /skr/ pre- (red) and post-exposure (teal)
retraction ratios for each speaker. The model talker’s value is included for reference, indicated
by the dashed gray lines intersecting both the x- and y-axes. The model talker’s /str/ value
(0.6) is indicated by a dotted gray line intersecting the x-axis.

patterns for /skr/ Clusters for the same individuals, that is, individuals assigned to the

increased RetractionCondition. While many of the same individuals who have a baseline

above the model talker in /str/ clusters in the increased RetractionCondition also have

a baseline well above the model in /skr/ clusters, there simply are more individuals with a

baseline retraction ration above the model talker for /skr/ than /str/ clusters. Recall that

the retraction conditions were defined in reference to the model talker’s natural retraction

ratios, and thus the increased retraction condition /str/ was modified to have a retraction

ratio of 0.6 (indicated by a dotted gray line), while /skr/ was modified to have a retraction

ratio of 0.4 (indicated by the dashed gray line). By pooling all individuals with a baseline

retraction ratio above the model talker, we miss an important generalization. Individuals

with a baseline /skr/ retraction ratio above 0.6, i.e. the individuals who produce a very /S/-

like /skr/, are likely to exhibit significant shifts toward the model talker (five out of seven:

I17, 123, 124, I25, 126). However, individuals with a baseline /skr/ retraction ratio between

0.4 and 0.6, while still technically ‘above’ the model talker, are less likely to do so (zero out
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Figure 5.13: Mean and 95% confidence intervals of /spr/ pre- (red) and post-exposure (teal)
retraction ratios for each speaker. The model talker’s value is included for reference, indicated
by the dashed gray lines intersecting both the x- and y-axes.

of seven).

Further supporting the observation that individuals above the model talker do not nec-

essarily or automatically shift toward the model talker, /spr/ clusters show little evidence

for convergence. Figure 5.13 plots the individual retraction ratio patterns for /spr/ Clus-

ters, again for individuals assigned to the increased RetractionCondition. Here few

significant shifts are observed for individuals with a baseline retraction ratio above the model

talker, with only one out of nine participants (I23) exhibiting convergence. Importantly, no

participant in the increased retraction condition, produced a baseline retraction ratio of 0.6

or higher for /spr/, which appeared to be the threshold for conditioning retraction in /str/

and /skr/ clusters.

Similarly, in the decreased retraction condition where the majority of participants have a

baseline retraction ratio above the model talker, significant individual shifts are not the norm.

Figure 5.14 returns to /str/ clusters, but this time for individuals assigned to the decreased

RetractionCondition, where the model talker exhibited an /s/-like retraction ratio of

0.3 for /str/ clusters. As illustrated in Figure 5.14, only one out of eighteen individuals
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Figure 5.14: Mean and 95% confidence intervals of /str/ pre- (red) and post-exposure (teal)
retraction ratios for each speaker. The model talker’s value is included for reference, indicated
by the dashed gray lines intersecting both the x- and y-axes. The model talker’s /str/
increased value (0.6) is indicated by a dotted gray line intersecting the x-axis.

exhibits no overlap between their pre- and post-exposure confidence intervals. However,

here it is an individual with a relatively low baseline retraction ratio (D9), in contrast to

the increased retraction condition where the downward shifts come from the most retracted

participants. However, fifteen out of eighteen individuals with a baseline above the model

talker made shifts, whether significant or not, toward the model talker (D7, D8, D9, D10,

D11, D12, D13, D14, D15, D16, D17, D19, D21, D23, and D24), and out those with a

baseline less than 0.6, twelve out of thirteen shifted toward the model talker. Furthermore,

for individuals below the model talker, just one out of six (D1) exhibited a significant shift

by increasing their relative degree of retraction, but four out of five (D1, D2, D3, D5, and

D6) shifted in the direction of the model talker, and three of five (D1, D5, and D6) overshot

the model talker. From these findings, it is apparent that individuals vary widely, but their

shifts appear to be systematically condition by their baseline retraction ratios relative to the

model talker.
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5.5 Discussion

The present experiment asks if individuals converge toward increased and/or decreased de-

grees of /s/-retraction in /sCr/ clusters. The motivations behind this question are twofold.

The first aim is to test the convergence path to sound change hypothesis in the laboratory,

asking whether individuals can accelerate the trajectory of an ongoing sound change, at

least for a moment, through convergence to a model talker. The second aim is to better

understand the nature of the different constraints, including phonological, coarticulatory,

and social, that condition when and where convergence is observed. In the present section,

I discuss the findings of this experiment in light of these aims and the hypotheses laid out

in Section 5.3.4.

First and foremost, this experiment asks if individuals exhibit convergence with respect to

sibilants and specifically with respect to how preconsonantal sibilants are produced relative

to the /s/-/S/ contrast. The findings suggest that there is unequivocal empirical evidence

that spontaneous convergence can be observed for /s/-retraction, although not universally.

This contrasts with the findings of Kraljic et al. (2008) that convergence to /s/-retraction is

only observed when participants are explicitly instructed to do so.

However, the observed convergence, found on three different metrics, by no means is

ubiquitous or automatic. Firstly, I examine convergence through retraction ratio, which at

its core asks if individuals exhibit differences in their relative production of the onset sibilant

in /sCr/ between their pre- and post-exposure blocks. The first model illustrates that the

retraction ratio lowers in the post-exposure block when the sibilant was manipulated to

contain increased or hyper-increased retraction and when the participant exhibited a baseline

above the model talker. This finding suggests that convergence is only observed toward a

model talker exhibiting less retraction than the participant, with individuals producing a

more /s/-like onset sibilant in response to a model talker with a more /s/-like onset sibilant.

Secondly, the difference of distance metric asks if the relative distance in phonetic patterns of
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retraction between the model talker and the participant changes between the pre- and post-

exposure blocks. The difference in distance model suggests that on the whole individuals

actually diverge from the model talker, and that convergence is only observed when the

model talker exhibits less retraction than them. Finally, direction of shift asks whether

individuals move in the direction of the model talker relative to their baseline, regardless

of how big or smaller the actual shift is. The direction of shift model suggests that, in

contrast to the previous model, convergence is the norm, and that while the more robust

shifts are from individuals who produce a more retracted, i.e. more /S/-like, onset sibilant

than a model talker already producing a notably retracted sibilant, shifts by increasing an

individual’s degree of retraction are also consistently observed in the decreased retraction

condition. The generalizations of the three different models paint a complicated picture for

the hypotheses outlined earlier in this chapter. I’ll work through the evidence for and against

each hypothesis one at time.

Hypothesis 1 The first hypothesis states that listener-turned-speakers converge toward

the model talker and do so regardless of the relative degree of retraction that the model talker

exhibits. While the results of the three different models may be complicated, it is clear that

the convergence patterns are moderated by the model talker’s relative degree of retraction,

characterized both by the retraction condition and the participant’s baseline measurement

relative to the model talker. This demonstrates unequivocally that Hypothesis 1 should be

rejected.

Hypothesis 2 The second hypothesis states that the likelihood that a listener-turned-

speaker exhibits convergence is constrained by the phonological contrast between /s/ and

/S/, even though such a contrast is not phonotactically relevant in the examined environ-

ments. Specifically, this predicts that convergence would only be observed toward decreased

degrees of retraction in order to enhance the phonological contrast between /s/ and /S/.
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Convergence would not predicted toward increased degrees of retraction that would diminish

that contrast. Such an observation would mirror Nielsen (2011), who observed convergence

toward increased VOT, thus enhancing the voicing contrast, but not toward decreased VOT,

which would diminish it. While the three models may differ in the predictions of what hap-

pens for individuals with a baseline below the model talker, all three models agree that more

convergence is predicted for individuals above the model talker. Convergence is predicted in

general by the retraction ratio model and the difference in distance model, and specifically

in the increased and/or hyper-increased retraction condition, as predicted by the retraction

ratio model and the direction of shift model. However, phonological contrast cannot explain

why less convergence is observed in the decreased retraction condition where the sibilant con-

trast is the most enhanced, and it cannot explain why convergence is observed, albeit less

frequently, for individuals with baseline below the model talker, especially in the decreased

retraction condition. Taken together, the findings demonstrate that while the preservation

of phonological contrast may play a critical role in predicting when and where convergence

is observed, it cannot explain the whole picture.

Hypothesis 3a The third hypothesis contrasts with Hypothesis 2 and states that the

likelihood that a listener-turned-speaker exhibits convergence is constrained by the coartic-

ulatory naturalness of the shift. This predicts that convergence would be observed toward

increased degrees of retraction, which by definition increase the degree of coarticulation,

but not toward decreased degrees of retraction, which resist coarticulation. Such an obser-

vation would mirror Zellou et al. (2016), who observed convergence toward increased, but

not decreased, nasalization. Mixed up with this, as /s/-retraction is a coarticulatory sound

change by nature, increasing the degree of coarticulation also aligns the shift with the sound

change in progress. Thus, this also predicts that convergence, as a social as well as linguistic

and articulatory phenomenon, will be more likely if such a shift would align with the sound

change than if it bucks the sound change. The findings of the present experiment do not
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strongly support this hypothesis, as convergence is far more frequent and robust when an

individual shifts to reduce their relative degree of retraction compared to when they shift

to increase it. In fact, the only prediction from the three separate models that illustrates

convergence by increasing coarticulation is from the direction of shift model, in which partic-

ipants with a baseline below the model talker converge by increasing their retraction ratio,

but only in the decreased, i.e. most /s/-like, retraction condition. In fact, no convergence

is predicted for participants less retracted than the model talker in the increased retraction

condition, and divergence is predicted for participants less retracted than the model talker

in the hyper-increased retraction condition. While discouraging for the latter part of the

present hypothesis about alignment with a sound change, as no convergence was observed

precisely in the conditions where the model talker exemplifies the sound change, the observed

pattern of convergence toward the model talker only in the decreased retraction condition

may be evidence for convergence toward more natural coarticulatory patterns to the ex-

clusion of the extreme instances that typify the sound change. Regardless, Hypothesis 3a

cannot fully explain the findings of the present experiment, and, at best, can explain only

one prediction of one of the collective models.

Hypothesis 3b The final hypothesis builds off of Hypothesis 3a to predict that, given

both coarticulatory naturalness and alignment with a sound change, more convergence is

predicted in /str/ clusters than /skr/ and /spr/ clusters. The question is largely moot, as

Hypothesis 3a did not appear to adequately explain the findings. There is no Hypothesis

2b supported by Hypothesis 2, in which place of articulation is predicted to condition con-

vergence toward decreased degrees of retraction, as the same phonological contrast between

/s/ and /S/ exists for all all /sCr/ clusters regardless of the intervening consonant. Nonethe-

less, turning to differences by cluster, the findings of the present experiment illustrate that

more convergence is predicted in /str/ clusters relative to /skr/ and /spr/ clusters, and less

robustly, /skr/ clusters relative to /spr/ clusters, and all of this is specifically in scenarios
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by which convergence is realized by decreasing the retraction ratio. This finding may be

unexpected, as if retraction is a phenomenon largely associated with /str/ clusters, why are

individuals converging in those clusters precisely when they are producing less retraction?

Firstly, it’s possible that this is a result of the stimuli, in which the retraction ratio itself is

different between /str/ clusters on the one hand and /spr/ and /skr/ on the other, such that

the relatively more retracted sibilant in /str/ clusters induces more convergence. Secondly,

it’s possible that, despite no a priori predictions for a greater likelihood of converging toward

a less retracted /str/ onset, these findings may be explained by the role of /str/ clusters sig-

naling the sound change, encouraging potential convergence from individuals that identify

with the model talker.

In sum, only Hypothesis 1 can be summarily rejected, and the remaining hypotheses each

account for some of the findings but fail to capture the wealth of convergence patterns

observed. Reflecting on the three models holistically and taking individual patterns into

account, one generalization stands out: The most robust convergence is observed for indi-

viduals with a baseline above a substantially retracted model talker and individuals with a

baseline below a non-retracted model talker. That is, in the increased (and when possible

in the hyper-increased) retraction condition, a highly retracted participant will converge to-

ward a retracted model talker, even though that means decreasing their relative degree of

/s/-retraction. Likewise, in the decreased retraction condition, a non-retracted participant

will converge toward a non-retracted model talker, even though that means increasing their

relative degree of /s/-retraction. Elsewhere, when individuals are more retracted than a

non-retracted model talker or less retracted than a retracted model talker (where the bulk

of participants fall), different group patterns emerge depending on the measurement con-

sidered, but these hover around chance. One notable case is in the decreased retraction

condition, where non-retracted individuals whose baseline is above the model talker, but not

yet approaching the perceptual boundary between /s/ and /S/, converge toward the model
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talker by decreasing their relative degree of /s/-retraction. Here, non-retracted participants

converge toward a non-retracted model talker by producing less retraction than their base-

line. Collectively, these observations point to an in-group effect among the individuals at the

edges of the community at large; retractors identify with and converge toward retractors,

and non-retractors identify with and converge toward non-retractors. Participants converge

toward /str/ clusters at higher rates, as /str/ clusters may hold a greater association with

the sound change, and thus strengthen the identification between participant and model

talker.

This in-group effect, by which retractors converge toward retractors and non-retractors

converge toward non-retractors, may not have been predicted by the hypotheses focusing on

the phonological and articulatory facets of convergence, but it is in line with the body of work

understanding convergence as a social process. As Communication Accommodation Theory

(Giles, 1973; Giles et al., 1973; Giles & Smith, 1979) asserts, convergence is a tool used by

individuals to minimize social differences in order to signal solidarity, express agreement, or

gain acceptance. In this vein, Communication Accommodation Theory can help explain some

of the predictions based off social demographics, with queer speakers and speakers from the

northeastern United States more likely to converge toward /s/-retraction than the general

population. For Northeastern speakers, their increased likelihood to converge, predicted by

the difference in distance and direction of shift models, may speak to a greater exposure to,

and thus stronger indexical power of, /s/-retraction, as the sound change is generally more

prevalent in the urban Northeast. For queer individuals, who are predicted in the retraction

ratio model to decrease their retraction ratio in the post-test, in line with the most common

observed patterns of convergence, this may speak less to an identification with the model

talker, who is straight, and more to a greater desire to signal and gain acceptance.

With the present findings, I appeal to Communication Accommodation Theory not just

to explain the differences between macro, self-reported demographic categories, but also to
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interpret the role of the primary phonetic variable in question: /s/-retraction. This builds

upon previous work in phonetic convergence that demonstrates that individuals appeal to

their abstract linguistic knowledge when responding to an interlocutor: Nielsen (2008, 2011)

shows that convergence is moderated by contrast maintenance; Babel (2009, 2012) and

Sonderegger (2012) show that convergence is selectively observed for difference phonological

features; Zellou et al. (2016) show that converge is influenced by coarticulatory factors. In the

present experiment, the findings demonstrate that convergence is not separately mediated by

social factors (like gender) and linguistic factors (like contrast enhancement), but rather by

the interaction of the linguistic and the social: Listener-turn-speakers have detailed phonetic

and phonological knowledge about both their own and their interlocutors’ /sCr/ production

relative to the prevocalic /s/ and /S/ categories, determine whether they identify with their

interlocutor based on that knowledge, and subsequently signal any potential identification

with their interlocutor by selecting to shift their /sCr/ production.

Finally, returning to the proposal that convergence can be a mechanism for sound change

actuation and propagation, the present experiment tests this hypothesis by asking whether

a sound change can progress over the course of a brief interaction in the laboratory, but

crucially does not speak to whether any such shifts persist or accumulate, as requisite under

such a hypothesis. The present experiment challenges this account, or at the very least, sug-

gests that, for /s/-retraction, convergence alone cannot have lead from a point of preliminary

coarticulation to categorical sound change. This is because convergence is observed toward

both increased and decreased retraction relative to a speaker’s baseline for non-retractors

and primarily only toward decreased retraction for retractors. In fact, the failure for retrac-

tors, i.e. individuals with a baseline above or near 0.6, to converge toward increased degrees

of retraction, especially in the hyper-increased retraction condition, cannot be explained

by the Communication Accommodation Theory. This suggests a potential role of contrast

maintenance and challenges proposals for /s/-retraction propagation through convergence.
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Furthermore, the in-group effect between both retractors and non-retractors reinforces the

stratified distribution of individuals, with individuals firmly remaining within their prede-

fined categories regardless of the manipulation of the model talker.

However, it is possible that given different experimental conditions, different generaliza-

tions may have emerged, potentially impacting the evidence for a convergence path to sound

change. Specifically, it is possible that if a true continuum of retraction conditions were used,

rather than the three (or initially two) used in the present experiment, that individuals along

the retraction ratio continuum, including those near the group mean, would identify with and

converge toward model talkers similar to them. Furthermore, it’s possible that patterns may

emerge such that convergence toward increased degrees of retraction are prevalent. However,

at present, the current findings at the very least do not empirically support such a proposal,

and at most, challenge that such a path exists for sound changes from below.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS & IMPLICATIONS

In its final chapter, I draw this dissertation to a close, tying the threads back together and

discussing the implications of the present findings. In Section 6.1, I summarize the results

of the three experiments presented in the preceding chapters of this dissertation. In Section

6.2, I discuss what the findings of these experiments can tell us about sound change in

general and /s/-retraction in particular, in light of the questions posed at the onset of this

dissertation. Finally, in Section 6.3, I close this dissertation with a discussion of questions

that arise from this work and the future research they motivate.

6.1 Summary of reported experiments

In this dissertation, I have reported the findings of three experiments that each focused

on how individuals, as both listeners and speakers, make use of their detailed phonological

knowledge about /s/-retraction in their response to an interlocutor exhibiting a prescribed

degree of retraction. With these experiments, I asked how the different patterns in perception

and production observed for a sound change in progress shed light on both the origins and

future of the sound change and how sound change transitions and propagates generally.

Experiment I: Cue Integration The first experiment reported in this dissertation ex-

amines lexical identification of words with /sCr/ onsets to ask if and when listeners use

/s/-retraction in speech processing. Using eye tracking in the Visual World Paradigm, par-

ticipants were presented with two images, one representing a word with an /sC/ onset, like

sting, and one representing a word with an /sCr/ onset, like string. Participants were then

given oral instructions to select one of the images, with the auditory stimuli containing ma-

nipulated degrees of /s/-retraction. With the high temporal resolution of eye tracking, it is

possible to know exactly what a listener was hearing when they planned and executed an
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eye movement. With this design, this experiment asked if listeners are able to use the cues

of /s/-retraction to accurately predict the presence of an upcoming /r/, correctly looking to

a word like string before they even hear the disambiguating /r/.

The results of this experiment demonstrated that on the whole most listeners wait until

well after the onset of the disambiguating /r/ to look toward the correct image on the screen.

However, the results also definitively demonstrated that listeners can and do use those cues,

just not as often as they wait. Early looks to the correct image are most common when

the cues of /s/-retraction are the strongest and when they are most expected, as in /str/

clusters. These findings demonstrated that listeners can immediately integrate the spectral

cues of retraction when considering the different lexical candidates, even if they don’t make

the ultimate decision faster or more accurately.

Experiment II: Categorization The second experiment reported in this dissertation

examined the categorization of onset sibilants to ask if listeners account for their potential

experience with /s/-retraction by adjusting their phonemic boundaries in the environments

where it’s most expected. Participants were presented with a word beginning with any step

on a continuum from /s/ and /S/ and asked to select the orthographic representation for the

word that they heard. However, due to the phonotactic restrictions of English, by which only

/S/ is observed preceding /r/ and only /s/ preceding all other consonants, it was necessary

to use nonce words in order to force a contrast between /s/ and /S/ preconsonantally.

First and foremost, the results demonstrated that listeners are much less categorical in

their perception of preconsonantal sibilants than prevocalic sibilants, doubtless because of the

lack of native phonological contrast in those environments. The results further demonstrated

that individuals are less categorical in /str/ clusters than /spr/ and /skr/. This observation

is akin to perceptual compensation for coarticulation, but manifests itself as a dampened

categorization response curve rather than the traditional shifted categorization response

curve due to the lack of phonological contrast. Whether we want to call this compensation
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or decreased categoricity, the findings of this experiment demonstrated that individuals shift

their perceptual strategies for a sound change in progress as a result of their experience and

expectations.

Due to the simplicity of the experimental design, it was possible to run Experiment II

online in order to attract a more diverse participant pool. Specifically, with participants

of varying ages, I asked how categorization strategies for /s/-retraction are changing in

apparent time. The findings of this experiment demonstrated that younger listeners are

less categorical in their perception of preconsonantal sibilants than older listeners, adjusting

their perceptual strategies as a result of their increased experience with, and thus increased

expectation for, /s/-retraction. Interestingly, younger listeners are less categorical than older

listeners not just for /str/ clusters, but also for /spr/ and /skr/ clusters, highlighting that

these environments may be the next loci for the change, albeit in very incipient stages.

Finally, Experiment II asked how different measurements of masculinity, and of masculine

toughness specifically, influence listeners’ categorization strategies in order to shed light on

the potential socio-indexicality of the sound change. The findings of this experiment suggest

that preconsonantal sibilants index masculinity much less strongly than prevocalic sibilants,

and /str/ clusters do so particularly weakly. This suggests that /s/-retraction as a sound

change is not primarily about performing or indexing masculinity, but may do other socio-

indexical work not examined here.

Experiment III: Convergence The third experiment reported in this dissertation asked

what happens when the listener takes a turn as a speaker. Specifically, this experiment

employed a covert shadowing task, meaning that participants were never explicitly instructed

to imitate the model talker. This experiment asked how an individual may shift their own

relative /s/-retraction as a result of exposure to a model talker manipulated to exhibit

varying degrees of /s/-retraction. At stake here is whether /s/-retraction as a sound change

in progress can be ‘accelerated’ in the laboratory or whether factors like the maintenance of
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the phonological contrast between /s/ and /S/ hinder convergence toward /s/-retraction.

The results of this experiment demonstrated that convergence of sibilant spectral cues

is observed, but that it is by no means automatic or universal. Rather, in characterizing

convergence using three different metrics, a complicated picture appeared for exactly under

which conditions convergence is predicted. On the whole, a general pattern emerged that

suggests that like converges to like. Individuals who come into lab already very retracted, i.e.

/S/-like, will converge toward a more retracted model talker, even if that means reducing their

relative degree of retraction and sounding more /s/-like. On the other hand, individuals who

come into lab producing little to no retraction at all will converge toward a less retracted, i.e.

more /s/-like, model talker, even if that means increasing their relative degree of retraction

and sounding more /S/-like. However, there was one notable gap in this paradigm: I did

not find evidence to suggest that a very retracted, i.e. /S/-like, individual will converge

toward a model talker more retracted than them, thereby increasing their degree of retraction

and sounding more /S/-like. These findings suggest that convergence alone cannot be a

mechanism of sound change transition and propagation, as /s/-retraction was not accelerated

through the shadowing task.

6.2 General discussion & conclusions

In the three experiment reported in this dissertation, I have provided a window into how

listeners and speakers perceive and produce a sound change in progress in order to better

understand the process by which sound change transitions and propagates. I selected /s/-

retraction as a case study for this dissertation as it has the unique profile of being a sound

change in progress not tied to a specific region, community, or demographic.

In both Experiments I and II, I have empirically demonstrated that listeners in fact have

detailed phonological knowledge about /s/-retraction. That phonological knowledge not only

concerns the presence of an upcoming /r/ but also the phonological nature of the intervening
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consonant. Given that listeners have an understanding of this context-dependent variation,

the question was what do they do with that knowledge? Experiment I: Cue Integration

used eye-tracking during a lexical identification task and empirically demonstrated that

listeners can immediately use the cues of /s/-retraction in speech processing, and do so

in the environments where those cues are most available and most expected. Experiment

II: Categorization used a phoneme categorization task with nonce words and empirically

demonstrated that listeners are less categorical in their perception of onset sibilants in the

environments in which /s/-retraction is most expected and that categoricity is changing

over time, as generations have different experiences with and thus different expectations for

/s/-retraction. Experiment III: Convergence used a covert shadowing task and empirically

demonstrated that individuals can converge toward the spectral cues of /s/-retraction, but

that individuals are most likely to converge toward an interlocutor with a similar phonological

pattern to their own. That is, like converges to like.

One notable finding of this dissertation was simply that the cues of retraction are available

to listeners. And not only are such cues available, but listeners make use of them in real

time. Previous work had found that listeners appear to wait until the onset of a vowel

before using spectral cues from sibilants in speech processing and hypothesized that this

apparent ‘buffer’ strategy may be a consequence of the high degree of context-dependent

variation exhibited by sibilants (Galle et al., 2019). However, this dissertation not only

found that listeners can immediately use the spectral cues for sibilants, but that they can

do so specifically for the cues of that extact context-dependent variation. These findings

suggest that, for some individuals, /s/-retraction is an important cue for the presence of the

upcoming /r/, in part because it’s simply available earlier. While the results firmly show

that we are no where near the stage at which such cues become more important than the

actual /r/ in contrasting words like string and sting, it’s not impossible to imagine such a

future where the /r/ becomes redundant and that contrast shifts to being between words
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like shting and sting. That is to say, the present findings suggest that, during the transition

of the sound change, the anticipatory cues of /s/-retraction may continue to be weighted

more strongly while the later /r/ may shift to be weighted less strongly.

Another notable finding of this dissertation is that while convergence was empirically

demonstrated for sibilants, it was not universal nor was it consistently conditioned by coar-

ticulatory naturalness or maintenance of a phonological contrast. This may be in part be-

cause these factors, which have previously been hypothesized to condition convergence (e.g.

Nielsen, 2011; Zellou et al., 2016), are in direct contrast when it comes to /s/-retraction:

Increasing the degree of coarticulation by definition diminishes the phonological contrast

between /s/ and /S/ (so long as such a contrast is presumed to exist). Rather, convergence

is most frequently observed toward an interlocutor who exhibits a pattern similar to the par-

ticipant. This finding supports our understanding of convergence as a social process and a

social tool to signal acceptance and connection, strengthening sociological theories like Com-

munication Accommodation Theory (Giles, 1973, i.a.). Crucially, however, the convergence

task failed to accelerate the sound change in the laboratory, as participants did not robustly

or consistently increase their degree of retraction. These findings demonstrated that conver-

gence alone cannot have led to the current distribution of /s/-retraction nor can they lead us

from the current state to categorical, community-wide change. Much of the work appealing

to a convergence path to sound change is concerned with change in the context of dialect

leveling and dialect contact (e.g. Trudgill, 1981) and perhaps in those contexts a convergence

path to sound change remains feasible. However, the empirical findings of this dissertation

challenge that such a path exists for a sound change from below, like /s/-retraction.

One surprising finding of this work was the apparent role that the phonological contrast

between /s/ and /S/ plays in preconsonantal environments. Recall that despite the contrast

between /s/ and /S/ made prevocalically, the sibilants are in complementary distribution

preconsonantally: Only /S/ precedes /r/, while /s/ precedes all other consonants. Less
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surprising was the role this played in categorization. Listeners were beyond a doubt less

categorical than would be expected prevocalically, even sometimes hearing the last step on

the continuum, comprised of 100% prevocalic /S/, as /s/ in /str/ clusters. However, they

generally continued to make a contrast when encouraged to do with nonce word orthography.

However, the role of contrast maintenance was particularly surprising in convergence. As

I mentioned in the preceding paragraph, contrast maintenance cannot consistently predict

convergence, meaning that listeners do not consistently converge toward less retracted, i.e.

more /s/-like, /sCr/ onsets. However, when participants do exhibit convergence, that is when

they converge toward someone exhibiting a similar pattern to them, they are significantly

more likely to decrease their relative degree of retraction than increase it. This pattern is

even stronger for retractors than non-retractors. This suggests that while the shift itself may

be driven by identification with an interlocutor, the direction of the shift may be constrained

by phonological contrast. Thus, convergence by retractors appears to be constrained by a

phonological contrast both not maintained phonotactically and not maintained phonetically

by either the speaker or their interlocutor. This puzzling observation highlights the com-

plicated interplay between social information and phonological structures in convergence in

particular and the link between speech perception and production more generally.

While /s/-retraction has received significant attention from a production standpoint, little

work has previously examined perception. This dissertation makes a valuable contribution

by providing empirical evidence of perception for /s/-retraction, including both online and

offline experiments. Even the convergence data, while analyzing produced speech, relies

heavily on what was perceived by the listener-turned-speaker. This dissertation additionally

breaks from previous research by including an examination of /spr/ and /skr/ clusters as

potential environments for coarticulatory /s/-retraction. From the results reported in this

dissertation, it is clear that /s/-retraction is in fact most advanced in /str/ clusters in

production. Similarly, from the perceptual experiments, listeners expect and account for
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/s/-retraction the most in those clusters. However, significant retraction is observed in both

/spr/ and /skr/ clusters and listeners do use the cues of the retraction in those environments

as well. In fact, in terms of baseline retraction ratios and convergence to increased degrees of

retraction, /str/ and /skr/ clusters patterned more similarly than /spr/ and /skr/ clusters.

Thus, to define /s/-retraction as a phenomenon limited to /str/ clusters alone is to create

a false dichotomy between the three places of articulation. Furthermore, the observation

that the categorization strategies of all clusters are moving consistently in apparent time,

taken together with the variation in produced retraction ratios, suggest that /spr/ and /skr/

are the next loci for the sound change. Eventually, they may begin to cross the perceptual

boundary between /s/ and /S/, such that script may really sound like shcript.

6.3 Limitations & future directions

One methodological limitation of this research was that the same participants were not re-

cruited for all three experiments. Such a design would have allowed for an examination of

how individual patterns in the perception experiments may condition or align with different

individual patterns in production. For instance, it is currently unknown whether the indi-

viduals who robustly use the spectral cues of /s/-retraction as soon as they are available

are also the individuals who are more likely to shift their production in response to their

interlocutor. Furthermore, the production patterns for participants in Experiments I and II

is unknown, such that we cannot say with any certainty whether individuals who produce

more retraction to begin with are more likely to use those cues in perception. This limita-

tion was a consequence of the robust individual variation observed in the three experiments,

which necessitated recruiting more subjects and creating additional conditions in order to

get a better picture of how (or if) that variation was structured. After the inclusion of more

participants and the conditions, it was no longer logistically feasible to rerun the experiments

together with the same subject pool. Future work could do so in order to better understand
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the relationship between when cues are immediately integrated and when those cues are

converged to.

This dissertation found no evidence for a convergence path to sound change: Individuals

did not converge toward increased degrees of /s/-retraction robustly, which would have ac-

celerated the sound change in the laboratory. Future research may expand upon this finding

to examine convergence to a sound change in progress longitudinally. Such a longitudinal ap-

proach was not feasible as a dissertation research project, but as part of a larger, longitudinal

project may shed light on how small conversational shifts may persist and accumulate, well

past the single session in the laboratory. Particularly, it would be advantageous to examine

other sound changes in progress, including changes with well-documented social meaning and

changes that may not be constrained by existing phonological contrasts, in order to better

test convergence as a mechanism for sound change actuation, propagation, and transition.
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APPENDIX A

A.1 Statistical models with all main effects and interactions

In this appendix, the predictions of the mixed effects models for Experiments I, II, and II
are provided in full, including effects and interactions that did not reach the significance
threshold of 0.05.

Experiment I: Cue Integration (Chapter 3)

Table A.1: Complete model predictions for prevocalic sibilants in Experiment I: Cue Inte-
gration, including all main effects and interactions. This model predicts fixation accuracy for
prevocalic /s/ vs. /S/, N=26205. A positive value indicates a greater prediction of fixations
on the target word.

Est. SE t p
(Intercept) 0.88 1.07 0.83 0.41
TrialOrder 0.05 0.01 3.45 < 0.001
TimeWindow 0.27 0.04 7.31 < 0.001
OnsetSH −0.32 0.20 −1.61 0.11
Increased −0.40 0.50 −0.81 0.42
Hyper −0.62 0.43 −1.43 0.16
TimeWindow:OnsetSH −0.03 0.05 −0.65 0.51
TimeWindow:Increased 0.19 0.05 3.79 < 0.001
TimeWindow:Hyper 0.12 0.05 2.63 0.002
OnsetSH:Increased 0.19 0.28 0.69 0.49
OnsetSH:Hyper 0.24 0.24 0.99 0.32
TimeWindow:OnsetSH:Increased 0.14 0.07 1.91 0.06
TimeWindow:OnsetSH:Hyper 0.06 0.07 0.93 0.34

Male −0.35 0.29 −1.24 0.22
Queer −0.25 0.29 −0.84 0.40
Northeast −0.51 0.33 −1.53 0.12
South 0.23 0.37 0.62 0.53
West −0.64 0.34 −1.89 0.05
Empathy −0.01 0.01 −0.63 0.53
Toughness 0.02 0.13 0.18 0.86
Openness 0.004 0.3 0.16 0.87
Anxiety −0.01 0.01 −1.63 0.11

Step:Cluster2:ToughnessEndorsement
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Table A.2: Complete model predictions for preconsonantal sibilants in Experiment I: Cue
Integration, including all main effects and interactions. This model predicts fixation accuracy
for /sC/ vs. /sCr/ clusters in different phonological environments with differing cues of
retraction, N=26415. A positive value indicates a greater prediction of fixations on the
target word.

Est. SE t p
(Intercept) −0.17 0.45 −0.39 0.700
TrialOrder 0.03 0.08 0.41 0.679
TimeWindow 0.11 0.03 2.89 0.003
SCR −0.23 0.05 −4.47 < 0.001
Place1 −0.03 0.08 −0.38 0.703
Place2 0.10 0.25 0.40 0.686
Increased −1.59 0.63 −2.52 0.016
Hyper −0.92 0.36 −2.52 0.016
TimeWindow:SCR −0.03 0.05 −0.65 0.511
TimeWindow:Place1 −0.04 0.06 −0.69 0.487
TimeWindow:Place2 0.08 0.07 1.09 0.272
TimeWindow:Increased 0.21 0.05 3.72 < 0.001
TimeWindow:Hyper 0.09 0.04 1.99 0.041
SCR:Place1 0.10 0.11 0.92 0.357
SCR:Place2 −0.31 0.13 −2.40 0.017
SCR:Increased 0.34 0.07 4.40 < 0.001
SCR:Hyper 0.43 0.07 6.33 < 0.001
Increased:Place1 0.20 0.11 1.77 0.077
Increased:Place2 −0.22 0.37 −0.62 0.532
Hyper:Place1 0.20 0.10 1.97 0.047
Hyper:Place2 0.13 0.32 0.40 0.684
TimeWindow:SCR:Place1 0.19 0.06 3.12 0.002
TimeWindow:SCR:Place2 −0.01 0.06 −0.10 0.917
TimeWindow:SCR:Increased −0.06 0.08 −0.82 0.410
TimeWindow:SCR:Hyper 0.04 0.06 0.54 0.592
TimeWindow:Increased:Place1 0.06 0.08 0.69 0.491
TimeWindow:Increased:Place2 −0.21 0.18 −1.13 0.273
TimeWindow:Hyper:Place1 0.03 0.07 0.40 0.687
TimeWindow:Hyper:Place2 −0.02 0.08 −0.19 0.852
SCR:Increased:Place1 0.13 0.14 0.91 0.364
SCR:Increased:Place2 0.21 0.19 1.11 0.263
SCR:Hyper:Place1 0.49 0.17 3.04 0.002
SCR:Hyper:Place2 0.18 0.16 1.12 0.263

Step:Cluster2:ToughnessEndorsement
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Table A.2 continued

Est. SE t p

Male −0.49 0.32 −1.55 0.127
Queer 0.001 0.33 0.01 0.995
Northeast −0.41 0.37 −1.11 0.264
South 0.51 0.40 1.25 0.216
West −0.57 0.37 −1.53 0.124
Empathy −0.27 0.15 −1.83 0.075
Toughness 0.08 0.17 0.49 0.627
Openness 0.08 0.15 0.52 0.604
Anxiety −0.13 0.14 −0.97 0.333

Step:Cluster2:ToughnessEndorsement

Experiment II: Categorization (Chapter 4)

Table A.3: Complete model predictions for Experiment I: Categorization, including all main
effects and interactions. This model predicts sibilant categorization in different phonological
environments and with different indicators of masculine stereotypes of toughness, N=18476.
A positive value indicates stronger /S/ prediction.

Est. SE z p
(Intercept) −0.69 0.07 −10.72 < 0.001
Trial Order 0.09 0.14 0.65 0.51
Step 1.00 0.02 41.03 < 0.001
Age 0.06 0.07 0.89 0.37
Cluster1 0.14 0.09 1.51 0.13
Cluster2 0.20 0.09 2.31 < 0.05
ToughnessEndorsement 0.09 0.07 1.36 0.17
TalkerToughness 0.04 0.04 0.95 0.34
FaceToughness 0.09 0.04 2.28 < 0.05
Step:Age 0.19 0.02 7.82 < 0.001
Step:Cluster1 0.19 0.02 7.79 < 0.001
Step:Cluster2 0.11 0.01 7.94 < 0.001
Step:ToughnessEndorsement −0.09 0.02 −4.07 < 0.001
Step:TalkerToughness −0.02 0.02 −0.86 0.39
Step:FaceToughness −0.05 0.02 −2.24 < 0.05
Age:Toughness 0.13 0.07 1.87 0.06
Cluster1:ToughnessEndorsement 0.003 0.03 0.10 0.92
Cluster2:ToughnessEndorsement −0.02 0.02 1.00 0.32
Cluster1:TalkerToughness 0.09 0.02 2.67 < 0.001
Cluster2:TalkerToughness −0.01 0.02 −0.67 0.49

Step:Cluster2:ToughnessEndorsement
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Table A.3 continued

Est. SE t p

Cluster1:FaceToughness 0.04 0.03 1.59 −0.11
Cluster2:FaceToughness −0.01 0.02 −0.83 0.40
Step:Cluster1:ToughnessEndorsement−0.05 0.02 −1.99 < 0.05
Step:Cluster2:ToughnessEndorsement−0.03 0.01 −1.76 0.08
Step:Cluster1:TalkerToughness −0.04 0.02 −1.41 0.16
Step:Cluster2:TalkerToughness 0.01 0.01 0.37 0.71
Step:Cluster1:FaceToughness 0.001 0.02 0.05 0.92
Step:Cluster2:FaceToughness 0.001 0.02 0.06 0.95
Step:Age:ToughnessEndorsement 0.12 0.03 4.85 < 0.001

Step:Cluster2:ToughnessEndorsement

Experiment III: Convergence (Chapter 5)

Table A.4: Complete model predictions for retraction ratio in Experiment III: Convergence,
including all main effects and interactions. This model predicts changes in retraction as a
result of exposure to a model talker with varied degrees of retraction, N=2854. A positive
value indicates a higher, i.e. more /S/ like, retraction ratio.

Est. SE t p
(Intercept) 0.09 0.04 1.82 0.069
Increased 0.17 0.05 3.03 0.002
Hyper 0.30 0.06 5.45 < 0.001
Cluster1 0.19 0.05 3.82 < 0.001
Cluster2 −0.002 0.07 −0.04 0.970
Post 0.19 0.04 5.21 < 0.001
Above 0.32 0.03 9.75 < 0.001
Increased:Cluster1 −0.05 0.05 −0.86 0.391
Increased:Cluster2 0.07 0.07 1.09 0.278
Hyper:Cluster1 0.001 0.05 0.03 0.978
HyperCluster2 0.09 0.07 1.29 0.196
Increased:Post −0.17 0.04 −3.97 < 0.001
Hyper:Post −0.18 0.04 −4.52 < 0.001
Cluster1:Post 0.02 0.05 0.31 0.758
Cluster2:Post 0.07 0.07 1.05 0.293
Increased:Above 0.03 0.05 0.69 0.490
Hyper:Above −0.07 0.09 −0.74 0.457
Cluster1:Above 0.07 0.05 1.30 0.192
Cluster2:Above 0.09 0.06 1.46 0.145
Post:Above −0.17 0.04 −4.34 < 0.001

Step:Cluster2:ToughnessEndorsement
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Table A.4 continued

Est. SE t p

Increased:Cluster1:Post −0.03 0.05 −0.65 0.515
Increased:Cluster2:Post −0.04 0.06 −0.63 0.532
Hyper:Cluster1:Post 0.01 0.06 0.14 0.886
Hyper:Cluster2:Post −0.09 0.08 −1.13 0.259
Increased:Cluster1:Above 0.11 0.06 1.84 0.065
Increased:Cluster2:Above −0.02 0.07 −0.24 0.813
Increased:Post:Above −0.05 0.06 −0.96 0.339
Hyper:Post:Above −0.01 0.11 −0.07 0.942
Cluster1:Post:Above −0.12 0.05 −2.23 0.025
Cluster2:Post:Above −0.13 0.07 −2.04 0.041

Male 0.01 0.02 0.29 0.773
Queer −0.01 0.04 −0.13 0.898
Northeast −0.02 0.05 −0.50 0.616
South 0.04 0.05 0.72 0.471
West 0.02 0.06 0.35 0.727
Empathy 0.02 0.02 0.88 0.381
MRAS −0.01 0.02 −0.37 0.712
Openness −0.01 0.02 −0.48 0.629
Anxiety −0.02 0.02 −0.97 0.331
Post:Male −0.02 0.01 −1.78 0.075
Post:Queer −0.08 0.02 −3.68 < 0.001
Post:Northeast −0.03 0.02 −1.41 0.159
Post:South −0.05 0.03 −1.67 0.095
Post:West −0.01 0.03 −0.46 0.644
Post:Empathy −0.01 0.01 −0.68 0.498
Post:MRAS −0.04 0.01 −3.40 < 0.001
Post:Openness 0.004 0.01 0.41 0.681
Post:Anxiety 0.04 0.01 4.18 < 0.001

Step:Cluster2:ToughnessEndorsement
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Table A.5: Complete model predictions for difference in distance in Experiment III: Conver-
gence, including all main effects and interactions. This model predicts changes in difference
in distance as a result of exposure to a model talker with varied degrees of retraction, N=816.
A positive value indicates greater convergence toward the model talker.

Est. SE z p
(Intercept) −0.07 0.03 −1.97 0.049
Increased 0.03 0.04 0.88 0.378
Hyper −0.01 0.04 −0.29 0.768
Cluster1 0.03 0.05 0.67 0.505
Cluster2 −0.03 0.07 −0.51 0.611
Above 0.07 0.03 2.08 0.037
Increased:Cluster1 −0.02 0.07 −0.29 0.773
Increased:Cluster2 0.05 0.08 0.61 0.540
Hyper:Cluster1 −0.04 0.06 −0.56 0.577
Hyper:Cluster2 −0.01 0.07 −0.13 0.893
Increased:Above −0.06 0.04 −1.40 0.162
Hyper:Above −0.13 0.05 −2.19 0.028
Cluster1:Above −0.01 0.06 −0.10 0.923
Cluster2:Above 0.08 0.07 1.11 0.266
Increased:Cluster1:Above 0.01 0.08 0.18 0.860
Increased:Cluster2:Above 0.05 0.09 0.52 0.606
Hyper:Cluster1:Above −0.24 0.12 −2.09 0.036
Hyper:Cluster2:Above 0.06 0.13 0.47 0.639

Male −0.003 0.01 −0.27 0.787
Queer 0.002 0.02 0.09 0.930
Northeast 0.05 0.02 1.99 0.045
South −0.03 0.03 −0.91 0.363
West 0.03 0.03 0.90 0.366
Empathy 0.01 0.01 1.03 0.304
MRAS −0.02 0.01 −1.61 0.107
Openness −0.01 0.01 −0.86 0.389
Anxiety 0.02 0.01 1.37 0.171

Increased:Above 0.03 0.05 0.69 0.490
Hyper:Above −0.07 0.09 −0.74 0.457
Step:Cluster2:ToughnessEndorsement
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Table A.6: Complete model predictions for direction of shift in Experiment III: Convergence,
including all main effects and interactions. This model predicts changes in direction of shift
as a result of exposure to a model talker with varied degrees of retraction, N=816. A positive
value indicates greater convergence toward the model talker.

Est. SE z p
(Intercept) 0.86 0.41 2.31 0.021
Increased −1.48 0.47 −3.09 0.002
Hyper −1.86 0.47 −3.90 < 0.001
Cluster1 −1.30 0.74 −1.77 0.077
Cluster2 0.43 1.05 0.41 0.683
Above −0.89 0.41 −2.15 0.031
Increased:Cluster1 1.42 0.75 1.90 0.050
Increased:Cluster2 −1.86 1.17 −1.58 0.114
Hyper:Cluster1 1.59 0.73 2.16 0.031
Hyper:Cluster2 −1.02 1.16 −0.88 0.376
Increased:Above 3.34 0.60 5.55 < 0.001
Hyper:Above 7.65 711.21 0.01 0.991
Cluster1:Above 1.52 0.74 2.05 0.040
Cluster2:Above −0.53 1.12 −0.47 0.637

Male −0.14 0.14 −1.04 0.299
Queer 0.11 0.31 0.36 0.718
Northeast 0.99 0.31 3.13 0.002
South −0.10 0.37 −0.27 0.787
West 0.86 0.38 2.25 0.024
Empathy 0.10 0.15 0.70 0.482
MRAS −0.15 0.14 −1.05 0.295
Openness −0.17 0.15 −1.18 0.238
Anxiety 0.05 0.14 0.34 0.732

Step:Cluster2:ToughnessEndorsement
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A.2 Stimuli materials

In this appendix, I provide the complete list of stimuli for Experiments I: Cue Integration
(Chapter 3) and III: Imitation (Chapter 5). Each item is indicated as to whether it was
included as an audiovisual stimulus in Experiment I, an auditory stimulus in Experiment
III, and/or a reading stimulus in Experiment III.

Table A.7: Complete list of stimuli for Experiment I and III

word IPA SUBTLWF Experiment I Experiment III
big /bIg/ 682.82 audiovisual reading and listening
bin /bIn/ 5.37 reading only
brew /bru/ 2.51 reading and listening
brick /brIk/ 10.18 audiovisual reading and listening
brim /brIm/ 0.88 reading only
bruise /bruz/ 3.24 reading only
boom /bum/ 21.80 reading only
boot /but/ 11.14 reading and listening
chute /Sut/ 3.61 reading only
coo /ku/ 0.69 reading only
coop /kup/ 10.35 reading and listening
crew /kru/ 47.53 reading and listening
crimp /krImp/ 0.43 reading only
crude /krud/ 3.04 reading only
crypt /krIpt/ 1.37 audiovisual reading and listening
dew /du/ 2.14 reading and listening
din /dIn/ 1.18 reading only
dip /dIp/ 7.96 audiovisual reading and listening
drew /dru/ 25.04 reading and listening
drink /drINk/ 247.39 reading only
drip /drIp/ 5.12 audiovisual reading and listening
drool /drul/ 2.16 reading only
dune /dun/ 1.00 reading only
gift /gIft/ 64.51 audiovisual reading and listening
gill /gIl/ 1.71 reading only
goof /guf/ 2.22 reading only
goop /gup/ 0.69 reading and listening
grill /grIl/ 4.45 reading only
grip /grIp/ 9.69 audiovisual reading and listening
groove /gruv/ 4.16 reading only
group /grup/ 73.76 reading and listening
kick /kIk/ 73.41 reading only
kit /kIt/ 17.65 audiovisual reading and listening
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Table A.7 continued

word IPA SUBTLWF Experiment I Experiment III
pick /pIk/ 198.39 reading only
pig /pIg/ 39.14 audiovisual reading and listening
pooch /putS/ 1.29 reading and listening
pool /pul/ 46.98 reading only
prick /prIk/ 14.12 audiovisual reading and listening
prim /prIm/ 0.37 reading only
prove /pruv/ 70.39 reading only
prune /prun/ 1.47 reading and listening
scoop /skup/ 5.67 reading and listening
scoot /skut/ 2.1847 reading only
screw /skru/ 37.49 reading and listening
scrooge /skrudZ/ 3.86 reading only
scribble /skrIb@l/ 0.63 reading only
script /skrIpt/ 19.61 audiovisual reading and listening
shift /SIft/ 22.82 reading only
ship /SIp/ 98.88 audiovisual reading and listening
shin /SIn/ 3.08 reading only
shit /SIt/ 474.65 audiovisual reading and listening
shoe /Su/ 30.39 reading and listening
shoes /Suz/ 30.39 reading only
shoot /Sut/ 164.94 reading and listening
sick /sIk/ 165.43 reading only
sift /sIft/ 0.75 reading only
sip /sIp/ 5.10 audiovisual reading and listening
sit /sIt/ 311.35 audiovisual reading and listening
skin /skIn/ 44.04 reading only
skip /skIp/ 21.1 audiovisual reading and listening
soon /sun/ 257.65 reading only
soothe /suD/ 1.29 reading only
spin /spIn/ 14.63 reading only
spit /spIt/ 19.35 audiovisual reading and listening
spool /spul/ 0.51 reading only
spoon /spun/ 7.61 reading and listening
spring /sprIN/ 31.31 reading only
spritz /sprIts/ 0.49 audiovisual reading and listening
spruce /sprus/ 1.1 reading and listening
sprue /spru/ 0.00 reading only
stew /stu/ 6.43 reading and listening
sting /stIN/ 7.02 audiovisual reading and listening
stint /stInt/ 0.75 reading only
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Table A.7 continued

word IPA SUBTLWF Experiment I Experiment III
stool /stul/ 3.51 reading only
strewn /strun/ 0.37 reading and listening
string /strIN/ 12.67 audiovisual reading and listening
strip /strIp/ 15.69 reading only
strudel /struR@l/ 0.92 reading only
sue /su/ 29.37 reading and listening
suit /sut/ 68.61 reading and listening
tin /tIn/ 8.65 reading only
tip /tIp/ 27.63 audiovisual reading and listening
trim /trIm/ 4.27 reading only
trip /trIp/ 82.39 audiovisual reading and listening
true /tru/ 253.35 reading and listening
truth /truT/ 192.18 reading only
tune /tun/ 15.61 reading only
two /tu/ 1066.35 reading only

In this appendix, the visual stimuli used for Experiment I: Cue Integration (Chapter 3)
are provided, listed in alphabetical order with their corresponding labels.

big brick crypt dip

drip gift grip kit
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pick pig prick script

shingle ship shit sing

sip sit skip spit

spritz sting string tip

trip
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A.3 Consulted forums and articles for online meta-discourse of
/s/-retraction

The online meta-discourse on /s/-retraction was conducted on March 30-31, 2019. A Google
search was conducted for a modified spelling of the ten most frequent /str/ onset words,
with 〈sh〉 in place of 〈s〉, as in 〈shtreet〉 instead of 〈street〉. The first ten pages of Google
hits was examined for street, the most frequent /str/ word. The first five pages of hits were
examined for the second through tenth most frequent /str/ words: straight, strong, strange,
destroy, strike, district, struck, strip, instructions. Do to the relative prominence of struggle
in the meta-discourse on line, five pages of hits were also examined for shtruggle.

The online forums and discussions that yielded insightful social commentary provided in
this appendix, with the relevant comments reproduced below, unedited.

1. https://www.antimoon.com/forum/t10923.htm

• My first judgement when I began to hear this peculiar sound was that young men
didn’t want to sound silibant or effeminate and so were trying to eliminate the
hissing sound of “s”.

2. https://blogs.chicagotribune.com/news_columnists_ezorn/2011/10/shtay-

shtrong-shtraight-talkers-youre-not-so-shtrange.html

• Those “shtr” people must be German.

• Over the years, I’ve noticed that many of the groshery pronouncers are from
around Cleveland.

• As someone with an intermediate form (not *quite* to “shtr” but the ‘s’ before
a “tr” is not the same as the ‘s’ elsewhere) I’d like to point out that the title of
the post is a little off—it’d be “stay Shtrong”.

3. https://boards.straightdope.com/sdmb/showthread.php?t=548320

• In my case it’s more like “schreet.” The “ch” replaces the “t,” not the “s.”

• Depends on how much I’ve had to drink.

• I always thought it was a “ghetto” thing, like “axe” for “ask” or “A-ight” for
“alright” I’ve noticed some people also say “sh-tupid”. Co-incidence?

• Could it be related to Yiddish in a way? I’ve noticed this occasionally from older
Jews thhat are the children of immigrants; “schtreet” for street, “schtick” for stick
(not used in reference to a comedy act or performance, but rather something like
“schtick of butter”), and so on.

• That’s what it’s been in my experience, too. I’ve lived in many parts of the
country and have never heard it come from someone who wasn’t 1) black and 2)
from a ghetto of sorts.
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• I wouldn’t necessarily discount it, but I don’t think so. The palatalization I hear
and use only occurs in “str” clusters, not simple “st” clusters. So while I do
say “shtring” and “shtreet,” I don’t say “shtop” and “shtick” or anything like
that. Growing up in a very Polish area of Chicago, I don’t think there was much
Yiddish influence here in the accent, but it could certainly be one of those things
that persisted or spread from other neighborhoods. The interesting thing is when
I talk in a foreign language, I do not palatalize “str” clusters and they come out
clear. It’s only when I speak English (or German, as I was taught to do so in
German.) And I’m surprised some people seem to have only heard it as a ghetto
or black accent. It’s pretty damned common among whites, too (see the list I
provided in a previous post.)

• Folks from Hawaii who no longer speak pidgin or don’t speak it in official situations
usually still pronounce street or stream as shtreet or shtream.

• It is common in India for someone who did not grow up speaking English to
pronounce it as “shtreet”. Those who grew up speaking English pronounce it as
“street”.

• White female mid-20s middle-class Milwaukeean, and I say schreet. (Also, as
people have observed above, schring, chree, and akchual. And drink is jrink.)
Perfectly normal dialectical variation.

• I do the ‘shtr’ pronunciation, and I literally cannot say ‘str’. I’m white, grew up
in affluent suburbs of central NJ.

• Out here in California, I’ve noticed it’s a kind of urban and ethnic thing. Aside
from East Coast visitors, I hear it more from Mexicans or African Americans.
But, when I lived in Hawai’i, it was common to hear “shtreet” and things like
“frushtrated” nearly across the board. The exception would be malihini and haole
(visitors and white folks).

4. http://www.city-data.com/forum/general-u-s/1343085-replacing-d-t-

accent-question-2.html

• Another African-American pronunciation that’s creeping into general usage
among all young people is using an “sh” sound when saying words that start with
an “st” such as street (“sh-treet”), strong (sh-trong”) and straight (sh-traight). I
just started noticing it in the last 10-20 years - probably from the huge popularity
of Hip-Hop and Rap culture spreading to the mainstream.

5. https://dict.leo.org/forum/viewGeneraldiscussion.php?idforum=4&

idThread=1156731&lp=ende&lang=en

• Northeast could be right; it’s certainly not familiar to me down here in the south
central US. Wonder if it has anything to do with German- or Yiddish-speaking
populations.
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• What are you listening to this audio book on? It is common for record-
ing/playback equipment and some file-compression software to have troubles with
sibilants in speech. Basically the high frequency segments of /s/ sounds are culled,
leaving something that can sound like an /S/.

6. https://english.stackexchange.com/questions/84836/why-is-str-

sometimes-pronounced-as-shtr

• As an example, Jay Z is rapping about the “New York city shtreets” (here at
0:30), not “streets”. The actors from the Jersey Shore seem to do it as well, so
I’m starting to believe this is an East Coast / New York thing?

7. https://www.englishforums.com/English/SoundBecomingFrequent/bbvwmh/

post.htm

• I have not noticed this trend among my fellow English speakers.

• Neither have I, but don’t rule out a physical impairment. People that wear den-
tures often complain that their “s” has changed to “sh.”

8. https://www.facebook.com/6abcActionNews/posts/10156300507571378

• Shtraight, shtreet, shtrong, shtruggle... That is not a speech impediment, it’s a
verbal crutch. You are professional broadcasters. Try harder to sound like ones.

9. https://forum.wordreference.com/threads/pronunciation-s-as-sh-in-ae-

strong-street.3349230/

• In American English, S is never pronounced as SH. That change doesn’t happen
in any dialect of American English.

• It would be strange to deliberately adopt the “shtr-” pronunciation. Don’t do
that.

10. https://forum.wordreference.com/threads/pronunciation-of-str-%E2%86%

92-shtr-medial.2575860/

• I’ve just heard “indushtry” on the radio (no speech impediment). (There has
been discussion for some time about the spread of initial str- being pronounced
as shtr-: “shtrong, shtring, shtrangle” etc. This is the first time I’ve noticed it
medially. Presumably this is a natural step in the spread?)

• I’m pretty sure I’ve heard this on and off over the years - i.e. it doesn’t strike me
as either new or unusual (the s in unusual often takes in an h as it’s said, but also
sometimes loses its voicing by “picky pronouncers”!)). The difference between “a
stream” and “industry” in terms of “medial” seems minor so, to me, it’s hardly
more remarkable than the initial str- picking up the h. There‘s a recent long
thread on the h intruding in issue and it has some parallels with this question.
The first parallel is simply that we acknowledge that it happens but we should not
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encourage English learners to copy it. The second parallel is that the “amount”
of h that intrudes, in my experience, is quite variable, from none to “hardly
noticeable” to obvious - in the case of str- the sound becomes positively like
standard German st- with a full-blown sh. In English, we don’t have the cluster
sr-vowel ( as in Sri Lanka, so we insert the h to manage) For some, perhaps, it’s
the same with str-vowel.

11. https://www.grammarphobia.com/blog/2008/05/shtreet-smarts.html

• This sound bugs me, but no one else seems to notice. Am I hearing things? Is
this a regional or cultural dialect?

12. https://www.letsrun.com/forum/flat_read.php?thread=6130511

• Curious speech pattern I’ve noticed in recent years - I’m pretty sure it started
with African Americans, but now I hear almost everyone doing it (including those
I’ve challenged doing so, but who have flatly denied it):

• The OP is a doofus and made up this whole “shtr” business

• If I asked a dozen people on the train where to get off for Greenwich Village, I’m
reasonably confident that not a single one of them would tell me to get off at “4th
Shtreet.”

• Every black person and most Jews and northeasterns says this, too. Listen if you
don’t believe me. I hate that I can hear this.

• Why are you pretty sure it started with African Americans? Please explain this
or is this just some racist garbage? I’m surprised so few people have attributed
this to the Irish.

• My experience is definitely different; I mostly hear this in white Americans with
regional accents in the Northeast.

• The “sh” / “s” substitution has been driving me crazy for some time now.
“shtroller”, “shtraight”, “shtreet”, “shtrong”...I can’t believe that people aren’t
discussing this more frequently, even parodying it. It sends shivers up my spine.
It seems to be especially prevalent on the East Coast, especially the New York
area. Maybe it’s just because I personally do not like that sound exchange, but I
generally make an association with a lower socioeconomic and educational back-
ground. As much as I really, sincerely admire and love Michelle Obama, she does
this all the time when she speaks. She has a few other rookie ticks—lots of slow
and low “ahhh” sounds during pauses that are fairly distracting.

13. https://literalminded.wordpress.com/2011/09/06/shtraight-talk/

• When my wife and sons and I were watching the movie Independence Day (1996),
I heard Harry Connick Jr.’s character say to Will Smith’s character, “You’ll never
get a chance to fly the space shuttle if you marry a shtripper.” I made everyone
wait while I rewound twice to make sure I’d heard right
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• A month later, we were watching Beverly Hills Cop (1984), and I heard Eddie
Murphy’s character utter this other sentence about stripping: “The only reason
these officers were in a shtrip club. . . .”

• A couple of weeks into the school year, I overheard a conversation among a couple
of Adam’s fellow fourth graders as they picked up their “Grab n Go” breakfast
in the school hallway on the way to their classroom. Apparently the school can’t
count on parents actually giving their kids breakfast every morning, so they pro-
vide snacks before school for any kids who want them, so they can start off the
day with something nutritious and be able to concentrate better in class. This
morning, it was Pop Tarts. One girl said to another, “It was funny, because you
said brown sugar and I said shtrawberry!” It really must have been funny, because
the girl said it again, and again pronounced strawberry as shtrawberry.

• At about 7:51 into episode 414 of This American Life, the producer of the first
story, Ben Calhoun, says, “These weren’t regular uniformed cops. They were the
guys in shtreet clothes.” In the past year, I’ve heard one of each of Doug’s and
Adam’s friends pronounce /str/ as [Str], usually in the word destroy.

• During a family trip to New York City last month, a bus tour guide consistently
pronounced /str/ as [ Str].

• I don’t believe I use “shtr”. If I recall rightly, I first noticed the phenomenon in
one of my professors from the University of Calgary; he was from Saskatchewan.

• I never noticed this. I grew up in inner-city, working-class Columbus, OH, and I
absolutely shtr. I have an Appalachian background as well, which is what people
usually notice first, but perhaps I have a more linguistic mix than I first believed.

• I never noticed this until my wife pointed it out. I can never *not* hear it now.
She has to repeat the word to me each time someone does it.

• I was just bitching about this weird trend in pronunciation on Facebook and
someone linked me in here. Great stuff.The first time I ever remember hearing it
was with Miley Cyrus on Hannah Montana. Just glad my daughter didn’t pick it
up.

• I first noticed this in some speakers of Black American English and George W.
Bush, but when the announcer on public radio did it, I got upset. People look to
public radio for correct standardized American pronunciations.

• When movie characters, such as those described above, use it, I think they are
saying: Only pussies and mamma’s boys would say straight when you can say
shtraight. Straight is for fastidious librarians; shtraight is for guys who know how
to load a gun and stuff a 20 down a shtripper’s g-string. It’s an anti-lisp. It says:
Not only am I not gay, but I’m almost unbelievably shtraight.

• Does it mainly reveal a lack of education, say, from people on television, which
young people then pick up and carry through to adulthood? Like others, I also
find it nerve-wracking to hear but I think the reaction has to do with a fear that
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inadvertently one might actually say it since it seems to happen almost naturally
to those who

• I suspect this retroflex assimilation keeps going as long as there’s a coronal avail-
able, regardless of morphology.

• I am not a linguist (only studied the subject freshman year in college), but on a
very basic, layman’s level, could the sound of “shtr” be appealing in some odd,
absurd way? Like a lush, yummy (for lack of a better descriptor) sound that
connotes something very pleasing? This is just a gut feeling and I’m lacking
examples but maybe someone out there knows what I’m trying to describe. . . ?

• It’s also a local thing, right here in DC: The Mayor of Washington, DC, pronounces
the name of the territory she’s in charge of as the *Dishtrict of Columbia*. She’s
Muriel Bowser, and you can google her all over the place. Needless to say, she
uses the word quite often. . . .

14. http://notmytribe.com/2008/shtrength-shtrong-shtreuth-82462.html

• Who says “SHtrong beside southern idiots like the current president? I now
hear the god-awful mispronunciation on the lips of sub urban TV people, news
reporters on location, even from the sports sidelines. Proper English is determined
by usage, so nuclear will become nucular if enough yahoos say it’s so.

15. https://painintheenglish.com/case/5231

• Only the media could pick up and run with a complete misuse of pronunciation
rules and thrust them into common usage. Even the army is doing this, with an
obviously white announcer deliberately doing the ‘shtrong’ pronunciation in its
recruitment ads targeted to black people.

• I have been beefing about this to everyone I know since I first heard it from the
first lady’s campaign speech on the radio. I just heard it moments ago from the
Charmin TP bear on tv commercial with Ultra Shtrong description. I thought it
was just me but I found this article before I posted to Facebook. Someone has to
make it stop!!!!!

• I recall education Blacks in the 1960s using this pronunciation. It seems that
when Blacks used this pronunciation back then it signaled an educated person.
I just went back to recorded speeches of Shirley Chisholm. She used this pro-
nunciation. Then from usage by education blacks that pronunciation seems to
have entered into mainstream Black pronunciation and from there into common,
widespread, mainshtream White usage. It’s as fingernails on a blackboard for me.
It’s now 2016 and I’m noticing that the “h” is now being added to “st” strings
as in “shtory”. Anyone else follow this thread from educated Black speech? I
know language changes. It’s a natural process but my ear catches on every single
pronunciation of “st” and “str” as “sht” and “shtr”. The silliest pronunciation re-
cently heard was largest trees pronounced as “largesht shtreesh”. Totally mangled
in other words and barely intelligible.
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• This mispronunciationof the words like strong, and destroyed, by Michelle Obama
has been so annoying and distracting and in my opinion really so unbecoming of
a first lady. It also seems to me, that other words, like America, for example, are
said with a tone of complaint or disdain. It is so distracting that I have trouble
following the context of her remarks on a given occasion. As a role model for
the youth of this nation, and speaking publicly as the First Lady, it surprises me
no one ever counseled her on the inappropriateness of mispronounciation of these
words that in my opinion, diminishes what she was trying to say in any given
speech.

• Wow I can’t believe someone besides me has noticed this ever-expanding trend!
For years I’ve been pointing it out to others but constantly told it’s in my imagi-
nation, that I’m just hearing it wrong.

• I have noticed the shtrong,etc. pronunciation for a while now and wondered if it
was a physical difference in the tongue causing it. A new ad on TV features a
black man saying “shprite” instead of Sprite.

• There are two answers to this concerning the white people who pronounciate
certain words as so. 1) Some are deliberately ‘mispronouncing’ certain words
that they know they can pronounce correctly. 2) Some actually have the tongue
to pronounce these words as such beyond their control. I won’t post the reasons
why numbers 1 and 2 is possible (in the case of both, black people are included
as well), you’ll just have to think about it.

• I have noticed this phenomenon in Americans under 40 mostly actors . I have not
noticed a solely African-American input except for when it is an African-American
actor speaking the SHTR sound is much more distinguishable. Case in point ,
the lead actress in the new CBS Star Trek episode one is almost unwatchable .
She even takes it beyond one word such as “this traitor” becomes “thish traitor.”

• The first prominent person I noticed to speak this way was Michelle Obama,
maybe it’s still an Obama support thing with the media. Very shtrange.

• Sarah Huckabee Sanders almost exclusively pronounces “s” as “shtr”. It’s mad-
dening and I can barely stand listening to her speak.

• I actually googled “pronunciation of strong” and came upon this site. It’s some-
thing that I notice and wonder about often. I had a friend back in elementary
school who pronounces “str” like “shtr.” Every time I hear it, I think of her. I was
guessing it’s the way someone‘s mouth is shaped, like a minor speech impediment.
I still don’t know what to think of it but I hear it often.

• I’m glad to see that I wasn’t imagining it. The link to the Penn research paper,
shared by Cathy W. sheds some light on it. I believe its origin is with Polish immi-
grants in the early 20th Century, based in the Chicago area. The first time I ever
heard this pronunciation is in the film “The Blues Brothers,” which highlighted
Chicago working-class speech patterns.

16. https://pammarshalla.com/michelle-obamas-shtreet-for-street/
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• I have a 21-year-old [SLP] client with above average intelligence who says “shtreet”
for “street.” He also says “undershtanding” for “understanding” and “shtretch”
for “stretch.” He seems to do this on purpose. Any comments?

• In the 1970’s, this substitution was heard primarily in “Southern Dialect” and
it was standard in what was called “Black Dialect.” Now this pattern seems to
be generalizing to the broader population. With the president’s wife using it, it
would seem appropriate now to call it part of Standard North American English.

17. http://people.sc.fsu.edu/~jburkardt/fun/wordplay/shtrange.html

• As long ago as the 1990’s, when rap music spread across the musical horizon, I
noticed a peculiarity of pronunciation in many recordings. Words beginning with
“str” were clearly being pronounced as though they were spelled “shtr”.

• I suppose almost any minor language variation, given the right prominence, can be
picked up unconsciously and repeated by others - after all, that’s more or less how
we learn to speak in the beginning, and it’s how people renew and refresh their
language, how Northerners who move south gradually pick up a partial Southern
accent that seems to amuse both their old and new friends.

18. https://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education/grammar/how-s-backing-

causes-people-to-pronounce-street-as-schtreet

• IT IS NOT OKAY. You can offer explanations, but you cannot ‘approve’ of this.
It is wrong.

• Please stop making excuses for lazy pronunciation. It isn’t a progressive change in
the way society approaches a word with the ‘st’ phoneme. It’s an abhorrent habit
that is spreading because nobody will correct the error. As with the proclivity to
pronounce the word ‘strength’ as ‘strenth’, this affectation is annoying, incorrect,
and makes those that do it sound as though they have ill-fitting dentures or have
had a bit too much to drink.

• I have noticed it for the last couple years, and it’s getting more widespread. It still
sounds like a speech impediment to me, I think it is an impediment to children
learning proper spelling and pronunciation. It feels more like slang, or almost
an obsessive-compulsive disorder because I hear local anchors and weather people
heavily using this S-backing, and it really impedes the point of content they are
making. It’s not correct- it’s a foolish modern trend- and I wish it would go away.

• This is a very interesting article with a compilation of takes on the subject. But, I
have another theory: By the late 1800’s, there were more Americans with German
ancestry than those with English ancestry. In German, “str” and a few other such
letter clusters is pronounced “shtr”. I believe *that* is the main reason why words
in the US are pronounced with s-backing.

• How do you account for that fact that African-Americans have the highest inci-
dence of this vocalization problem?
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19. http://smith-wessonforum.com/lounge/527093-shtrolling-down-shtreet-

shtraightaway.html

• I can’t stand it! It seems on the radio and TV, so many folks are turning a
standard “s” into a a non-shtandard “sh.” Do all these people live in mostly
Germanic neighborhoods? Where did their get their English education?Stock be-
comes “shtock.” Street becomes “shtreet.” Strangle becomes “shtrangle.” Stomach
becomes “shtomach.” Strange becomes “shtrange.” It’s driving me to dishtraction.
It’s my current pet peeve, and I never noticed it until just a few years ago - very
prevalent now. My wife thought the first time she heard it that the person mis-
pronouncing these words had a speech defect. But it’s WAY more than just one
person. It’s got to SHTOP, and soon!

• That’s been a side effect of low quality on-location broadcasts, probably from cell
phones, for a while now. Realized what it was when I saw a field report with
the speech impediment followed by the same reporter from the studio, speaking
clearly.

• I heard this a lot from people in Pennsylvania, Ohio and upshtate New York..

20. https://spreemancommunications.com/tag/shtraight/

• First I noticed radio DJs doing this. Then newscasters. Then teachers. But
when Michelle Obama started talking about America’s “shtruggles,” everyone
else picked it up shtraightaway

21. https://www.tek-tips.com/viewthread.cfm?qid=950657

• This is something typically German. Perhaps a side effect after too much German
beer?

22. https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=heightleaded

• Wow, I feel sho heightleaded I cand even shtand up shtraight, led alone try ta
walk a shtraight line!

23. https://www.waywordradio.org/discussion/topics/researchers-track-

evolution-of-phillys-odd-accent/

• I still listen to the Philadelphia local news on frequent occasion. One morning
traffic reporter says “mash chransit” (mash chranzit) for “mass transit.” The
palatalization effect of the r keeps traveling back through the t all the way into
the previous word and its final s. Even though I haven’t lived in Philadelphia for
nearly 40 years, when I hear mash chransit, I feel all warm inside.

24. https://www.waywordradio.org/street-vs-shtreet-and-straight-vs-

shtraight/
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• I don’t hear it very often, but most recently there was a talk show host on a
Chicago news station.

25. https://www.waywordradio.org/discussion/topics/street-vs-shtreet-why-

and-where/

• I have not noticed that at all. It seems to me like some actor affecting wearing
denture.

26. https://www.waywordradio.org/discussion/topics/the-not-too-shtrange-

shtr-pronunciation-of-str/

• It is certainly common in Philadelphia and New York.

Separately, I have provided the meta-discourse from news articles, opinion, editorials, press
releases, and radio shows, with the relevant comments pulled below.

1. https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2012/09/obamas_struggle.html

• On the campaign trail, Michelle Obama often employs the word “struggle.” It was
actually Mrs. Obama‘s peculiar pronunciation – “shtruggle” – that first drew my
attention to the frequency of her usage.

2. https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/opinion/zorn/ct-minor-dishtress-

20161125-column.html

• Once you begin hearing people throwing extra h‘s into “str-” words, you can’t
stop hearing it.

• It’s not a sign of ignorance. Harvard-educated first lady Michelle Obama is “the
worst violator of all” according to the Washington Post’s Gene Weingarten.

• It’s not easier, faster, or smoother to inject a gratuitous “h” into “str” words. It’s
not a hoity-toity affectation or social signifier. It doesn’t make the speaker sound
extra casual or friendly. Shtrange, huh?

3. https://www.chronicle.com/blogs/linguafranca/2018/08/13/shtraight-talk-

on-s-backing/

• My late Aunt Eva, a white midwesterner, exhibited this speech pattern. I always
presumed it was her loose dentures.

• I first heard s-backing when I moved to Philadelphia from New England. I won-
dered whether the mistaken insertion of an “h” was a carryover from Pennsylvania
Dutch, as German ancestry figures so heavily here and westward. (In German,
“spiegel” is pronounced “shpeagle.”) To this day, when I hear an s-backer, I as-
sume the person is careless, unintelligent, or both.
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4. https://news.chass.ncsu.edu/2016/04/21/research-examines-shtriking-

sound-change-in-raleigh/

5. https://www.nytimes.com/1985/07/21/nyregion/stronger-urban-accents-in-

northeast-are-called-sign-of-evolving-language.html

• The new accents are so strong that it is possible, for example, to hear a sentence
like this in Philadelphia... “He left his HAY-us in Northeast Ful-UFF-yuh and got
into his core to GEH-oh DAY-un to Shpring GOR-den Shtreet like he oys does.
But on the way he got into a FUH-eet with another driver. It was BEE-ad.”
Translation: “He left his house in Northeast Philadelphia and got into his car to
go down to Spring Garden Street like he always does. But on the way he got into
a fight with another driver. It was bad.”

6. https://www.rushlimbaugh.com/daily/2016/12/20/michelle_obama_and_the_

shtruggle/

• Now, she’s a leftist, and I know what the shtruggle is. And frankly, folks, I’m
growing weary of it. “The shtruggle” is the premise that minorities do not have
a prayer in America. The deck is so stacked against them that they don’t have a
chance. And this shtruggle to overcome this great injustice is never ending. She
speaks of the shtruggle — and you have to call it the shtruggle, not the struggle.
It’s s-h, the shtruggle. Every time she makes a speech. It is a feature of practically
every speech that she makes, and what does it do? It reinforces the legitimacy of
the shtruggle.

7. https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/magazine/gene-weingarten-

admits-his-personal-shtruggle/2016/04/27/8ae99776-fcda-11e5-9140-

e61d062438bb_story.html

• My point is, no English word should be pronounced with a “shtr” sound. Yet
suddenly, around 2001 or thereabouts, I began hearing politicians talk about the
need for “shtrength against terrorism.” We launched “air shtrikes.” This linguistic
hiccup was particularly rancid to my ears. For one thing, it sounds shtupid. But
there is also a faint echo of . . . Hitler.

• I blame the orthodontists, who have been malforming youngshters’ mouths for
years (probably just during the period when this shtriking change appeared).
Some god or other gave us crooked teeth so that we would shtruggle with pro-
nunciation in our formative years and learn correctness (not political), but these
mouth-revisors have hammered and twisted our shpeaking tools with the goal of
making us all the same when we shmile, right down to the shparkle.
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A.4 Cognitive, personality, & demographic surveys

In this section of the appendix, I have reproduced the post-test demographic survey com-
pleted by the participants. If no options are not provided (in italics), questions are assumed
to be free response unless otherwise specified.

A.4.1 Basic demographic questions

1. In what year were you born?

2. How would you describe your gender identity? Female, male, non-binary, other (please
specify)

3. What was your sex assigned at birth? Female, male, intersex or other

4. How would you describe you sexual orientation? Straight or heterosexual, gay, lesbian
or homosexual, bisexual, queer, asexual, other (please specify)

5. How would you describe your race? (Select all that apply) African American/Black,
Asian, Hispanic/Latino/a, Middle Eastern/Arab, Native American/American Indian,
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, South Asian/Indian, White/European/Caucasian,
other (please specify)

6. Did you grow up in a household where all members spoke primarily English until the
time you were 12? Yes, no, not sure

7. If No, what language and how frequently was English spoken?

8. Do you speak or have you studied any languages other than English? Yes, no, not sure

9. If Yes, what language(s) and for how long?

10. Would you describe yourself as a native speaker of North American English? Yes, no,
not sure

11. In what state were you born?

12. If you were born outside the US/Canada, where were you born?

13. In what state/province have you lived the longest before age 18?

14. If you were raised outside the US/Canada, where did you live the longest before age
18?

15. In what city/town did you live the longest during that time?

16. How would your describe the environment where you lived during that time? Urban,
suburban, rural

17. Please list any other states, provinces or countries you have lived in for greater than a
year.
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A.4.2 Neurological, language, and hearing questions

18. Do you have any difficulty with the following? (select all that apply) Talking, finding
words, understanding speech, hearing, reading, writing, none of the above

19. As far as you know, do you have any neurological impairments? If so, please specify,
e.g. Parkinson’s, Huntington’s, stroke, epilepsy, etc.

20. As far as you know, do you have normal hearing? Yes, no, not sure

21. Do you wear contacts or glasses to have corrected-to-normal vision? I do NOT require
corrective lenses, my vision is normal; I wear SINGLE (i.e. not bifocal) corrective
lenses, my vision is corrected-to-normal; I wear BIFOCAL corrective lenses, my vision
is corrected-to-normal; I require corrective lenses, but I’m NOT wearing them today; I
have a visual impairment, my vision cannot be corrected-to-normal

22. Are you left-handed or right-handed? Left-handed, right-handed, comfortable with both

A.4.3 Big Five

The forty-three question Big Five Inventory (John et al., 2008) was included to assess per-
sonality traits along five dimensions: Extroversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Neu-
roticism, and Openness. The following statements were provided with radio buttons Strongly
agree, Slightly agree, Slightly disagree, and Strongly disagree. Participants were asked: I see
myself as someone who...

23. Is talkative.

24. Tends to find fault with others.

25. Does a thorough job.

26. Is depressed/blue.

27. Is original/comes up with new ideas.

28. Is reserved.

29. Is helpful and unselfish with others.

30. Can be somewhat careless.

31. Is relaxed/handles stress well.

32. Is curious about many different things.

33. Is full of energy.

34. Starts quarrels with others.
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35. Is a reliable worker.

36. Can be tense.

37. Is ingenious/a deep thinker.

38. Generates a lot of enthusiasm.

39. Has a forgiving nature.

40. Tends to be disorganized.

41. Worries a lot.

42. Has an active imagination.

43. Tends to be quiet.

44. Is generally trusting.

45. Tends to be lazy.

46. Is emotionally stable/not easily upset.

47. Is inventive.

48. Has an assertive personality.

49. Can be cold and aloof.

50. Perseveres until the task is finished.

51. Can be moody.

52. Values artistic, aesthetic experiences.

53. Is sometimes shy or inhibited.

54. Is considerate and kind to almost everyone.

55. Does things efficiently.

56. Remains calm in tense situations.

57. Prefers work that is routine.

58. Is outgoing and sociable.

59. Is sometimes rude to others.

60. Makes plans and follows through with them.
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61. Gets nervous easily.

62. Likes to reflect/play with ideas.

63. Has few artistic interests.

64. Likes to cooperate with others.

65. Is easily distracted.

66. Is sophisticated in art, music or literature

A.4.4 Empathy Quotient

The twenty-two question Empathy Quotient survey (EQ: Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004)
was included to assess the degree to which respondents are able to identify and respond
to another individual’s thoughts and emotions. The following statements were provided
with radio buttons Strongly agree, Slightly agree, Slightly disagree, and Strongly disagree.
Participants were asked: Please respond to the following statements as honestly as possible.

67. I can easily tell if someone else wants to enter a conversation.

68. I really enjoy caring for other people.

69. I find it hard to know what to do in a social situation.

70. I often find it difficult to judge if something is rude or polite.

71. In a conversation, I tend to focus on my own thoughts rather than on what my listener
might be thinking.

72. I can pick up quickly if someone says one thing but means another.

73. It is hard for me to see why some things upset people so much.

74. I find it easy to put myself in somebody else’s shoes.

75. I am good at predicting how someone will feel.

76. I am quick to spot when someone in a group is feeling awkward or uncomfortable.

77. I can’t always see why someone should have felt offended by a remark.

78. I don’t tend to find social situations confusing.

79. Other people tell me I am good at understanding how they are feeling and what they
are thinking.

80. I can easily tell if someone else is interested or bored with what I am saying.
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81. Friends usually talk to me about their problems as they say I am very understanding.

82. I can sense if I am intruding, even if the other person doesn’t tell me.

83. Other people often say that I am insensitive, though I don’t always see why.

84. I can tune into how someone else feels rapidly and intuitively.

85. I can easily work out what another person might want to talk about.

86. I can tell if someone is masking their true emotion.

87. I am good at predicting what someone will do.

88. I tend to get emotionally involved with a friend’s problems.

A.4.5 MRAS

The ten question MRAS survey (Pleck et al., 1993) was included to measure participant’s
relative endorsement of traditional stereotypes of masculinity. The following statements were
provided with radio buttons Strongly agree, Slightly agree, Slightly disagree, and Strongly
disagree. Participants were asked: Please respond to the following statements as honestly as
possible.

89. It is essential for a guy to get respect from others.

90. A man always deserves the respect of his wife and children.

91. I admire a guy who is totally sure of himself.

92. A guy will lose respect if he talks about his problems.

93. A young man should be physically tough, even if he’s not big.

94. It bothers me when a guy acts like a girl.

95. I don’t think a husband should have to do housework.

96. Men are always ready for sex.

97. The thought of men having sex with each other is disgusting.

98. I could never be friends with a gay man.
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A.4.6 Promis Anxiety

The twenty-nine question PROMIS Anxiety score (Cella et al., 2010) was included to assess
self-reported anxiety. The following statements were provided with radio buttons Never,
Rarely, Sometimes, Often and Always. Participants were asked: Please respond to the
following statements as honestly as possible. In the past 7 days...

99. I felt fearful.

100. I felt frightened.

101. It scared me when I felt nervous.

102. I felt anxious.

103. I felt like I needed help for my anxiety.

104. I was concerned about my mental health.

105. I felt upset.

106. I had a racing or pounding heart.

107. I was anxious if my normal routine was disturbed.

108. I had sudden feelings of panic.

109. I was easily startled.

110. I had trouble paying attention.

111. I avoided public places or activities.

112. I felt fidgety.

113. I felt something awful would happen.

114. I felt worried.

115. I felt terrified.

116. I worried about other people‘s reactions to me.

117. I found it hard to focus on anything other than my anxiety.

118. My worries overwhelmed me.

119. I hard twitching or trembling muscles.

120. I felt nervous.
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121. I felt indecisive.

122. Many situations made me worry.

123. I had difficulty sleeping.

124. I had trouble relaxing.

125. I felt uneasy.

126. I felt tense.

127. I had difficulty calming down.

A.4.7 Experimental Impressions

128. Do you have any guesses at what the experiment was looking at?

The following statements were provided with radio buttons Strongly agree, Slightly agree,
Slightly disagree, and Strongly disagree. Participants were asked: What is your impression
of the voice that gave you instructions during the image identification task?

129. He sounded friendly.

130. He sounded masculine.

131. He sounded outgoing.

132. He sounded casual.

133. He sounded gay.

134. He sounded attractive.

135. He sounded educated.
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